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APPENDIX MaSUU24MASSESSHWr AND &ALUATION 

'LL. Affective urements 

Attitudes, interests and values are said to be instilled when 
cognitive objectives are developed. The theory might not often 
apply since it is found that some cogaitive activities destroy the 
desired affective behaviours instead of developing them. 
Consequently, if cognitive behaviours are not planned carefully or 
are mistaught, then undesired attitudes and beliefs might be 
obtained. Rather, if the teacher prepared to read fairly extensively 
on the subject, he (as assessor) cannot be sure if the student's 
interests and feelings are honest or only to please him. In addition, it 
is widely held that some affective behaviours undergo some more 
sudden transformations than do cogriitive. It can be inferred, hence, 
that tests and examinations are not always to be considered as valid 
measures for students' affective aspect. In the area of cognitive 
there is a marked increase of accuracy when abilities are assessed 
due to their ranging from simply remembering facts up through skills 
like analysis toward certain solutions to problems. The case is much 
more difficult on the part of affective since the accuracy of assessing 
declines which entails more than one technique in addition to tests 
and examinations. The well-known measurements in the field are: 
observation, interviews, questionnaires, attitudes-tests, collection of 
actual products of students, record, and sampling. 92 

1: Obsenration 

Observation is a useful device to get at habits aýd certain 
Icinds of operational sUills of students. Observation is divided into 
deliberate observation and accidental observation. The role of 
objectives in the first one is to predetermine what is to be observed 
since it is impossible to note down or carry in memory everything 
heard or seen. Objectives are also important for the accidental 
observation in that they mark the only worthwhile points which 
deserve recording. If no objectives are rendered, no concentration 
of attention on certain affective behaviours, is done which is required 
by deliberate education. The result in this case is a loose 
observation which cannot be considered as- a *methodo of 
measurement. A sigrifficant function of objectives in observation 
n-dght be seen when a group of observers wants to compare results 
as when one observer wants to compare a number of behaviours 
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observed on different occasions. Objectives in this case are criteria 
qFZ-). in which aU observation-data are characterized against. (- 

2: Interview 

It is an oral questionnaire which casts light over changes 
taking place in attitudes, interests and feelings. A student can be 
interviewed forrnally and in this case the questions are set and 
organized beforehand. A checklist of items wanted to be inquired 
into might be controlled by means of objectives to bring in bound, 
but serious answers. The interview might be casual if it takes the 
shape of friendly discussion between the assessor and the student. 
Objectives can be an aid for the assessor to emphasize only on what 
is interested and values attention. C Pirak- t 01 So) 

1.3: Questionn * 

I Interviews, whether deliberately organized or contingently 
happening, might not be sufficient methods for measuring attitudes 
towards a belief or a value because some students are reluctant to 
commit themselves to a strong opinion in interviews. 
Questionnaires might be more appropriate for assessing students' 
feelings and attitudes which cannot be published for one reason or 
another. Oýjectives are very important, at this part, since it is found 
that such an objective as minteresto ranges all the way from students' 
being aware that a given phenomenon occurs through behaviours, 
where he is increasingly willing to attend and respond to a 
phenomenon, to behaviour where he is expected to actually seek out 
the phenomenon in question and to be totally absorbed in it. Such 
specific objectives can help to state different sets of questions 
according to what the assessor needs. Fine point-scales are very 
often used in questionnaires towards certain topics or values, 
varying from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree", which is 
followed by statistical process to get the results. The fine scales are 
based on students' different behavioural objectives inherent in the 
attitude. If the student is asked, for instance, about his attitude 
towards 'the style of life at school" , his answer may be "strongly 
agree" with the way of fife. In this case objective yield is "valuing 
the school life and involving in it". If, better, the answer is only 
"agree", the objective could be "attentiveness of school lifem. The 
need for objectives in questionnaires is called for when traps are 
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regularly penetrated to find out if the student warily endorses or not. 
The latter may contribute to the validity of results infeffed from 
questionnaires. ( L3 1,,,; w, -Iq ýj q). 

4: Attitude-Scales 

71bese are sorts of measures concerning defining the 
development of attitudes in an individual. Since any attitude is 
found to be developed from "awareness and attentiveness of the 
targeto up to "tolerance and enjoymente tiff it re 

, aches "valuing7 and 
finally ends with Oinvolvementa, therefore these phases of affective 
behaviours need to be measured in students. Objectives can cater 
the scale with different levels of behavioural objectives. 

1,5: CoBection of Students' Obiccb 

Another measure of "affective domain* for securing evidence 
of students' interests and ways of behaving is collecting of objects 
available. Objects at the shops, themes or paintings which have 
been made by students indicate the attitudinal statements of each 
student. Objectives may analyse, these works into components to 
show wide range of attitudes of different students and the 
development of one attitude in each student. Objectives may 
synthesize these aspects to give full understanding of students' 
attitudes in order to measure them. CI-I 

, 
#%, 
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: 1.6: Records 

Records, as measures, are used to provide evidence of 
students' interests. Books withdrawn from the library may provide 
some indication of reading interests. Menus checked in restaurants 
may give evidence of the eating habits. All these records can be 
characterized against objectives to measure behaviours and change 
them to the desirable ones. 
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1.7: Samalinz 

One of the basic notions of measuring affective domain is to 
infer the students' characteristic performance by appraising his 
reaction in a sample of situations where this reaction is involved. 
Ibis holds for all types of human behaviours, attitudes, interests and 
intellectual skills. Since these behaviours could be embodied by 
different levels of objectives, then sampling them can be done by 
the same means. CT. " ) 

Interpretation of Data 

Translating data collected from student different measures 
means comparing the acceptable level implied in objectives with the 
actual one brought about from measures and demonstrating the 
discrepancy which exists. Interpretation of data may also allow the 
assessor to determine to what degree two different students would 
be able to reach similar scores, when they had an opportunity to 
score. The process of interpretation, therefore, is done by 
synthesizing affective and cogaitive outcomes of the students in 
terms of objectives. These objectives are to be characterized against 
the goals of the subject. The interpretation is needed to suggest hypotheses regarding not only the weaknesses and strengths of 
students but also the factors beyond the conditions. Preconditions of learning are to be considered since the student's successes or failures 
in his academic work should be seen in the light of his attitudes, 
work habits, interests and social adjustment. High achievement in 
cognitive area is ý to be accompanied by high achievement in 
affective part. This does not usually happen, however, the 
objectives can point out the discrepancies between the two. 
Whatever is known about the attainment of the students needs to be 
appraised in the fight of their known abilities, cultural backgrounds 
and the type of learning experiences to which they are exposed. 
"Uncertainty on beliefs on social issueso means one thing when it 
appears during the process of changing from one set of beliefs to 
another, while it might give another meaning when it is a permanent 
characteristic. Wide variability in each student's attitudes might 
evoke a larger sample of his behaviour in order to infer reliability 
about the degree of his self-related and social attitudes. Objectives 
can define such attitudes whether social or selfish in order to 
facilitate valid assessment. 



On the other hand, if one of the general objectives is to 
"develop broad and mature interests in reading7 both breadth and 
maturity can be interpreted with reference to specific objectives. If 
two students, for example, are measured in Oreading interestso and 
one reads only Odetective" and love* stories, while the other reads in 
addition to these two "adventure" and aromancen stories, then the 
second student's interests are wider than the first - since breadth 
may be indicated by a number which measures the different 
categories of reading material. If different reading levels are 
classified and represented by specific objectives, then it becomes 
possible to interpret a reading record in terms of its average level of 
maturity. Above all comparing the acceptable level implied in 
objectives with the actual one should consider the critical imbalance 
in the profile of the student's attainments. This consideration should 
regard the current status of students in the fight of their history and 
development up to the point of attainment. The process can be 
defined only if objectives are clarified. Furthermore, these 
objectives should be translated to the goals stated for the subject. 
The gap between them, if existed, cannot be filled up if objectives 
are not specified, since they carry out the role of means-ends as well 
as interpreters of discrepancies. (I L4-cl ) 

Numerous curriculum designs failed because teachers neither 
understood nor accepted the underlying principles. Teacher's 
assessment is the second important part in curriculum evaluation 
since the teacher is regarded as the most crucial aspect among other 
aspects of which the curriculum is compounded. Text-book might 
be as important as teacher, yet in most cases abstract materials need 
the flexibility of a human. For all these teacher's assessment is 
important in curriculum evaluation. When assessing a teacher, 
three procedures should be borne in mind: identification of 
objectives, collection of data and finally translating these data. (Do-ff-- 118-6) 

7dentifiCation of ObWives 

Teacher's assessment can be held by supervisors, master 
teacher, regional adviser or head-master. Whatever the assessor is 
to be, objectives are important in assessment work. Since teacher's 
performances are different, cognitive and affective, there should be 
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different criteria for assessment. Specific objectives may serve 
assessing teacher's competence in affective domain. Where the last 
step of this assessment concerns judging the effectiveness of 
teaching, goals hence could be norms for translating data collected 
from different measurements. C8 aA rLe s-I ciy 3) 

. IL Data-CoRection of Teacher's Competences 

What can be observed or recorded from a teacher's manner, 
behaviours and verbal performance is categorised into three majors, 
normally known as qualifications. These qualifications embrace: 
subject matter competence, professional competence, and personal 
attitudes to the teacher. These three competences are measured 
with reference to specific, mediate and general objectives. It should 
be noted that teacher's performance, whether verbal or non-verbal 
is to be seen with respect to student's learning because it is the 
student who is privileged from teaching, ; re-., -I C1, Cp') 

A Subj: ct-matter competence 

Subject-matter competence refers to the knowledge of the 
subject which a teacher deals with. Assessing teacher's competence 
in the subject knowledge can be guided by specific objectives. 
Teacher's actions and deeds concerning subject-matter can be 
recorded by observing him in the classroom, or inferred from 
informal interviews and friendly discussion. Taking notes from his 
preparation-book is another method for collecting such data. Any 
technique used has to aim at specific purposes due to each 
technique complete each other. Sketching teacher's behaviours, in 
this area can be summarized in four categories of objectives followed 
by a number of specific ones: 

1: Knowled= 

"Teacher should demonstrate his knowledge of theories, 
techniques, research, terminology by defining and 
explaining terms, concepts and practices" 

ii "Teacher should identify text and classroom materials 
with which he should be farnifiarm 
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A 2: Transfer 

i OTeacher should apply the instructional objectives to 
write his own exercises, drills and tests" 

ii "Teacher should teach a lesson according to the 
format prescribed in the lesson's plan guided by 
objectiveso 

iii "Teacher should not respond to the reactions of students 
he is teaching7 

iv "Teacher should use media for teaching as well as 
carrying out activitiesm 

v "Teacher should carry out activities as applications to 
the classroom situation of the material taught" 

A 3: ComMunication 

OTeacher should be sensitive to the mood of the 
students and to their performance, therefore he has 
to vary classroom activities in reponse to the changing 
needs and moods of his classes* 

ii "Teacher should modify his techniques to attain the 
instructional obýctivesw 

A 4: Oiticism 

"Teacher should look at his teaching objectively and 
discover the possible reasons of failure and work out 
a means of approaching problem" 

ii "Teacher should discover his weaknesses in his 
teaching, in the subject, and evaluate his 
effectivenesso (V^4kc- PAxL DiS 1'c 

k- 19 7 2- 0q 

B Professional Compctence 

This part denotes to the teacher's behaviours and 
performances in the classroom, his ability to plan lessons, his use of 
specific teaching techniques, his preparation of appropriate exercises 
and quizzes. It also includes general competence as an educator 
and special competence as a teacher of a particular subject in a 
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particular group of people within a particular level of learning, 
Measurement in this part can be dassified in two main scopes, each 
of which consists of smaller targets possible to be observed and 
recorded. 

B 1: Genend Professional Compctence 

1.1 PL-rsonal appearance and behaviours 
i OTeacher should be dressed in a respectable and 

acceptable manner" 
U OTeacher should be punctual, clean and tidy' 
M NTeacher should not be seen smoking inside the 

schoolo 

12 Awareness of the physical aspects of the classroom 
i "Teacher should make sure that the classroom is 

dean, tidy, well-lit, and well ventilatedo 
ii "Teacher should be able to help the pupils arrange 

their seats and desks in neat rows and columns, 
with enough spaces between the columns for free 
access to and from any part of the classroom when 
the need arises' 

iii "Teacher should be able to notice if any of the 
pupils is absent or not well and take the 
necessary actiona 

iv *Teacher should check before he starts his lesson 
that there is enough chalk and a dusterm 

13 Awareness of learners' characteristics 
i OTeacher should be aware of the learners' 

abilities, interests, handicaps and socio-economic 
background" 

ii aTeacher should be sensitive to the needs of 
learners during the lesson" 

iii OTeacher should modify his teaching techniques 
and use a variety of material to suit the various 
abilities and needs of learners" 

1.4 Awareness of the physical aspects of the school 
i "Teacher should be aware of the location of 

different parts in the building of the school" 
ii "Teacher should be aware of the different 
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facilities available in the school' 

1.5 Awareness of the school management system 
i "Teacher should know the roles played by 

different members of the staff' 
ii "Teacher should know the system of discipline, 

the criteria that determine the distribution of 
children into classroomu 

iii 'Teacher should know the subject timetableu 

B 2: Spccial Professional Competence 

i OTeacher should be familiar to the learning 
of the subject he is teaching, factors offering 
teaching and learning of the subject in the 
environment and circuit he teaches inn 

U "Teacher should know the modem approaches 
of instruction and methodology in his field' 

iii "Teacher should know the terminology used in 
his subject, the general goals of teaching the 
subject, and the aims of education in the 
society' 

iv "Teacher should know the syllabus of the 
subject for every class he teaches" 

V *Teacher should adapt textbook material to suit 
the needs of each class he teaches and the 
different abilities within the class meantime he 
works to achieve the objectives of the course* 

A "Teacher should know how to prepare his 
lessons and draw lesson plans" 

Vii "Teacher should know how to present new 
material and review old material" 

viii "Teacher should provide lessons with 
opportunities to practice the use of material he 
teachese 

ix 'Teacher should know how to correct the 
learners' mistakesm 

x 'Teacher should construct and administer the 
text or quizzes of his subject carefullyo 

A *Teacher should mark written work and 
assignments and conduct remedial worko 

A OTeacher should produce and use suitable 
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teaching aids of various types" 
)dii 'Teacher should be able to use ob*ts, models, 

pictures, drawings, charts, maps, flash-cards, 
slides and filmso 

idv "Teacher should be able to operate projectors, 
video-tapes, duplicating machinesm 

xv "Teacher should participate in extra-curricular 
activities either by supervising or producing 
these activities* (Stre-Ve". 

1 -I 
Ci -( 4) 

C Teacher's Aftitudes 

It is the affective aspect of the teacher's professional activities. 
It regards his attitudes toward his subject-matter, his colleagues and 
his students and their problems. The feeling and attitudes of the 
teacher are important for promoting the student's positive attitudes 
towards the subject, and consequently a good portion of attainment. 
This competence can be classified into five general objectives, 
namely: rýceptivity, responsiveness, appreciation, internalization, 
and characterization. 

Receptivity 
i "Teacher should follow the instructions he is 

given by supervisors or headteachers and be 
neutral in his attitude toward his profession* 

ii "Teacher should not resist learning and should 
be open to the material presentedu 

2 Responsiveness 
i 'Teacher should tolerate differences among 

.. 
teachers and teaching methodso 

u "Teacher has to enjoy his work on the whole, 
both personal preparation and classroom 
teaching" 

in "Teacher has to participate in department 
meetings and attend subject-conferences* 

iv "Teacher has to subscribe to professional 
journals" 

3 Appreciation 
i OTeacher has to join professional organization" 
ii "Teacher has to attend local and regional 
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meeting7 
M 'Teacher has to participate in activities 

designed to improve his personal command of 
subject-material', 

4 Internalization 
i "Teacher should strive to help his students 

to have a positive learning experience with the 
subject he teaches" 

11 'Teacher has to devote a major portion of his 
time at school to a variety of professional 
activities* 

in 'Teacher has to join graduate courses 
periodically to collect books and references or 
contact people there to improve his standard 
if he is a foreign-language teacher" 

I 
5 Cbaracterization 

i "Teacher should contribute to help organize 
regional, zone or national meetingsm 

ii *Teacher has to try to write articles in magazines 
relating to his subjectm 

iii "Teacher has to engage in library research 
concerning his subjecto 0 iýtLk -1 

2-) 

[These classifications are manipulated by researcher from 
mentioned resources] 

ý 2a Interpretation of Data Collected 

It is assumed that a good teacher is the one who prepares a 
written plan for his lesson before entering the class, and that the 
good teaching is the one which constitutes objectives as criteria - "specific objectivesu, objectives as procedures - 'instructional 
objectives", and objectives as student's behaviours - "expressive 
objectives". Objectives, therefore, do not only define criteria from 
teaching, but also determine the characteristics of effective teaching. 
A good teacher is supposed to be enthusiastic, businesslike and able 
to use a variety of instructional procedures to clarify meaning. No 
way to measure such qualities unless they are broken down into 
small pieces of behaviours easy to be acted and measured. Since 
these behaviours are aimed at turning out the effective learning, 
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then they should be purposeful and crystallized into targets. 
Teacher's behaviours considering these targets reflect the 
effectiveness of instruction, and at the same time, affect leaming. 
When a teacher, for instance, checks before he starts his lesson that 
there is enough chalk and a duster, period-time is saved for 
instruction which contributes to the validity of student's assessment 
thereafter. If the teacher does not consider students' mistakes and 
errors, oral or written, the effectiveness of learning would be 
delayed. Notwithstanding, teacher's assessment can be decided if 
other factors are considered. Teacher's real enthusiasm and 
business can be suggested if the collective decisions from different 
assessors show high estimation. On one extreme if teacher's 
assessment show low average of appraisal various variables should 
be borne in mind such as: conditions of school - new, old, equipped 
or not, staff if they are helpful or not. On the other extreme, 
communication between the subject-supervisor and the teacher 
might not be influential, thus teacher cannot assimilate instructions 
handed down to him. In the first case objectives can clarify the 
reasons of teacher's failure to attain the expected degree, since a 
part of his job deals with these conditions. In the second case, since 
the mechanisms of instruction are interrelated and sometimes 
complicated, assessment results are based on objectives to identify 
the points of misconception or miscommunicative items between 
teacher and supervisor. CC kCpI,, cvr, -IqI q) 

. 

3A.. Assessment of Accountable Ptople 

What is meant by Oother people* is either those directly 
communicate with curriculum such as: students, teachers, 
Supervisors, subject specialists and administrators, or indirectly 
affected by the curriculum such as: parents and community 
representatives. Different purposes can be inferred from obtaining 
other people's opuuons, yet there is a distinct function for each group 
to serve curriculum evaluation. jcj6z. -*5j. 

3,11 Students' Views 

Students can tell what they are interested in and what they 
are handicapped by in materials or situation of curriculum they were 
involved in. Such views can be assessed by open-ended 
questionnaires and interviews. Their answers have to be 
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approached by means of specific objectives. For example, if the 
"fact about sun and moon eclipses" was discussed in a geographical 
curriculum by means of printed words and pictures in the textbook, 
then the student might be asked "if he found such media - printed 
words and pictures - are suitable for him? " If his answer is negative, 
he is asked to suggest other media with other sorts of experiences 
which meet his preferences. The second answer can be categorised 
according to specific objectives to find out the lack of experiences 
relevant to students whom the curriculum is administered for. The 
most questions which might ascertain student satisfaction are those 
dealt with the teacher's enthusiasm and organization. Students' 
answers might be of great effect on curriculum evaluation. Though 
students are asked about the usefulness of assignments, the fairness 
of testing methods, the instructor interaction with student. Such 
open-ended comments on curriculum allow students to express their 
feelings and make specific recommendations. objectives are the 
acceptability-criteria. of such recommendations. The different role 
played by objectives in both students' assessment is that in the first 
situation questions of questionnaires are guided by objectives in 
order to elicit controllable answers. In this situation the role of 
objectives is to control answers inferred from free-questions. C Prak- 111120 '411) 

3A. 2 Teachers' Views 

Teachers' views. might help evaluation in suggesting what 
sustains, imposes and develops curriculum since teachers 
expertization is more effective than student and more crucial than 
other people. Teacher's perception of period-time, timetable-order 
and what troubles might arise in such circumstances, can be implied 
in questionnaires-questions. Answer should be seriously considered 
since they open the scope for suggestions to many concealed Pitfalls- 
Specific and mediate objectives may change such responses 
produced in moulds based on norms provided by general objectives 
or goals. 

142 Supervisor's Views 

Supervisor's views are drawn, normally, from teacher's views 
about curriculum and instruction, yet his experience can help in 
overseeing what opinions and ideas teachers have in mind. 
Nevertheless, evaluative points raised by supervisors are more 
concrete since their knowledge of the subject and skiff in instruction 
are more wide. Two measures might be better to be adopted as 
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tools for drawing up supervisor's views, viz; questionnaires and 
interviews. A third and more important one is a report, written by 
the supervisor, which describes the advantages and defects, goods 
and bads of the curriculum and their outlines of situations. Building 
up items of questionnaires or interviews needs careful consideration 
of objectives with reference to gDals since the clients, here, are more 
professional. If goals are not carefully translated by general 
objectives and classified by specific ones, responses would be 
abstract and a stereotype, and no relation would interlock them. 
The different specifications of objectives are also needed in 
analysing the reports to reveal implied meanings and to synthesise, 
critically, ideas and suggestions. -icAT7) 

3AA Subj=t-spcýdalisfs views 

Since these are regarded as experts of the subject, however, 
their role as the subject decisions-makers is entirely based on 
objectives and goals because they are interested in ends more than 
means. Subject-specialists reconsider recommendations handed up 
to them from supervisors and try to compose findings with the 
ultimate targets of the curriculum. CH JAL 

-Iq so) 
. 

3A-5- Adminktrator's views 

Administrators may give an overview of the competitors of 
the curriculum, sufficiently demanded or whether the costs of 
putting it on would be justified. Very often administrators are 
accompanied by subject-specialists to constitute a higher committee 
of the subject within the whole body of general education. Where 
the distribution of subject-budget on different aspects, is done 
according to the initiation and importance of objectives and goals, 
decision about amount of funds for different activities may not be 
identified tiff objectives are clarified. 

3A-6 Parents and Community Representatives 

Parents are becoming increasingly concerned about the 
quality of education in the school and are, therefore, becoming more 
involved with their children's educational growth and classroom 
problems. Since objectives are important tools for parents to revise, 
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check and follow up their children. They are also important to 
deduce their suggested propositions for the development of the 
curriculum. Where backgrounds are different among parents, yet 
attracting their solutions and proposed remedies is best done by 
group enquiries led by objectives. Plain but practical items should 
be asked in questionnaires offered by parents. Each item should be 
obvious enough and dictated by specific, mediate and general 
objectives. The responses, since they will be various, resting on 
parents' different backgrounds, they should be interpreted, 
therefore, according to objectives of the curriculum. Community 
representatives consist of politicians, economists, social-writers and 
psychologists which their evaluative ideas may contribute to the 
assessment and evaluation of the curriculum. Survey done to obtain 
these ideas has to be approached by objectives in order to bring 
about organized responses aim at purposes. Items of questionnaires 
or interviews should be multiple since community's representatives 
are not educationally similar. Since objectives comprise of various 
experiences, accommodating items to each previous specializations 
is then easily done. (Iq -7 ) 

35- Evaluatina the Curriculum by Assessmentl 
Finding& 

Different sources of information are obtained from the 
assessments, however, all have to be merged to evaluate the 
curriculum. Since these findings have different backgrounds, they 
are to be characterized against goals of the curriculum already stated 
at the first stage of evaluation. If two answers of two assessments; 
drawn from the same question show difference when they are 
characterized against goals, specific and instructional objectives may 
justify the more relevant. The role of objectives extends to interpret 
this information to create a unified pattern according to certain 
criteria to ensure that the evidence of data is truly convincing when 
the curriculum is evaluated. Evaluating the curriculum, therefore, 
depends on variables and pitfalls of previous assessments and 
demonstration of the effectiveness of the curriculum. The role of 
objectives is implied in these two steps. 
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3.5.1 Deirining the Variables of Assessments 

1. Getting the representative samples of students is one of the 
problems of assessment. If the students are those who have already 
attained some of the experiences involved in the present curriculum, 
the sample is not representative. The curriculum experiences 
should be eventually intended by the students. Getting over this 
pitfall might need a preliminary assessment of the student's previous 
experiences, yet composing them with the current ones is done by 
means of objectives. 

2. When the results of assessments are statistically treated 
they reflect the general average of positive and negative responses 
of surveys. Since such manipulation is hardly done at accurate rate 
such variables as : individualizati n, qualities and experiences of IN 
participants, should be reconsidered according to objectives. CO rlas 18 - 

3-5-2 Demonqtrating the Effectiveness of the 
Curriculum 

Effectiveness and efficiency is better distinguished by Davies 
when he defines effectiveness as "doing the right things' and 
efficiency as "doing things right". Efficiency is referred to what 
aspects the curriculum is compounded of. Components Eke: a text- 
book, materials and aids, teaching methods, and extra-curricular 
activities constitute the curriculum. 

The effectiveness of the curriculum is influenced by some 
factors. The clarification of objectives, the type of design, the set of 
instruction applied and the kind of learner's abilities. objectives are 
assumed to be clarified when curriculum is designed, because the 
type of design is exclusively dependent on objectives and goals of 
the curriculum. Items and experiences, which constitute the content 
are chosen from the subject-matter with reference to these 
objectives. Interference between the function of a designer and a 
teacher comes to being afterwards when the curriculum is carried 
out. Objectives can interrelate these functions to demonstrate a part 
of the effectiveness, while the students' learning aptitude 
demonstrates the other. C ýcý3 Jc. L ek el -k 
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3.5.2.1 Obj=tives and desiguer-teacher's interfered 
Functions 

The curriculum designer is sensitive to the needs of valuable 
learning experiences to meet the needs of students and capability to 
do whatever the educational situation seems to call for. Flis part 
implies a sequence of learning shown by chapters organization and 
topic-by-topic sequence in addition to general considerations of 
psychological views about learning knowledge and attitudes. The 
arrangement of events-instruction is the function of a teacher 
whether casual-sequence or spiral-sequence is adopted. 
Instructional and behaviours objectives are the interrelator of such 
functions since they adjust both sequences to create effective 
instruction. 

Amount of time which was devoted to each lesson by a 
designer depends on the number of objectives wanted to be covered 
in each period. For a teacher "a lesson" may mean 'the material 
taught in any one period. The teacher's allocation of time should 
rest on the scale of effective teaching to produce desirable leaming, 
Since the instructional objective is described in terms of content, and 
content is translated by means of an experience, then the learning 
situation may also determine the amount of time to bring about 
effective situational learnin& Materials used in a classroom may 
present greater or fewer opportunities of learning which contribute 
towards effectiveness of instruction. Objectives are of great 
irnportance for a designer to select and design the most appropriate 
aids for implementing curriculum. Teacher's role is to organize such 
materials according to learning-experiences order based on 
objectives-order. Objectives can also recommend other media of 
instruction if the teacher feels that certain points of material of 
content are to be revealed. Teacher has to create, then, additional 
teaching-aids to entice students' mptivation which consequently 
makes effective learning, (Ab k: Fail 

-Iq8Z) Effectiveness of teaching is found to be increased if adequate 
attention is drawn to students' horneworks and extra-curricular 
activities. Although parents have objectives to revise and follow up 
their students' work and progress, yet a teacher has to pursue 
parents' participation in instruction.. Defining the purpose of each 
activity which the student is asked to undertake as an assignment 
may permit more cooperation from parents in this scope. Such a 
process may not be displayed if objectives are not clarified. 



Aptitude for learning if an input variable which is determined 
by student's genetic inheritance, environmental influences, and 
Idnds of learning he did and the opportunities he has had to learn. 
In order to perform reliable assessment of students' outcomes, this 
variable should be considered by administering to the students an 
intelligence-test to show what extent objectives are expected to be 
met. Although the average number of objectives achieved 
represent an overview, the suburban and rural areas students 
achievements, low and high classes achievements, *and slow and 
gifted learners can be identified. Difference of aptitudes is most 
likely to have an effect on curriculum instruction, thus assessment is 
affected by it. If effectiveness of the curriculum is to be valued, in 
this position, the effect of the instruction itself should be 
demonstrated by instituting controls which make possible the 
separation of the influence of the students entering aptitude for 
leaming. 

; I, k Cufficulum Comparison 

The final stage of a comprehensive evaluation is comparison 
of curricula. Curriculum improvement is divided into two types. If a 
curriculum is totally replaced by another it is called "curriculum- 
changem. If only some aspects of the curriculum are changed, then, 
it is called Ocurriculum development". In both cases the old and the 
new curricula have to be compared with each other to justify the 
chosen one. When, on the other hand, the curriculum is first 
introduced, it is, hence, termed as "an established curriculum". 

CDmparing the old and the new curricula means judging to 
what extent things are similar in them. The value of dissimilarities 
can be determined according to the urgent needs and current 
purposes, which are held by aims of education. Since goals of the 
subject are vessels which carry out the purposes of aims via subject, 
then they should be the criteria of such comparison. 
Notwithstanding, the chances of innovations available in each 
curriculum, moral values of the society and the sort of organization 
of content and experiences are called for in this comparison. Where 
such qualities are difficult to be assessed by goals, specific objectives 
are, then, entailed to provide an evidence of effectiveness ready to 
be evaluated. It is, then, the job of the curriculum planner, with any 
accountable people - politicians, economists, educationists - to weigh 

-to_ 



both curricula. The more needful for the ambitions of the society, 
the more relevant to carry on. In the. westablished curriculum* the 
stage of 'evaluating the curriculumo is sufficient since the decisions, 
now, are made up whether effective, to carry on, or ineffective to 
change. 

. 
When curriculum starts again after change or some 

changes are made to it, a summative as. ment is to 
adjust it to the goals and objectives. 
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APPENDIX 0. 
B- 1. 

Student's Ouestionnaire 

Dear Student, 
Since I am involved in an investigation concerning your 

current English syllabus and utilizing the new movements in 
communicative syllabus design to offer the best for you in order to 
meet your needs, interests, attitudes and motivation, therefore I 
hope that you complete the attached sheet of paper by answering 
every question with the material that satisfies your needs, and mark 
every item with what pleases you. Do not hesitate to ask me or your 
teacher about anything vague or complex. Please, express all your 
feelings and give all your desires because this questionnaire is 
originally built for you to give your constructive description needed 
to create the programme intended. 

Be sure, my dear sir, that all information you supply in this 
paper would serve only the purpose of the research and will be 
confidential. 

Thank you for your time and effort. 

Sincerely, 

Supervisors: Researcher: 
Mr Alastair Mlitt Abdul Hai AI-Subahi 
() rAlan Davies 
University of Edinburgh 

, -, ZO - 



Name of the School: Age: 
Educational Directorate: Class: 1st( ) 2nd( ) 3rd( 
Your favourite hobbies: - Please tick one or more - 

athletics () reading general magazines and 
newspapers () reading books ( ), pen-pal 
correspondence travelling outside 
Saudi Arabia( 

Please answer the following questions with 'Yes" or "No": 

A Did you study English before the intermediate 
school? 

B Is English important in your career plans? 
C Do you think English is worth learning? 
D Do you speak any language other than Arabic? 
E Do either of your parents speak Fnglish? 
F Do you feel delight and happiness for the advent of 

Bnglish period? 

II Concerning your present syllabus, please put a tick in only one 
box which you think is right with reference to the statement 
written beforehand: 

Statement Always Often Some Seldom I Never III 
timesi 

A- The material of 
the current syll- 
abus is interest- 
ing and motiv- 
ational. 

BI The methods of 
teaching are 
suitable for me. 

C- The teacher 
demonstrates 
the lesson in 
Arabic. 

-gl- - 



Always Oftenj Somej Seldom I Never I 
times I 

I cannot see a 
clear purpose 
when learning 
a lesson. 

E- Activities such 
as: simulation, 
role-play, 
dramatization 
are carried out 
in the class 
during the 
English lesson. 

F- The En&h I 
grasped till now 
is used to 
impart/seek 
information, 
socialize and 
get my thing 
done if I travel 
to London, for 
example. 

G-I can under- 
stand the conv- 
ersations and 
dialogues 
included in the 
cassettes. 

H- In the English 
period I speak 
with my class- 
mates and with 
my teacher. 

-; 
Lz - 



III Learning a school-subject can be for the purpose of passing the 
exam for some students, while others might find the subject 
useful for them. Tick in the following table the convenient 
answer relating to your reason for teaming English. 

Statement Strongly Agree Undec- I Dis- I Strongly I 
Agree 

II 
ided agree Disagree 

I am leaming En&h: 

(a) because English 
subject is on my 
timetable. 

(b) * to pass the exam- 
ination at the end 
of the year. 

(c) because it is a 
usefultoolfor 
many things in 
the modem life. 

IV Here are some areas wher English can be used as a useful tool. 
Tick each box where you think that you will find En&h useful: 

A- For travelling abroad since English is the world 
language 

B- For getting some jobs for which English is 
necessary 

C- For pursuing secondary and university education 
D- For communicating with pilgrims who come during 

pilgrimage to Saudi Arabia 
B- For dealing with non-Arabic speakers in Saudi 

markets and shops, and places of entertainment 

V In the following items: A, B, C, D, E; you are asked to put some 
uses of English into order of importance. Put a "1" in the box of 
the most important, most relevant, would like best, a -20 for the 
next and so on. You do not need to include all of the answers: 
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A- If you ticked the box in question IV, A (Travelling): 
- 11 "When I travel to non-Arabic countries, English Would help'me 

in understanding such activities there as: 

(1) taking part in social interaction with people of the 
country 

(2) visiting places of interest 
(3) shopping 
(4) eating and drinking in public places and restaurants ( 
(5) dealing with officials ( 
(6) obtaining medical attention and health services ( 

B- If you ticked the box in question IV, B (Getting jobs) which of 
the following jobs would you like best: 
"After I finish the intermediate school I would Re to join: 

(1) Saudi Arabian Airlines 
(2) Saudi Military Institutes 
(3) technical education 
(4) my father and help him in his shop 
(5) one of the government jobs Y 

C- If you ticked the box in question IV, C (Pursuing secondary and 
university education): 
"I need English to help me in pursuing my further education 
especially in: 

(1) medicine 
(2) engineering 
(3) geography 
(4) aviation 
(5) general science 
(6) arts 
(7) computer 
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D- If you ticked the box in question IV, D (Communicating with 
pilgrims): 
"I need English during the pilgrimage in order to communicate 
with non-Arab pilgrims for different purposes, particularly in: 

(1) seeking and imparting information and getting involved 
in social interaction with them 

(2) showing them the direction of certain locations or 
places 

(3) shopping and selling goods and dealings with them 
(4) directing them in some religious aspects concerning 

Islam and its rites 
(S) dealing formally with them: their passport, permission 

for entering Makkah or Madina, date of departure 

E- Finally if you ticked the box in question IV, B (Dealing with 
non-Arabic speakers): 
mWhen I deal with English speakers in my father's shop or 
establishment I need English to: 

(1) explain the instructions for using some appliances like a 
TV, recorder, video 

(2) mention the prices of goods only 
(3) propagate the brand which we have 
(4) appoint a time for delivering goods 
(5) find out whether they want to collect their items or have 

them delivered () 
(6) discuss the type of payment: cash, cheque or by card ( )" 

VI Do you want to be able to understand foreigners when they 
speak English and be able to reply to them in English, OR 
do you want to be able to und6rstand them only? Please tick 
the appropriate box in the following7 

understand and reply in English 

understand only 

, Z5 -, 



VII (a) Do you want to be able to read in En&h? 

Ye Please tick: 

No 

s 

(b) Do you want to be able to write in English? 

Please fick: Yes I 

No 

VIII What skills are you more interested in and want to learn before 
the others: listening and speaking before reading and writing or 
reading and writing before listening and speaking OR do you 
want to learn the four simultaneously. Tick the appropriate box: 

a announcements in an airport 

b things said by an English-speaking customer 

c news or interviews in English from Radio and TV 

d English films 

e things said by a waiter in a cafe 

f inquiries from a pilgrim about Islam 

g questions from non-Arab visitors about places of interest 
or directions 

IX (a) What sort of things do you want to be able to listen to and 
understand in English? 

Put a 01" in the listening material that best suits your motivation 
and meets your needs, a '2" in the next and so on. Only six 
items need be ticked from the following- 



h things said by a ticket-office clerk 

i things said by a shopkeeper 

j things said by an English-speaker giving you directions 

k things recorded about science and the environment 
surrounding you 

I stories and tales of adventure 

m dramas, plays recorded 

(b) Can you imagine other things you want to listen to and 
understand? Please state below: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

X (a) What places you suggest you can speak English in from the 
following. Tick as many as you want: 

1 in a restaurant to order a meal 

2 in a bus to ask the driver the route the bus takes 

3 on the street to a non-Arab who asks for directions 

4 in a coffee-shop to a waiter 

S at my home to a visitor who wants to rent for a short time 
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(b) Add more places if you want: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

M (a) What sort of things do you want to be able to do when you 
speak English? Please tick: 

1 to ask about railway-ticket fares 

2 to buy thing from supermarkets 

3 to seek medical services for you for your relatives 

4 to state the legislation of Saudi Arabia as it affects visitors 

5 to respond to an international telephone call 

(b) You can write more if you wish: 

11 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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81 

9 

10 

MI (a) What topics are you interested in when talking in Fnglish? 
Put a "10 in the box of most motivational interest to you, a 72" 
for the next and so on, in the following topics: 

1 Football matches and Saudi league 

2 EnWish films on-22nd channel TV 

TV Programmes 

4 Picnics and journeys 

5 Education and future career 

(b) Add more of your own: 

- Z& 



MII (a) What sort of things do you want to be able to read in 
English? Tick as many as possible: 

1 stories 

2 articles 

3 dialogues 

4 letters 

51 instructions 

(b) Which of the following thinp do you want to be able to 
read? Tick as many as you want. 

1 signs/notices in ]En&h 

2 a newspaper 

3 a magazine 

4 a comic 

5 instructions on medicine bottles and appliances 

6 maps 

7 tourist brochures 

8 names of people 

9 stories about famous people 

10 menus 

11 stories of adventures, heroes, war and ghosts 

H 1*5 tb'f i C-A -S to -1) 't -S 
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(c) Would you like to add others if you see them: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

XIV (a) Which of the following do you want to be able to write: 

1 business letters 

2 private letters 

3 dialogues 

4 summaries of what you have read 

5 stories 

6 fill out forms 

7 description of things (school, home, country) 

81 description of journeys and trips 



(b) Can you think of any other topics 

1 

2 

3 

6 

Thank you very much for your help. 
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Teacher's questionaire- 

Dear Colleague : 

I am in the process of completing my 

0 

doctoral research on English-curriculum, yet I remain in. 

nead of your valuable information which I hope this attached 

questionaire would fulfil it. The purpose of the study is 

to find-out your. feelings and impressions about the current 

syllabus of English in intermediate stages and to take this 

opportunity to pick up some constructive ideas about a new 

project regarding thi s subject. 

I hope you will take pride as you complete 

your questionaire since this is one of the national jobs - 

may Allah give you rewards - which we all deal with 

actively and honestly. 

Please be frank and objective since all 

information - ideas and opinion - you give would be kept 

confidential and will be used for the statistical purposes. 

Your name is not required, but your time and effort are 

what I needl, which are greatly appreciated. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Supervisors Sincerely, hr-Alastair Pollitt, 
Dr. Alan Daviesq Researcher 
University of Edinburgh. AbdulHai Al-Subahi. 
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- Name of school : 

- Educational Directorate : 

- Nationality : 

- Weekly period : 

I) - (a) - Your teaching experience (Check ) '. 

1- 1 to 5 Years. 

2- 6 to 10 Years. 

3- 11 to 15 Years. 

4- Over 15 Years 

(b) - Intermediate grades you previously taught 

(or are teaching now)v please tick ( V--' ): 

First Grade 

2-- Second Grade 

3- Third Grade 

- qF, 



Qualifications in teaching English as a foreign 

language, please tick one or more 
0 

I- Diploma 

2- B. A. 

Post-graduate diploma ( 

M. A. 

Ph. D. 

6- Any other qualification, please state : 

a) 000000000 

b....................... 

C000000000000.00.0 

Answer the. following questions with (Yes) or (NO) 

in the brackets : 

(I)- Do you think that you have had enough training 

as a teacher of English, either pre-or 

in-service ?( 

(2)- Are there clear specified objectiVes handed 

down to you from Ministry of Education and/or 

from Department of Supervision at your 

educational zone ? 

-: 
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Do you always create instructional objectives 

for each lesson you teach ? 

Are you often asked to give your opinion about 

any point or problem of the syllabus ? 

Do you think that the present intermediate 

syllabus (SASE) can produce an individual who 

uses English sufficiently ? 

IV)- Please mark ( L, -ý ) under one scale which you think 

it gives your opinion about the following statements 

Strongly Un-deci- Dis- StronE 

-No. Statements. lagree. 
ý; 

r: e . ded. Agree disagr 

1. Thd content of the current inter- 

] 

mediate syllabus is suitable for 

students to acquire communicative 
competence. 

2. The methods of teaching prescribed 
by the Textbook-Writerserve the 

purpose of communication. 

3. Preparation-book should include 

every single point and event 
which will occur in the classroom 
instructional - process. 



Strongly Un-deci- Dis- Strongly 
Statements gree. Agree ded. 

_ agree. - 
disagree. 

Students in the first year 
should not be introduced 
to rules of English grammar. 

Activities should be selec- 
ted equally by students and 
a teacher. 

Simulation, role-play, drama- 
tization are the most crucial 
techniques in teaching English 
in-intermediate stage. 

Innovations either from me 
or from students are always 
welcomed during the English- 

period since they feed the 

students' curiosity about the 
language. 

(a)- Which group of the following topics do you prefer to teach 

rather than the other ? 

Group (A) 

1- In The Supermarket. 

2- Asking Direction in the street. 

3- How many oranges are there on 
the table? 

4- At the shoe-shop. 

- C2,1 - 



I- Group (B) : 

I- What is he going to buy ? 

2- Could I .... ? 

3- Say the numbers 1 

4- Which pair do you want ? 

-I Prefer to teach group A() 

(b)- Why ? State reasons please :- 

VI)- (a)- To enable adolescents in the intermediate stage 

to use English appropriately, they have to be exposed 

to similar situations that could be found in real-1 ife 

settings. What topics do you guess most relevant to 

each grade of intermediate. Here are some suggested 

topics, please circle the grade that is most appropriate 

to the topic : 

-52- 



Abbreviations. (Ist. =First Gradel 2nd. = Second'Grade. 3rd. = Third 

Grade. ). 

1; 0. Topics. Grades. 
- 

1. Personal identification (name, address, telephone no., 

age, nationality). Ist. -2nd. -3r(' 

2. Hobbies and sport : (T. V., Cinema, Sports, tickets, 

musuems). Ist. -2nd. -3r( 

3. House and Home : (types of accommodation, 
furniture, services). Ist. -2nd. -3r( 

4. Travel : (travel to school, holidays, countries, 
transport, hotel). 

Education and future career : (schooling, subjects, 

teacher, engineer). 

Relations with others : (parents, friends, pets 

club-members). 

Shopping and prices : (supermarkets, grocer's, 

foodstuff, discount). 

Food and Drink : (restaurant, caf4, bills menu, 

tipping). 

Oervices : (post, telephone, hospitals garage, 
bank, police). 

Ist. -2nd. -3rc 

Ist. -2nd. -3r( 

Ist. -2nd. -3ro 

Ist. -2nd. -3r, 

Ist. -2nd. -3r, 

Ist. -2ild. -3r 

'-53- 
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Topics. Grades. 

10. Places : (directions, distances, map, compass, 

gardens). 

Health and welfare : (parts of the body, 

accidents, emergency services). 

Ist. -2nd. -3rd. 

Ist. -2nd. -3rd. 

Would you like to add more from your own ? Please do : 

Ist. -2nd-3rd. 

Ist. -2nd. -3rd. 

Ist. -2nd. -3rd. 

Ist. -2nd. -3rd. 

Ist. -2nd. -3rd. 

Ist. -2nd. -3rd. 

Ist. -2nd. -3rd. 

VII) - The following statements are set with reference to different 

dimensions in case to allow a wide variety of choices 



Please tick one box which you feel is correct 
(Vl'- ) 

to a 
very to a 
great great to some to little Not i. 

ý0. Statements. extent. extent extent. extent. all' 

1. 1 speak English fluently 

2. When teaching English in 
intermediate stage, emphasis 
should be put on listening 

and speaking and not on 
reading and writing 

3. The three intermediate syll- 
abuses (SASE) are interlocked 
to form a coherent unit ..... 

4. - "We are visited by supervisors 
whose knowledge and experiences 
contribute to the improvement 

of language teaching .......... 

5. The Structural approach still 
dominates the methods of 
teaching the contemporary 
syllabuses (SASE) 

6. - 1 teach English because it. is 
an enjoyable career ...... 

Listening and speaking in the 
current syllabus arelmore or 
less, considered in teaching 
but ignored in testing ...... 



-. i0-- 

VIII)- (a) Since language-tearning is defined in terms of 

four main skills : listening, speaking, reading 

and writing; now : 

number (192,314) the following boxes as to show 

their relevance to the nature of the level with 

characteristics of learners. 

(1)- Emphasis in the first year should be put on : 

Speaking () Listening () Reading ( 

Writing 
( 

(2)- Emphasis in tile second year should be put on : 

Speaking () Listening () Reading* ( 

Writing 
( 

Emphasis in the third year should be put on : 

Speaking 
() 

Listening( ) Reading C 

Writing 
( 

(b)- Where a discourse does have a great effect on 

the approach of language instruction, give the 

same order of numbers (1,20) to the following 

items :- 

-- !50! ý -", I. -- 
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(l)- Emphasis in the first year has to be on': - 

Lecturing Discussion-questioning 

View listening(using 
audio-visual aids) 

(2)- Emphasis in the second year has to be on 

Lecturing Discussion-questioning 

View listening ( 

Emphasis in the third year has to be on : 

Lecturing ( Discussion-questioning ( 

View listening ( 

State : 

(1)- Three main problems concerning the current 

syllabus : 

First Grade : 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

--57- 



-sc- 
-- 

Second Grade 

(a)- 

(b) - 

(c) - 

- Third Grade 

(a)- 

(b)- 

(c)- 

2. Three principles which your speculation of a new 

model can be based on 

(a)- 

(b)- 

(c)- 

3. The Specific objectives of the last lesson you have 

already taught 

(a)- 

(b)- 



(c)_ 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

4. Three stimuli you used in that lesson to draw 

students' motivation towards lesson's events :- 

(a) 

(b) 



-I -t- 

Cc) 

Five general aims for teaching English in intermediate 

school :- 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(-I IN- 

Are there any other problems or points you would 

like to issue '., Please set below :- 

�I 

Thank you very much for your co- 
operation and assistance. 

:. - 
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App6NMX 

Supervisor's Questionaire, 

_...... 
Dear Supervisor 

I am conducting an investigation to design a 

new composite model for English syllabus in intermediate 

stage, howeverl the data available to me are no more reliable 

without your participations which I hope would be reflected 

in the enclosed questionaire. 

Two types of items are included in the 
0- 

questionaire. The first one is a structed-response item 

which needs only 'ticking' or adding one of the word 'Yes' 

'No' in brackets or boxes. -The other kind is a free-response 

item which gives you a chance to express and delineat your 

suggestions and speculations in more democratic wayl bearing 

in mind that what you ticked or jotted will be secret and 
saved for the purpose of this study. Please respond thought- 

fully to all items of the questionaire according to your 

experience as an intermediate student, teacher and supervisor 

since your honest and sincere-information would contribute 

directly to the success of the research. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

Supervisors: Sincerely, 
Mr. Alastair Pollitt, Researcher 
Dr. Alan Davies$ Abdul , H-ai Al-Subahi. 
University of Edinburgh 



-1. Directorate of Education 

2.. Years of. experience as a supervisor 

3-- In-service training inside or outside Saudi Arabia 

-Years Months Days 

. ̀4. --If there were trainings outside Saudi Arabia, 

please state 'where' ? 

5,. Number of schools you visit in this semester 

6. Your Nationality 

"7. - Qualifications Diploma M. A. 

Post-graduate Diploma )Ph. D 

. 
8.. -Number of teachers you are"supervising 

Give name of three recent books you read concerning 

English as a foreign language? 

(a)- 

(b) 

1). Please answer the following questions with (Yes) or (NO) : 

1. Are you interested in your job? ( 

2. Do you think that you need further training and 

education ( 

Ire you fluent in English? ( 

4. Do you think that the present curriculum of 

intermediate stage needs change ?( 

, 65 - 



Check the box that best describes your 

opinion about the statement written below: -(USe-C/' 

Statement 
trongly 

awree. 

I 

Behavioural objectives are 

very important for teaching 

since they indicate the 

progress of LeýLrners in every 
individual period of English. 

2. Specific objectives should 
be ready for teachers be- 
forehand but the teacher 
should state the behaviou- 
ral oneg only. 

There is a common desire 

among teachers of English 
to change the syllabus of 
the intermediate stage. 

Some supervisors say that 
they visit schools only 
twice a year because many 
teachers are under their 

supervision. 

Post-visit conferences 
are rarely held. 

Un-dec- Dis- 
ided. 

JAgree. 

I 

trongly 
isagree., 



T rongly Un-deci- Di-s- Strongly 
Statements. - agree. Agree. ded. 

_ 
Agree. disagree. 

It is found that sugges- 
tions said orally or writt- 
en in teachers' books are 
not followed. 

Supervisors are not consul- 
ted when English programmes 
are designed. 

Students at the third grade 
intermediate communicate 
easily in English. 

Since language is mainly 
speech learning English 
in intermediate stage 
should emphasis on listen- 
ing and speaking rather 
than reading and writing. 

Comprehension in reading 
could be developed by 

selecting attractive mate- 
rial to students. 

Writing in English is a 
difficult task especially 
for beginners or false begi- 

nners in intermediate stage 
and therefore it should 
deal only with : report, 
summary, dialogue, letters 
but not composition. 



-5J 

III) - Tick the box which expresses your view 

about the following items :- 

A Very 
great A Great Some Little Not 

Items. ex. ent. extent. extent. extent. at all 

Teachers of English use 
Arabic in explanation 
to ..... 

2. The content of the in- 

termediate syllabuses 
is, sensitive to the 

Saudi Culture and lear- 

nerls background to.... 

3- English teachers should 
develop their speaking 

skill to .... 

4. Material in the present 

syllabus is organised and 

sequenced to meet students' 

need and motiVation to.... 

5. Methods of teaching incor- 

porated in the Teachers' 
Books are relevant to teach- 
ing the content and up-dated 
to ... 

6. Teacher's evaluation is 

carried out objectively 
to ... 



IV) - For each statement belowl please make a 

check (V#ý ) in the box which describes 

what you know about the item 

Full Fair Slight 
Items. Knowledge. Knowledge. Knowledge. 

Concerning foreign 
language approaches 

(a) - Structural approach. 

(b) Communicative 
approach. 

(c) Psycho-humanistic 
approach. 

Concerning Methods of 
instruction 

(a) - Linguistic method. 

(b) - Situational 
method. 

(c) - Task-based 
method. 

Concerning Syllabus- 
design and plan 

(a) - Systematic planning. 

(b) - Spiral planning. 

(c) - Cyclical planning. 

ow notning 
about 
it. 



Full Fair Slight Know nothing 
Items. Knowledge Knowledge Knowledge about it. 

, oO, Concerning objectives of 
the syllabus 

(a) - Instructional 
objectives. 

(b) Expressive 
objectives. 

(c) Affective 
objectives. 

oC Concerning the content 

(a) - Authentic material, 

--0 - 
(b) Contrived material, 

Exploitation of 
mateiial. 

)01 Concerning teaching 
techniques 

(a) - Simulation. 

(b) - rale - play. 

(c) dramatization. 



-w 

Full 1 Fair Slight Know nothiME 
No. Items. 1ýrowledge Knowledge Knowledge about it. 

Concerning Teaching 

Media 

(a) - Language Lab. 
operation. 

(b) - Filmstrips. 

(c) - Using audiovi- 
sual aids in 

large group 
instruction. 

8. Concerning pedagogical 
theories : - 

(a) - Foreign and 
second language 
(difference). 

(b) - Language learning. 

(c) - Language acquisi- 
tion. 

Concerning strategies of 
instruction : - 

(a) - accuracy. 

(b)*- fluency. 

Atdback. 



V) - If you are asked to give your general view of a new 

syllabus's framework instead of. the contemporary one 

implemented in the intermediate stage, what kind of 

speculations can you draw ?. Here are so'me poiiits'-' 

wh ich might simplify 
I 
your answers : - 

I- The most appropriate approach for Saudi students 

to fulfil the purposes set for intermediate stage 

English is : (Tick one) 

(a) - Structural' approach. 

(b) - Communicative approach. 

(c) - N4ýtional/Functional approach. 

(d) - Situational approach. 

2) - At the end of the intermediate stage students should 

be able to achieve the following objective-s :- 

(a) - 

(b) - 

(C) - 

(d)- 

(e) - 

(r) - 
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(g) - 

(h)-. 

Content of the syllabus should be selected according t( 

(a) - 

(b) - 

(C) - 

(d) - 

(e) - 

(f)- 

4) - Material should be organised and ordered with referenci 

to 

(a) - 

(b) - 

(c) - 

(d) - 

(e) - 

(f) - -. 73 



Instruction should be characterised with regard to 

(choose one or more by ticking) 

(a) - simulation 

(b) - lecturing 

(c) - role-play 

(d) - discussion questioning 

(e) - View - listening 

6) - Assessment of students should inv 
however, they should take account 

olve the four skills, 

of the :- 

(a) - 

(b) - 

(C) - 

(d) - 

(e) - 

(f) - 

(g) - 

-7 4 
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7)- Teacher's evaluation should be based on': - 

(a) - 

(b) - 

(c) - 

I 

(d) - 

(e) - 

(i: ) - 

(g) - 

8)- Any other comments or issues :- 

Thank you for your sincere help. 
75 



APPENDIX G. 1 

Parent's Questionnaire 

Dear Parent, 
English language, as you know, occupies an important place in' 

our school-subjects as well as in higher education, in addition to 
the role it plays when travelling abroad to non-Arabic countries and 
dealing with passport officers and customs at airports and getting 
our things done. Moreover, its prominence increases day by day 
especially in the case of our Country, Saudi Arabia, which is 
connected with big commerical dealings with some English countries 
like USA and Britain. For fulfilling all these purposes I need some 
information pertaining your attitudes and needs from English language 
which could help in moulding a new English syllabus for your sons, 
now or then. 

I Dear parent; be sure that all what will jot would be kept safe 
for the purpose of the research which I am conducting now only. For 
this reason your name is not required here, but your participation is 
very much appreciated. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Supervisors: Researcher: 
Mr. Alastair Pollitt AbdulHai AL-Subahi 
Dr. Alan Davies 

University of Edinburgh 

1. Name of the City you live in: 

2. Qualification or certificate you hold: 

3. Your competence in English language (circle the suitable 
letter): 

II 
(a) good (b) not bad (c) no competence 

4. Occupation: 

5. If you are a trader or shop owner specific your type of 
trading: 

I) Give your, opinions about the purpose where English is used in 
daily-life. Here are some cue-points for helping you. Put a 
tick in one or more of the following brackets in front of the 
statements: 

1. We need English at home: 

(a) - to read some instructions of electrical appliances 
use and operation, such as: TV, video, washing 
machine 
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(b) - to read instructions written on medicine-bottles 
which may not be included in Arabic prescription or 
difficult to be read in Arabic 

(c) - to read the ingredients of some food or drinks in 
tins or bottles 

2. In travelling we need English: 

(a) - to deal with passport and customs offices at 
foreign airports 

(b) - to communicate with people and socialize there and 
to get our things done 

(c) - for seeking medical assistance and emergency in 
addition to dealing with hospitals and doctors 

3.1 need English at work: 

(a) - to deal with foreign customers and the prices of 
goods 

(b) - for translating some necessary information for Arab 
customers who know nothing about English 

(c) - for explaining the sort of goods and their kinds 
and qualities to the non-Arabs 

4. In mass-communication I need English: 

(a) - in responding to international calls 

(b) - in replying on business letters in English 

(c) - for sending telegraphs, telegrams, telex and for 
translating them 

Do you think that you need your son to undertake some or 
all of these tasks and that the English curriculum in 
intermediate stage should aim to achieve these purposes? 

Put a tick in one bracket: Yes No 

III) Do you think that the current syllabus of English in 
intermediate stage fulfils those targets: 

Put the mark in the suitable place: 

Yes No 

-77- 



IV) Do you have other targets or purposes to add for the 
renewal syllabus, or any other alternative speculations: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

V) If your answer was No in number III could you state the 
principles which, in your opinion, are necessary for an 
English syllabus design in intermediate stage. 

1- The content of the syllabus should comprise: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

2- Teaching Methods should be: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Comments: 

Thank you for your help. 

-72- 
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APPENDIX H 

Summary of Results of Student's Questionnaire 

- Student's ages in intermediate 

Number of Students Their ages Means STD. DEV. 

2 10 years 
37 11 years 

140 12 years 
157 13 years 
185 14 years 
125 15 years 
62 16 years 
25 17 years 
13 18 years 

14.76 years 1.57 years 

Total: 746 

Student's hobbies 

Name of hobby 
No. of 

Students 

Reading newspaper and magazines 102 

Reading books 12 

Pen-pal correspondence 20 

Travelling 4 

Athletics and reading newspaper and magazines 13 

Athletics and reading books 88 

Athletics and pen-pal correspondence 63 

Athletics and Travelling 18 

Reading newspaper and magazines and reading books 65 

Reading newspaper and magazines and pen-pal correspon dence 19 

Reading newspaper sand travelling 1 

Pen-pal correspondence and travelling 5 

Athletics and Reading newspaper and magazines and 
travelling 53 

01) 
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No. of 
Name of hobby Students 

All hobbies 30 

Reading books and pen-pal correspondence 3 

Reading books and travelling 9 

Athletics and reading books of travelling 24 

Athletics and reading newspaper and reading books and 
travelling 40 

Athletics and reading newspaper and reading books and 
pen-pal correspondence 15 

Athletics and reading books and pen-pal correspondence 6 

Athletics and pen-pal correspondence and travelling 14 

Athletics and reading newspapers and'pen-pal correspondence 8 

Reading books and pen-pal correspondence and travelling 5 

Athletics and reading newspaper and pen-pal correspondence 
and travelling 6 

Athletics and reading books and pen-pal correspondence and 
travelling 6 

Reading newspaper and reading books. and travelling 5 

Reading newspaper and magazines and reading books and pen- 
pal correspondence 5 

Reading newspaper and magazines and reading books and pen- 
pal correspondence and travelling 1- 

Q) I: 

Number Number 
Items of the questions of Yes Z of No 

Did you study English before 
intermediate stage? 100 86.6 646 13.4 

Is English important to your career? 651 87.3 93 12.5 

Do you think English is worth learning? 694 93.0 51 6.8 

Do you speak any other language other 
than Arabic? 176 23.6 569 76.3 

Do either of your parents speak English? 215 33.6 493 66.1 

Do you feel delight for the advent of 
English period? 569 76.3 175 23.5 

(out of 746) 
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Q) II: 

Statements Mean S. D. 

The material of the current syllabus is interesting 2.29 1.00 
The methods of teaching are suitable for me 2.27 1.23 
The teacher demonstrates the lesson in Arabic 2.62 1.32 
I cannot see a, clear purpose when learning a lesson 2.78 1.49 
Activities such as: simulation, role-play are carried 

out in class 3.21 1.38 
The English I grasped is used to "impart/seek information 3.25 1.26 
I can understand the conversation and dialogues in 

cassettes 2.95 1.38 
In the English period I speak with my classmates in 

English 3.26 1.28 

(range 1-5) 

Q) IV: 

Statements No. ýof % 
Students 

English for travelling 715 95.8 
English to get a job 652 87.4 
English to pursue education 686 92.0 
English to communicate with pilgrims 352 47.2 
English to communicate with non-Arabs in shops 506 67.8 

(out of 746) 
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Q) V: 

No. Statements Zlof all 
votes cast 

A. 1 Taking part in social interaction 

2 Visiting places of interest 

3 Shopping 

4 Eating and drinking in restaurants 

5 Dealing with officials 
6 Obtaining medical attention 

B. 1 Saudi Arabian Airlines 
2, Saudi Military Institutes 

3 Technical Education 
4 Help my father in his shop 
5 Government job 

C. 1 Medicine 
2 Engineering 

3 Geography 

4 Aviation 

5 General Science 
6 Arts 
7 Computer 

D. 1 Seeking out and imparting information 
2 Showing pilgrims direction 

3 Shopping and selling goods 
4 Directing them in religious aspects 
5. Dealing formally with their passport and 

residence regulations 

22.9 
14.72 
13.38 

11.59 
19.44 

17.85 

100.00 

26.12 
22.24 

16.30 
15.59 
19.72 

100.00 

36.84 

13.50 
6.90 

14.94 

8.75 

7.00- 
12.00 

100.00 

20.96 
22.52 

16.63 
21.15 

8.72 

100.00 
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No. Statements % of all 
votes cast 

E. 1 Explain instructions for using appliances 22.14 
2 Mention prices on goods 16.80 
3 Propagate brands and trade-marks 14.06 
4 Appoint time for delivering goods 14.72 
5 Customer takes his items from shop or delivered 

to him 16.62 
6 Methods of payment 15.63 

100.00ý 

Q) VI: 

No. Statements No. of 
Students 

1 Listening and Speaking 667 89.4 

2' Listening only 78 10.5 

Out of 745 

Q) VII: 

No. Statements No. of 
Students 

1 Reading 587 92.1 

2 Writing 691 92.6 

Out of 746 
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VIII: 

No. Statements No. of % 
Students 

1 Listening and speaking 163 23.8 
2 Reading, and writing 102 13.7 
3 The four skills at the same time 479 64.2 

out of 746 

Q) IX: 

No. Statements Z of all 
votes cast 

1 Announcement in an airport 11.02 
2 Customer speaking English 5.75 
3 News and interviews 9.58 
4 English language films 14.5 
5 Waiter speaking English 5.28 
6 Pilgrim's queries 8.24 
7 Airlines English language 8.19 
8 Dialogue by a shopkeeper 4.26 
9 Visitor's inquiries 6.75 

10 A man leads you in streets 7.44 
11 Physics knowledge'on cassette' 5.76 
12 Stories and adventure 8.26 

. 13 Drama and plays recorded 4.85 

Q) X: 

No. Statements No. of 
Students 

1 In a restaurant 460 61.7 
2 In a bus to its driver 364 52.8 
3 At a street to a non-Arab 492 66.0 
4 In a coffee-shop to a waiter 263 35.3 
5 At home to a visitor 509 68.2 

out of 746 
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XI: 

No. Statements No. of 
Students 

% 

1 Ask about railway ticket fares 328 44.0 

2 For shopping 405 54.3 

3 Seeking medical services 508 68.1 

4 Imparting Saudi regulations and rules 388 52.0 

5 Answering international calls 537 72.0 

out of 746 

XII: 

No. Statements % of all 
votes. cast 

1 Speak about football matches and Saudi league 24.11 

2 Speak about English films on 2nd Channel 24.51 

3 Speak about Saudi TV programme 13.97 

4 Speak about picnics and journeys 15.9 

5 Speak about education and career 22.29 

Xiii 

No. Statements No. of % 
Students 

A. 1 Reading stories 534 71.6 

2 Reading articles 247 33.1 

3 Reading conversations 473 63.4 

4 Reading letters 335 44.9 

5 Reading instructions 508 681 

B. 1 Reading signs/notices in English 380 50.9 

2 Reading newspapers 298 39.9 

3 Reading magazines 333 44.6 

4 Reading comics 326 43.7 

5 Reading instructions on medicine bottles 
and appliances 457 61.3 

6 Reading maps 252 33.8 
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XIII (cont'd) 

No. Statements No. of % 
Students 

B. 7 Reading tourist brochures 246 33.0 

8 Reading names of people 376 50.4 

9 Reading stories about famous people 441 59.1 

10 Reading menus 357 47.9 

11 Reading stories of adventure and detective 
stories 500 67.0 

12 Reading historical stories 472 63.3 

out of 746 

XIV: 

No. Statements No. of 
Students 

1 Write business letters 299 40.1 

2 Write personal letters 382 51.2 

3 Write dialogues 366 49.1 

4 Write abstracts 281 37.7 

5 Write stories 371 49.7 

6 Filling gaps 412 55.2 

7 Describe objects 380 50.9 

8 Describe journeys 439 58.3 

out of 746 
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A"EPMIIX 1, - . 
1. 

Mediate Objectives (in terms of the four Skills) 

A. Speaking Objectives 

1. The student should be able to answer questions asked by his 
teacher, classmates or anybody regarding his personal 
identification. 

2. The student should be able to express his dislikes, dis- 
satisfaction and disappointment. 

3. The student should be able to express his surprise, hope, 
satisfaction. 

4. The student should be able to clarify his desires, wants and 
intentions. 

5. The student should be able to express his pain, anger, fear, 
anxiety, sorrow and frustration. 

6. The student should be able to express his feelings of 
sleepiness, cold, warmth, hunger, thirst and fatigue. 

7. The student should be able to identify himself to others and 
seek personal identification from others. 

8. The student should be able to introduce people to others. 

9. The student should be able to conduct phatic conversation. 

10 The student should be able to greet in appropriate situation and 
respond properly in leave takings. 

11. The student should be able to accept or refuse invitations 
politely or making alternative arrangements. 

12. The student should be able to make or break appointments for 
meetings. 

13. The student should be able to apologise, excuse himself and 
accept others excuses. 

14. The student should be able to interrupt another speaker politely 
in order to correct him. 

15. The student should be able to ask for clarification of certain 
information. 

16. The student should be able to suggest a course of action. 

17. The student should be able to invite others to do something. 

18. The student should be able to receive visitors and pay visits to 
others. 
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19. The student should be able to offer food or drinks and accept or 
decline politely. ' 

20. The student should be able to persuade someone to change his 
point of view. 

21. The student should be able to describe people, objects and 
narrate simple series of events. 

22. The student should be able to ask for description and 
explanation. 
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B) Listening Objectives 

l.. The student should be able to respond to instructions. 

2. The student should be able to respond to a plea for help. 

3. The student should be able to understand taped messages, 
, passages or conversations between native speakers. 

4. The student should be able to listen and acquire information 
spoken by a teacher or taped in a cassette. 

5. The student should be able to listen and understand authentic 
-annoucements made in public places. 

6. The student should be able to listen and understand TV 
programmes on the 2nd Channel. 

7. The student should be able to understand phone calls. 

8. The student should be able to listen to interviews and 
understand them. 

9. The student should be able to understand the most likely answers 
to questions asked by themselves. 

10. The student should be able to understand utterances of command 
and warning. 

11. The student should be able to listen and understand authentic 
material spoken by a travel agency's clerk. 

12. The student should be able to listen and understand English 
songs. 

13. The student should be able to listen and understand news in 
English either on radio or TV. 

14. The student should be able to watch films on TV or video and 
understand most series of events. 

15. The student should be able to understand commentary on football 
matches. 
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C. Reading objectives. 

1. The student should be able toread'short passages and understand 
them. 

2. The student should be able to read and understand business and 
private letters. 

3. The student'should be able to read and understand instructions 
of use written on medicine bottles and electrical applicances. 

4. The student should be able to read authentic material from local 
English newspapers (Saudi Gazette, Arab News) or foreign English 
newspapers. 

5. The student should be able to read simple genuine material in' 
books, brochures and catalogues. 

6. The'student'should be able to read and understand signs, notices 
and advertisements in streets, squares, roads and buses. 

7. The-student should be able to identify names of the streets, 
road and the directions on maps. 

8. The student should be able to read and understand menus of food 
and drink and prices included. 

9. The student should be able to read and understand ingredients of 
tinned food or canned drinks. 

10. The student should be able to read and understand bills and 
invoices and the amounts they include. 
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D. Objectives of Writing 

1. The student should be able to describe items, objects, actions 
and events. 

2. The student should be able to fill up gaps required in official 
forms, slips or applications. 

3. The student should be able to write a cheque. 

4. The student should be able to extract small passages or stories 
read by him. 

5. The student should be able to write short dialogues. 

6. The student should be able to write personal and short business 
letters. 

7. The student should be able to write computer basic language and 
figures. 

8. The student should be able to write memoranda. 

9. The student should be able to explain a few verses from Koran or 
Hadeeth in written form. 

10. The student should be able to write about some current events or 
instant problems. 
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APPENDX 1., Z. 

Immediate Objectives 

A) Self 

1. The student should be able to give information about his name, 
age, address, date of birth and telephone number. 

2. The student should be able to spell his name and his address, 
telephone number. 

3. The student should be able to give information about his 
marital status, nationality (Saudi) and religion (Muslim). 

4. The student should be able to seek information about other's 
names, ages, addresses, dates of birth and telephone numbers. 

5. The student should be able to ask about spelling of other's 
name and address. 

5. The student should be able to obtain information about otherts 
marital status, nationality and religion. 

7. The student should be able to agree on things which are correct 
with reference to his personal identification. 

8. The student should be able to deny things which are not correct 
with regard to his personal identification. 

9. The student should be able to correct factual information about 
his personal identification. 

10. The student should be able to state whether'one remembers 
something about his personal background. 

11. The student should be able to express his certainty or 
uncertainty about information he has given concerning his 
personal identification. 

12. The student should be able to inquire about somebody's 
certainty or uncertainty of information he has given about his 
personal identification. 

13. The student should be able to express his likes, dislikes, with 
regard to people, hobbies, food and drink. 

B) School 

14. The student should be able to describe his classroom. 

15. The student should be able. to describe all objects in. his 
class. 

16. The student should be able to describe his school: classroom, 
library and playground. 
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17. The student should be able to identify his level of education (intermediate). 

18. The student should be able to inquire about the availability of 
certain facilities or article at school: Labs, playground, 
clubs. 

Q Accommodation 

19. The student. should be able to describe the type of 
accommodation he lives in: house, villa or flat. 

20. The student should be able to seek information from others 
about the type of accommodation. 

21. The student should be able to give information about the 
content of his accommodation: rooms, kitchen, bathroom, 
toilet, etc. 

22. The student should be able to obtain similar information from 
others regarding the content of their house or flat. 

23. The student should be able to give information about furniture 
and amenities at home. 

24. The student should be able to seek information from others 
about furniture and amenities at their homes. 

25. The student should be able to inquire about the availability of 
some pieces of furniture or amenities. 

26. The student should be able to answer an inquiry about the 
availability of some pieces of furniture or amenities at his 
home. 

27. The student should be able to inquire about intention and desire to own other amenities at home. 

28. The student should be able to impart information concerning his 
intention or desire to buy other amenities at home. 

D) Family 

29. The student should be able to give information about his family 
composition: father, mother, sisters, brothers. 

30. The student should be able to seek similar information from 
others. 

31. The student should be able to state his daily routines at home: 
time going to bed, meals, times of praying, the time of reading 
Koran. 

32. The student should be able to seek others information about 
their daily routines at home. 
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33. The student should be able to give information about his 
relatives: uncle, aunt, grandfather, grandmother, nephew, 
niece, cousin, and their numbers. 

34. The student should be able to obtain similar information from 
others. 

36. The student should be able to tell how he and his family spend 
the evenings and weekends. 

36. The student should be able to inquire about others' way of 
spending their evenings and weekends. 

E) English Language 

37. The student should be able to say and write how difficult or 
easy he listens, speaks, reads and writes English. 

38. The student should be able to seek information from others with 
reference to the difficulty of English. 

39. The student should be able to agree or disagree that English is 
difficult to speak, listen, read and write. 

40. The student should be able to ask what things are called and 
how they can be written in English. 

41. The student should be able to ask what phrases, words mean. 

42. The student should be able to ask someone to speak slowly, 
clearly. 

43. The student should be able to repeat something if he is asked 
to. 

44. The student should be able to ask someone to repeat something 
or explain something. 

45. The student should be able to ask whether something is correct. 

46. The student should be able to ask how something is pronounced 
or spelt. 

F) Weather 

47. The student should be able to characterize the weather in Saudi 
Arabia. 

48. The student should be able to ask for a characterization of 
weather in other foreign countries. 

49. The student should be able to describe the four season in his 
area. 

50. The student should be able to seek similar information from 
others. 
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51. The student should be able to accept or refuse some factual 
information concerning the weather his his area. 

G) Education, Career and Jobs 

52. The student should be able to give information about his 
intermediate stage: before secondary and after intermediate, 
length. 

53. The student should be able to tell about the school year: 
terms, holidays, Hajji holiday, Eid Holiday. 

54. The student should be able to narrate and report his daily 
routines at school. 

55. The student should be able to seek information about other's 
daily routines at a school. 

56. The student should be able to number his school subjects. 

57. The student should be able to exchange information about what 
subjects he (other) likes and what subject he (other) dislikes. 

58. The student should be able to identify his favourite school, 
club and the reason for his preference. 

59. The student should be able to seek other class mates or friends 
favourite school clubs. 

60. The student should be able to determine his sport-group. 

61. The student should be able to obtain information about others 
sport-group. 

62. The student should be able to label his future career and the 
reasons behind his selection. 

63. The student should be able to discuss with others orally and 
literally their choice of future careers. 

64. The student should be able to give information about his 
father, uncle or brother's careers or jobs. 

65. The student should be able to discuss his possibility of 
joining another club. 

66. The student should be able to express his capability of doing 
duties required by the sport-group or the school club. 

67. The student should be able to inquire about others' 
capabilities of doing certain tasks. 

H) Leisure and Entertainment Personalities. 

68. The student should be able to tell others about his hobbies and 
interests: swimming, playing football, reading collecting 
stamps, etc. 
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69. The student should be able to inquire about others hobbies and 
interests. 

70. The student should be able to discuss with others which 
football team in the Saudi League his supports. 

71. The student should be able to identify the reasons behind his 
support to a particular football team. 

72. The student should be able to identify teams which win and 
teams which lose in the Saudi football league and discuss 
results of matches. 

73. The student should be able to express his disappointment of 
some results. 

74. The student should be able to discuss T. V. programmes on Saudi 
Arabian T. V. Screen on both channels. 

75. The student should be able to discuss radio programmes. 

76. The student should be able to give information about sporting 
events in Saudi Arabia and abroad. 

77. The student should be able to inquire about sporting events in 
Saudi Arabia and abroad. 

78. The student should be able to tell whether he likes football, 
basketball etc. or not. 

79. The student should be able to inquire about others likes and 
dislikes of different sports, 

80. The student should be able to express his pleasure and 
displeasure when reading books, watching T. V., playing tennis 
etc. 

81 The student should be able to find out others' pleasure and 
displeasure when undertaking such hobbies and interests. 

82. The student should be able to express his worry for the 
forthcoming football matches. 

83. The student should be able to express his preference of reading 
a particular newspaper or magazine. 

84. The student should be able to inquire about others preference 
of reading a particular newspaper or magazine. 

85. The student should be able to discuss some articles, topics 
incorporated in famous local newspapers or magazines. 
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I) Shopping 

86. The student should be able to ask for the location of 
supermarkets, shopping centres, markets, shops : greengrocer, 
grocer, butcher, baker, tailor, school, garden, public park, 
car park. 

87. The student should be able to give information about different 
kinds of shops, supermarkets or shopping centres and others. 

88. The student should be able to ask in a shop whether particular 
items are available. 

89. The student should be able to ask for something cheaper, better 
or different. 

90. The student should be able to ask for the method of payments: 
cash, cheque or credit card and discount available. 

91. The student should be able to say whether the price is 
convenient, high or low. 

92. The student should be able to show his approval on the type of 
article or item he bought. 

93 The student should be able to ask for the quantity, quality and 
weight of goods bought. 

94. The student should be able to inquire about the articles of 
clothing and personal use. 

95. The student should be able to ask for specific colour and 
material. 

96. The student should be able to ask for more common household 
articles: knife, fork, spoon, bottle opener etc. 

97. The student should be able to ask for desired sizes (big, 
small, long, short) and weight (heavy, light). 

98. The student should be able to discuss standard measures of 
kilo, pound, ton, foot, metre, yard, inches, centimetre. 

J) Food and Drink 

99. The student should be able to 
I 100. The student should be able to discuss the ingredients of tinned 

food and drinks. 

101. The student should be able to define different types of 
vitamins included in food and drinks. 

102. The student should be able to inquire about vitamins included 
in the food or drinks. 
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103. The student should be able to ask about places where one can 
eat and drink: restaurant, cafe. 

104. The student should be able to refer to the menu in a restaurant 
or cafeteria. 

105. The student should be able to order a meal. 

106. The student should be able to ask how it is prepared: boiled, 
roasted, fried etc. 

107. The student should be able to ask the waiter about the 
ingredients of food or drink. 

108. The student should be able to express his unwillingness of 
having unpermitted food of pig products: ham, bacon, pork, 
lard and animal fat. 

109. The student should be able to give information to others about 
the availability of restaurant and cafeteria. 

110. The student should be able to ask for a bill and tipping. 

111. The student should be able to identify different types of fruit 
e9g, orange, apple, banana, mango, peach, plums etc. 

112 The student should be able to identify different kinds of 
vegetables: cucumber, tomato, potato, okra, carrot, onions 
etc, 

113. The student should be able to some food like: fish and chips, 
chicken and chips, kebab, sheish kebab, donar kebab, pizza, 
pasta, paste etc. 

114. The student should be able to ask for additional dishes like 
salad, ice cream, dessert etc. 

115. The student should be able to identify certain items, pepper, 
salt, sauce, ketchup, vinegar etc. 

116. The student should be able to identify particular foods and 
drinks, e. g. jam, egg, milkp cream, butter, tea, coffee, juice, 
lemonade, sugar etc. 

K) Places and Countries 

117. The student should be able to identify directions: straight, 
turn right, turn left, first left, crossroad, circle etc. 

118. The student should be able to state distances between two 
locations. 

119. The student should be able to inquiie about'distances and 
locations of places. 
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120. The student should be able to refer to a map and state 
locations of places using such words as: east, west, south, 
north. 

121. The student should be able to give pilgrims the right 
directions. 

122. The student should be able to identify continents: Asia, 
Africa, Europe, etc. 

123. The student should be able to identify some famous countries 
and states in the world, e. g. Arab countries, Pakistan, India, 
Japan, USA, Britain, Italy etc. 

L) Health and Physical State 

124. The student should be able to identify his main parts of the 
body and their functions. 

125. The student should be able to report illness, injury, accident. 

126. The student should be able to tell whether they have been ill 
before and whether they have been operated upon. 

127. The student should be able to tell whether he has any surgical 
operation before and be able to give permission for it to be 
done now. 

128. The student should be able to tell whether he is taking 
medicine regularly. 

129. The student should be able to seek medical treatment for 
friend or a relative. 

130. The student should be able to inquire about medical facilities, 
surgery hours and conditions of treatment. 

131. The student should be able to make an appointment with a doctor 
or at a hospital reception. 

132. The student should be able to tell whether he is comfortable. 

133. The student should be able to declare if he is hungry, tired, 
thirsty etc. 

134. The student should be able to seek similar information from 
others. 

135. The student should be able to buy medicines from a chemist and 
identify their names: asprin, contact, redoxon, syrup, 
tablets. 

136. The student should be able to understand instructions given by 
a doctor. 
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M) Transportation, Travel and Holidays 

137. The student should be able to tell how he gets to school: the 
means of transport and time. 

138. The student should be able to seek information from others 
about how to get to school 

139. The student should be able to describe how he spends his 
holidays: camping, youth-hostels, relatives and friends, 
hotels and rent-houses. 

140. The student should be able to obtain similar information from 
others about holidays. 

141. The student should be able to describe one of previous 
holidays: with whom, for how long, weather, scenery, inside 
Saudi Arabia or abroad. 

142. The student should be able to seek similar information from 
others. 

143. The student should be able to demonstrate a plan for a future 
holiday in a foreign country. 

144. The student should be able to investigate others' intention to. 
have a holiday in foreign countries. 

145. The student should be able to characterize famous cities in the 
World, like London, Tokyo, Cairo, New York: weather, land, 
population, famous places in them. 

146. The student should be able to inquire about how to get to a 
destination by using public transport: bus, taxi, train. 

147. The student should be able to inquire about the time of arrival 
and time for departure and the routes. 

148. The student should be able to guide others on how to get from 
one place to another by defining routes of a travel. 

149. The student should be able to give visitors and pilgrims the 
approximate time of a travel or a journey from one place to 
another in Saudi Arabia. 

150. The student should be able to inquire about documents and visas 
needed for visiting a country. 

151. The student should be able to identify himself to passport 
officers and give them necessary information concerning the 
reasons and the duration of the visit. 

152. The student should be able to fill in forms or applications 
required when entering or leaving the foreign country. 

153. The student should be able to ask permission to stay for a 
longer time in a foreign country. 
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154. The student should be able to declare anything at customs. 

155. The student should be able to find out if someone speaks 
English in a foreign country. 

156. The student should be able to obtain information about his 
luggage and claim for lost ones. 

157. The student should be able to inquire about availability of 
accommodation. 

158. The student should be able to ask about the nature of the 
accommodation (single, double, twin) amenities and view. 

159. The student should be able to discuss terms, prices, meat and 
laundry facilities. 

160. The student should be able to inquire about fares, price- 
reduction for students, families etc. 

161. The student should be able to express his satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction of the accommodation offered. 

162. The student should be able to express preference of something 
alternative. 

163. The student should be able to seek information about single, 
return tickets and baggage fare. 

164. The student should be able to inquire about'lost properties. 

165. The student should be able to give information about routes, 
highways and traffic regulations: parking, speed-limit etc. in 
Saudi Arabia. 

166. The student should be able to seek similar information from 
others. 

N) Services 

167. The student should be able to give information about the 
location of the post-office. 

168. The student should be able to seek information about the 
location of the post-office. 

169. The student should be able to inquire about the letter box, 
postage for letter and parcel. 

170. The student should be able to show others about where phone- 
calls can be made. 

171. The student should be able to seek information about where 
phone-calls can be made. 

172. The student should be able to tell someone that he will ring him up. 
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173. The student should be able to ask someone to ring him up. 

174. The student should be able to ask for a coins-change to make a 
phone call. send a telegram and ask its price. 

175. The student should be able to send a telegram and ask its 
price. 

176. The student should be able to give information about where the 
nearest bank is. 

177. The student should be able to seek information about the 
location of a bank. 

178. The student should be able to ask about cashing a cheque. 

179. The student should be able to open a current account in a bank. 

180. The student should be able to refuse savings account or 
interests on his money and explain reasons for that. 

0) Accidents and Emergencies 

181. The student should be able to ask for the police, fire 
department and ambulance. 

182. The student should be able to report a loss, theft, fire, 
emergency, medical attention and health services. 

183. The student should be able to give information about where 
things can be repaired. 

184. The student should be able to report a breakdown of a car. 

185. The student should be able to ask about the nearest petrol 
station. 

P) Islam 

186. The student should be able to describe the five pillars of 
Islam. 

187. The student should be able to identify some behavioural aspects 
of Islam. 

188. The student should be able to describe shortly the life of the 
Prophet Mohammad. 

Saudi Arabia 

189. The student should be able to characterize Saudi Arabia, 
weather, frontier, land and population. 

190. The student should be able to describe big cities and famous 
places in each of them. 
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R) Local Environment 

191. The student should be able to identify the urban or the rural 
area he lives in. 

192. The student should be able to characterize the farm, village, 
or the city life and people in each of them. 
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AMNDIIX I 

First Grade 

Immediate Graded Ojectives 

1. The student should be able to give information about his name, 
age, address, date of birth and telephone number. 

2. The student should be able to spell his name and his address, 
say his telephone number. 

3. The student should be able to see information about others, 
names, ages, addresses,, dates of birth and telephone numbers. 

4. The student should be able to ask about spelling of others' 
names and addresses. 

5. The student should be able to agree on things which are correct 
with reference to his personal identification. 

6. The student should be able to deny things which are not correct 
with regard to his personal identification. 

7. The student should be able to correct factual information about 
his personal identification. 

8. The student should be able to describe his classroom. 

9. The student should be able to describe all objects in his 
class. 

10. The student should be able to describe his school: number of 
classes, library, playyard, etc. 

11. The student should be able to identify his level of education: 
intermediate 

12. The student should be able to inquire about the availability of 
certain facilities or articles at school: labs, playground, 
clubs, cafeteria. 

13. The student should be able to describe the type of 
accommodation he lives in: house, villa or flat. 

14. The student should be able to seek information from others 
about the type of accommodation. 

15. The student should be able to give information about the 
content of his accommodation: rooms, kitchen, bathroom, toilet 
etc. 

16. The student should be able to obtain similar information from 
others regarding the content of their house or flat. 

17. The student should be able to give information about'furniture 
and amenities at home. 
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18. The student should be able to seek information from others 
about furniture and amenities at their homes. 

19. The student should be able to inquire about the availability of 
some pieces of furniture or amenities. 

20. The student should be able to answer an inquiry about the 
availability of some pieces of furniture or amenities at his 
home. 

21. The student should be able to inquire about intention and 
desire to own other amenities at home. 

22. The student should be able to impart information concerning his 
intention or desire to buy other amenities at home. 

23. The student should be able to give information about his family 
composition: father, mother, sister, brothers. 

24. The student should be able to see similar information from 
others. 

25. The student should be able to state his daily routines at home: 
time going to bed, meals, time of praying, times of reading 
Koran. 

26. The student should be able to seek others' information about 
their daily routines at home. 

27.. The student should be able to ask what things acre called and 
how they are spelt in English. 

28. The student should be able to ask what phrases and words mean. 

29. The student should be able to ask someone to speak slowly and 
clearly. repeat what he said if he is asked to. 

30. The student should be able to should be able to repeat what he 
said if he is asked to do so. 

31. The student should be able to ask someone, to repeat something 
or explain something. 

32. The student should be able to ask whether something is correct. 

33. The student should be able to ask how something is pronounced 
or spelt. 

34. The student should be able to characterize the weather in Saudi 
Arabia. 

35. The student should be able to narrate and report his daily 
routines at school. 

36. The student should be able to seek information about other's 
daily routines at a school. 
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37. The student should be able to name his school subjects. 

38. The student should be able to tell others about his hobbies and 
interests: swimming, playing football, reading collecting 
stamps etc. 

39. The student should be able to inquire about others' hobbies and 
interests. 

40. The student should be able to ask about the locations of 
supermarkets, shopping centres, markets, shops: greengrocer, 
grocer, butcher, baker. 

41. The student should be able to ask about the locations of public 
places and gardens: school, parks, entertainment places, car 
park. 

42. The student should be able to give information about different 
kinds of shops, supermarkets, shopping centres or public 
places. 

43. The student should be able to identify household articles: 
knife, fork, spoon, bottle-opener, pot. 

44. The student should be able to identify different colours: 
black, white, yellow, brown, red etc. 

45. The student should be able to ask for desired sizes (big, 
small, long, short, medium, waist). 

46. The student should be able to identify size-measurements: 
centimetre, inch, metre, feet, yard, wide, long. 

47. The student should be able to identify weight measures: 
kilogram. 

48. The student should be able to state whether an item is heavy or 
light. 

49. The student should be able to tell how much does he or an item 
weigh. 

50. The student should be able to name in English different types 
of fruit, e. g. orange, apple, banana, mango, peach, plum etc. 

51. The student should be able to name in English some kinds of 
vegetables, e. g. cucumber, tomato, potato, okra, carrot, onion 
etc, 

52. The student should be able to identify in some food like: fish 
and chips, chicken and chips, kebab, sheish kebab, donar, 
pizza, pasta, 

53. The student should be able to as for side dishes such as salad, 
ice-cream dessert etc. 

54. The student should be able to ask for salt, pepper, vinegar, 
ketchup etc. 
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55. The student should be able to ask for certain drinks, e. g. 
lemonade, juice, coffee, tea etc. 

56. The student should be able to identify the main parts of the 
body and their functions. 

57. The student should be able to tell how he gets to school and 
how he returns home. 

58. The student should be able to seek information from others 
about how to get to school. 

59. The student should be able to describe Saudi Arabia: 
population, capital, land, frontier. 

60. The student should be able to describe shortly big cities and 
holy places in Saudi Arabia. 

61. The student should be able to characterize famous cities and 
capitals in the World: London, Cairo, Tokyo, New York. 
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Second Grade 

1. The student should be able to give information about his sex, 
nationality (Saudi) and religion (Muslim) 

2. The student should be able to obtain information about others, 
sex, nationality and religion. 

3. The student should be able to state whether one remembers 
something about his personal background. 

4. The student should be able to express certainty or uncertainty 
about information he has given concerning his personal 
identification. 

5. The student should be able to inquire about somebody's 
certainty or uncertainty of information he has given about his 
personal identification. 

6. The student should be able to express his likes, dislikes with 
regard to items, hobbies, food and drink. 

7. The student should be able to give information about his 
relatives: uncle, aunt, grandfather, grandmother, nephew, 
niece, cousin, etc, 

8. The student should be able to obtain similar information from 
others. 

9. The student should be able to tell how he and his family spend 
the evenings and weekends., 

10. The student should be able to inquire about others' way of 
spending their evenings and weekends. 

11. The student'should be able to say and write how difficult or 
easy he listens, speaks, reads, and writes English. 

12. The student should be able to seek similar information from 
others with reference to the difficulty fo English. 

13. The student should be able to agree or disagree that English is 
difficult to speak, listen, read and write. 

14. The student should be able to ask for a characterization of 
weather in, other foreign countries. 

15. The student should be able to describe the four seasons in his 
area or city. 

16. The student should be able to seek similar information from 
others. 

17. The student should be able to accept or refuse some factual 
information concerning the weather in his area. 



18. The student should be able to give information about his 
intermediate stage: before secondary and after primary, 
duration. 

19. The student should be able to tell about the school year: 
terms, holidays, hajj, holiday, Eid holiday. 

20. The student should be able to impart information about what 
subjects he likes or dislikes. 

21. The student should be able to seek information from others 
about their most favourite school subjects. 

22. The student should be able to identify his favour school-club 
and the reason of the preference. 

23. The student should be able to seek other class-mates favour 
clubs. 

24. The student should be able to determine his sport-group. 

25. The student should be able to obtain information, about others' 
sport-group. 

26. The student should be able to label his future career and the 
reasons behind his selection. 

27. The student should be able to discuss with others orally and 
literally their choice of future careers. 

28. The student should be able to give information about his 
father, uncle or brotherts careers or jobs. 

29. The student should be able to discuss his possibility of 
joining another club. 

30. The student should be able to express his capability of doing 
duties required by the sport-group or the school club. 

31. The student should be able to inquire about others' 
capabilities of doing certain tasks. 

32. The student should be able to discuss with others which 
football team in the Saudi League he supports, 

33. The student should be able to identify the reasons behind his 
support to a particular football team 

34. The student should be able to identify teams which win and 
teams which lose in the Saudi football league and discuss 
results of matches. 

35. The student should be able to express his disappointment of 
some results. 

36. The student, should be able to give information about' sporting 
events in Saudi Arabia and abroad. 
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37. The student should be able to inquire about sporting events in 
Saudi Arabia and abroad. 

38. The student should be able to tell whether he likes football, 
basketball'etc. or not. 

39. The student should be able to inquire about others'likes and 
dislikes of different sports. 

40. The student should be able to express his pleasure and 
displeasure when reading books, watching T. V. playing tennis 
etc. 

41. The student should be able to find out others' pleasure and 
displeasure when understanding such hobbies and interests. 

42. The student should be able to express his worry for the 
forthcoming football matches. 

43. The student should be able to express his preference of reading 
a particular newspaper or magazine. 

44. The student should be able to inquire about others' preferences 
of reading a particular newspaper or magazine. 

45. The student should be able to discuss some articles, topics 
incorporated in famous local newspapers or magazines. 

46. The student should be able to ask in a shop whether particular 
items are available. 

47. The student should be able to ask for something cheaper, better 
or different. 

48. The student should be able to ask for the method of payments: 
cash, cheque or credit card and discount available. 

49. The student should be able to say whether the price is 
convenient, high or low. 

50. The student should be able to show his approval on the type of 
article or item he bought. 

51. The student should be able to ask for the quantity, quality and 
weight of goods bought. 

52. The student should be able to inquire about personal-wear and 
dresses. 

53. The student should be able to ask for specific colour and 
material. 

54. The student should be able to discuss the ingredients of tinned 
food and drink. 

55. The student should be able to ask about places where one can 
eat and drink: restaurant, cafeteria. 
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56. The student should be able to refer to the menu in restaurant 
or a cafe. 

57. The student should be able to order a meal. 

58. The student should be able to ask how meal is prepared or 
cooked: boiled, roasted, fried. 

59. The student should be able to express unwillingness of being 
unpermitted food (ham, bacon, pork lard, animal fat). 

60. The student should be able to ask for a bill and discuss total 
account. 

61. The student should be able to ask for side dishes like: salad, 
dessert, ice-cream. 

62. The student should be able to report illness, injury or 
accident. 

63. The student should be able to tell whether he has been ill 
before. 

64. The student should be able to discuss any operations he has 
had. 

65. The student should be able to tell whether he is taking 
medicine regularly. 
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Third Grade 

1. The student should be able to discuss TV programmes on Saudi TV 
screen on both channels. 

2. The student should be able to discuss radio programmes. 

3. The student should be able to define different types of 
vitamins included in food and drink. 

4. The student should be able to inquire of vitamins-combination 
in food and drink. 

5. The student should be able to identify directions: straight 
on, turn right, turn left, first left etc. 

6. The student should be able to identify distances between two 
destinations. 

7. The student should be able to inquire about distances and 
locations of places. 

8. The student should be able to refer to a map and state 
locations of places using such words as: east, west, south, 
north. 

9. The student should be able to give pilgrims the right 
directions. 

10. The student should be able to identify continents: Asia, 
Africa, Europe, Australia, America. 

11. The student should be able to identify some famous countries 
and states in the world, e. g.,, Arab countries, India, Pakistan, 
Japan, Britain etc. 

12. The student should be able to seek medical treatment for a 
friend or relative. 

13. The student should be able to inquire about medical facilities, 
surgery hours and treatment regulations. 

14. The student should be able to make an appointment with a doctor 
or at a hospital reception. 

15. The student should be able to tell whether he is comfortable. 

16. The student should be able to declare if he is hungry, tired 
etc. 

17. The student should be able to seek, similar information. 

18. The student should be able to name in English some essential 
medicine: tablets and syrup. 

19. The student should be able to read and understand instructions 
given on bottles or by a doctor. 
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20. The student should be able to describe how he spends his 
holidays: in camping sites, youth-hostels, with relatives and 
friends etc. 

21. The student should be able to seek similar information from 
others concerning holidays. 

22. The student should be able to describe a previous holiday: 
with whom , period of time, weather, scenery inside Saudi 
Arabia or abroad. 

23. The student should be able to seek similar information from 
others. 

24. The student should be able to demonstrate a plan for a future 
holiday. 

25. The student should be able to investigate others' intention to 
have a holiday in a foreign country. 

26. The student should be able to characterize famous capitals and 
cities in the world: population, area, marks and famous 
places. 

27. The student should be able to inquire about time of arrival and 
time for departure. 

28. The student should be able to discuss the routes and the most 
short and convenient one. 

29. The student should be able to guide others of how to get from 
one place to another by defining routes of a. travel. 

30. The student should be able to give visitors and pilgrims the 
approximate time of a journey from one place to another in 
Saudi Arabia. 

31. The student should be able to inquire about documents and visas 
required for visiting a country. 

32. The student should be able to identify himself to passport- 
officers and give them necessary information concerning the 
reasons and duration of the visit. 

33. The student should be able to fill in forms require when 
entering or leaving a foreign country. 

34. The student should be able to obtain information about his 
luggage and claim for. loss of it. 

35. The student should be able to inquire about availability of 
accommodation. 

36. The student should be able to ask about the nature of the 
accommodation (single , double, twin beds), (single, shared 
rooms), amenities and view. 
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37. The student should be able to discuss terms, prices, meal times 
and laundry facilities. 

38. The student should be able to inquire about fares, price 
reduction fo r students, families etc. 

39. The student should be able to express his satisfaction or 
dissatisfact ion fo the accommodation offered. 

40. The student should be able to express preference of something 
alternative. 

41. The student should be able to seek information about single 
return ticke ts and baggage fares. 

42. The student should be able to inquire about lost properties. 

43. The student should be able to give information about routes, 
highways and traffic regulations: parking, speed limit-etc. in 
Saudi Arabia . 

44. The student should be able to seek similar information. 

45. The student should be able to tell where the local post office 
is. 

46. The student should be able to seek similar information. 

47. The student should be able to inquire about the letter-box, 
postage, par cels' services and letter services: registered, 
recorded etc . 

48. The student should be able to tell where the phone calls can be 
made. 

49. The student should be able to someone that he will ring him up. 

50. The student should be able to ask someone to ring him up. 

51. The student should be able to take a phone-call message. 

52. The student should be able to ask for a coins change to make a 
phone-call. 1 

53. The student should be able to send a telegram. 

54. The student should be able to give information about the 
nearest bank or money exchange. 

55. The student should be able to seek similar information. 

56. The student should be able to to exchange money, cash a cheque 
and ask for change. 

57. The student should be able to open an account. 

58. The student should be able to refuse sa\vings account and 
interest on his money. 
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59. The student should be able to ask for police, fire department 
or'ambulance. 

60. The student should be able to report a loss, theft, fire, 
emergency, medical treatment. 

61. The student should be able to tell where items can be repaired. 

62. The student should be able to seek similar information. 

63. The student should' be able to discuss how an aeroplane and a 
ship work. 

64. The student should be able to identify some mechanical 
operation. 

65. The student should be able to describe the five pillars of 
Islam in English. 

66. The student should be able to identify some behavioural aspects 
of Islam. 

67. The student should be able to describe shortly the life of 
Prophet Mohammad. 
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AMNDIX r. 

Specific Objectives 

First Grade 

1. Student tells his first name, second and surname. 

2. Student spells his first name, second and surname. 

3. Students writes his first name, second and surname. 

4. Student inquires about other's first name, second and surname. 

5. Student tells how old he is. 

6. Student tells his age. 

7. Student inquires about other's age. 

8. Student tells the English alphabet. 

9. Student reads and writes the English alphabet. 

10. Student distinguishes between Mr., Mrs and Miss. 

11. Student tells who is that man (woman) called. 

12. Student tells the number of house (flat) he lives in. 

13. Student writes the number of house (flat) he lives in. 

14. Student tells the name of the street his house is in. 

15. Student writes the name of the street his house is in. 

16. Student describes shortly his house neighbourhood. 

17. Student inquires about others' number of house, name of the 
street. 

18. Student tells/writes the name of his city or village. 

19. Student tells/writes the name of his town or area. 

20. Student inquires about others' date of birth. 

21. Student tells if he has got a telephone at home. 

22. Student tells his telephone number, cardinal number and 101. 

23. Student tells when he was born indicating day, month and year 
(cardinal numbers). 

24. Student writes when he was born indicating day, month and year (Ordinal numbers). 

25. Student tells the place of his birth. 
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26. Student writes the place of his birth. 

27. Student listens and corrects others about his name, age, 
address, date of birth or telephone number. 

28. Student tells 'right' or true to correct information given by 
others concerning his age, address, date of birth or telephone 
number. 

29. Student tells wrong or untrue to incorrect information given by 
others concerning his name, address, date of birth or telephone 
number. 

30. Student tells what items are in his classroom: tables, 
windows, blackboard, door. 

31. Student tells how many tables, chairso windows are in the 
classroom. 

32. Student describes his classroom: walls, ceiling, floor, fan, 
air-condition, cupboards and lights. 

33. Student tells colours and sizes of some items in the classroom. 

34. Student writes a description of his classroom. 

35. Student tells how many classes in his school. 

36. Student tells what his school contains: library, playground, 
cafeteria. 

37. Student tells how many floors are in his school. 

38. Student tells what his school contains: library, playground, 
cafeteria and a hall. 

39. Student tells that the garden (Playyard) is downstairs, 
teachers' room is upstairs and the cafeteria is on the ground 
floor. 

40. Student writes short description of his school. 

41. Student tells the address of his school. 

42. Student tells the location of his school: near a public park, a 
mosque etc. 

43. Student tells how far his school is from home. 

44. Student tells what club he joins at school. 

45. Student tells why he joins the club. 

46. Student tells why he does not join another club. 

47. Student inquires about others' joining school clubs. 

48. Student inquires about the reasons of others joining clubs. 
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49. Student tells his level of education: first grade 
intermediate. 

50. Student writes his level of education: first grade 
intermediate. 

51. Student tells his previous level of education:, primary. 

52. Student tells the accommodation he lives in: house, villa, 
flat. 

53. Student writes the accommodation he lives in: house, villa, 
flat. 

54. Student inquires about the accommodation others live in: house, 
villa, flat. 

55. Student tells how many rooms there are in his accommodation. 

56. Student names the room and spaces in his accommodation: 
bedroom, sitting room, living-room, kitchen, bathroomo toilet, 
garden, garage* 

57. Student inquires about others' description of accommodation: 
number and names of room and spaces. 

58. Student tells which rooms and spaces are on the first floor: 
upstairs, downstairs 

59. Student tells which rooms are on the ground floor and basement. 

60. Student tells whether the building has a lift or only stairs. 

61. Student, tells whether they own the house (flat) or rent it. 

62. Student inquires about others' rooms and spaces on different 
floors. 

63. Student inquires if others buildings have lift or only stairs. 

63. Student inquires if others own their flat or rent it. 

65. Student tells the furniture of his accommodation: seats, 
tables, chairs, carpet, lamps, fan, air-condition. 

66. Student tells whether he has television, radio, fridge and 
washing machine. 

67. Student inquires about others furniture in their accommodation. 

68. Student inquires about the availability of amenities at others' 
home. 

69. Student tells whether they have intention to buy a video, a 
shower etc. 

70. Student inquires about others intentio'n. to buy other a menities 
at home. 
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71. Student tells the name of his father and his job. 

72. Student inquires about others' fathers' names. 

73. Student tells his brother(s) names. 

74. Student tells composition of his family: father, mother, 
brother(s), sister(s). 

75. Student inquires about composition of others' families. 

76. Student tells when he wakes up in the morning. 

77. Student tells when he goes to bed every night. 

78. Student inquires about others' time of going to bed and getting 
up. 

79. Student tells the time of his breakfast lunch, and dinner. 

80. Student tells the time of leaving home to go to school. 

81. Student inquires about others' time of breakfast, lunch and 
dinner. 

82. Student inquires about others' time of leaving home to go to 
school. 

83. Student tells the time of prayers: Fajr, Zuýr, Asr, Maghrib, 
Isha. 

84. Student tells what he does after school time. 

85. Student tells how he spends the evening. 

86. Student inquires about how others spend the evening. 

87. Student inquires about what others do after school time 

88. Student inquires about the names of things in English. 

89. Student inquires about the spellings of things he does not 
know. 

90. Student listens and inquires about the meanings of words and 
phrases. 

91. Student requests somebody to speak slowly. 

92. Student asks somebody to speak clearly. 

93. Student tells somebody to clarify his intention of a sentence 
he uttered. 

94. Student tells again what he said if he is asked to. 

95. Student inquires about the right word or phrases. 



96. Student inquires about the pronunciation of words not 
accustomed to him. 

96. Student tells that day is usually hot. 

98. Student tells the temperature in Summer in Saudi Arabia. 

99. Student tells the temperature in Winter in Saudi Arabia. 

100. Student tells the dry weather in Saudi Arabia 

101. Student tells when he comes to school everyday. 

102. Student inquires about others' time of coming to school. 

103. Student tells which days he goes to school. 

104. Student tells when school begins and when it ends every day. 

105. Student tells when he has the mid-day break 

106. Student tells what he does in the break. 

107. Student writes the time he comes to school, the times he leaves 
the school, the time school begins and ends, and the time he 
has the break. 

108. Student tells how many-subjects he has in his level. 

109. Student names his school subjects. 

110. Student writes his school subjects and their numbers. 

111. Student tells that he is interested in reading books, playing 
football, swimming, watching T. V. 

112. Student inquires about others interest in. hobbies. 

113. Student tells when he does his hobby. 

114. Student tells why he selects the hobby. 

115. Student writes his hobby, the time he practises it and why he 
selects it. 

116. Student tells the location of supermarkets or particular shops. 

117. Student tells the address of the shopping centres or particular 
shops. 

118. Student inquires about the location and address of shops and 
shopping centres. 

119. Student tells the location and direction of gardens, school, 
car-park, services, and other public places. 
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120. Student inquires about the location and direction of public 
places such as school, services, post office, parks, phone-box 
etc, 

121. Student tells colours of different things and items: black, 
white, red, brown, yellow. 

122. Student writes colours of different items. 

123. Student inquires about the colours of items: book,, pen, pencil, 
window, bag. 

124. Student understands the meaning of spoon. 

125. Student understands the meaning of fork. 

126. Student understands the meaning of knife. 

127. Student understands the meaning of bottle-opener 

128. Student understands the meaning of pot. 

129. Student writes household articles: knife, spoont fork, etc. 
with correct spelling. 

130. Student tells that a bag, a house, aa book etc. is big. 

131. Student tells that a pen, a pencil, a chair etc. is small. 

132. Student tells that a shirt, trousers etc. is long, short or 
medium? 

133. Student asks for longer, shorter, smaller or bigger size. 

134. Student asks for waist size. 

135. Student inquires about others' sizes of wearing. 

136. Student inquires about items: how big, small, long, short they 
are. 

137. Student tells what sizes are: book, blackboard, table etc. in 
centimetre, inch, foot etc. 

138. Student inquires about size measures in inch, centimetre, 
metre, foot. 

139. Student tells what weight he is in kilograms, grams. 

140. Student inquires about others' weight in kilograms, grams. 

141. Student tells the item is heavy. 

142. Student tells the item is light. 

143. Student inquires about the heaviness oUan item. 

144. Student inquires about the lightness of an item. 
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145. Student understands the meaning of: fruit, orange, apple, 
banana, mango, peach, plums. 

146. Student indentifies: orange, -apple, 
banana, mango, peach and 

plums. 

147. Student tells which of these fruit he likes most. 

148. Student tells which of these fruit he does not like. 

149. Student inquires about others likes and dislikes of orange, 
banana, apple etc. 

150. Student understands the meaning of: cucumber, tomato, potato, 
okra etc. 

151. Student inquires vegetables: cucumber, tomato, potato, okra 
etc. 

152. Student tells which of the vegetables he likes to put in salad: 
tomato, cucumber, carrot, onion. 

153. Student tells which of the vegetables he likes to eat: potato, 
okra etc. 

154. Student inquires about others' likes of vegetables: potato, 
okra, tomato etc. 

155. Student inquires about others' dislikes of vegetables. 

156. Student understands the meaning of fish and chips, chicken and 
chips, kebab, donar, pizza, lamb, soup, omelette, rice, salt, 
pepper, butter, slice, cheese, milk, cream, -sugar. 

157. Student orders his food: fish, chips, chicken, chips, kebab, 
kubsa etc. 

158. Student inquires about the availability of salt, pepper, 
butter, rice, sugar etc. in a grocer's. 

159. Student inquires about others' preference of food: chips, 
fish, chicken. 

160. Student writes fish, 'chips, kebab, pizza etc. in correct 
spelling. 

161 . Student says and understands the meaning of lemonade, juice, 
coffee, tea etc. 

162. Student offers juice, lemonade, coffee or tea to his friends. 

163. Student selects from the menu the drink he likes. 

164. Student states the condition of drinks he likes to drink: hot, 
cold, cool, warm. 

165. Student understands the meaning of hand, feet, leg, arm, face, 
neck, nose, mouth, eyes, ear, stomach, finger, elbow and toe. 
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166. Student writes parts of the body in correct spelling: hand, 
foot, leg etc. 

167. Student tells where the right hand is, left hand is, foot, leg 
etc. 

168. Student tells that he hears with ears, sees with eyes, walks 
with feet and smells with nose. 

169. Student tells how he comes to school: by bus, on bicycle, on 
foot, by car. 

170. Student asks others how they come to school. 

171. Student tells how he gets home: by bus, on bicycle, etc. 

172. Student asks others how they get home. 

173. Student tells the boundaries of Saudi Arabia. 

174. Student tells the number of population of Saudi Arabia. 

175. Student tells the capital of Saudi Arabia and famous cities. 

176. Student describes holy places in Saudi Arabia. 

178. Student tells the famous cities in the World: London, new 
York, Tokyo, Cairo, Baghdad, Damascus, Karatchi etc. 

179. Student writes with correct spelling famous cities and holy 
places in Saudi Arabia. 

180. Student writes with correct spelling famous cities in' the 
world. 

181. Student reads familiar material shown in the text books and on 
the blackboard. 

182. Student demonstrates ability to read fluently in English with 
correct pronunciation. 

183. Student summarises orally or in writing the content of what he 
has read. 
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Second Grade 

1. Student reads and understands the meaning of 'male' and 
'female'. 

2. Student tells that a man, a boy are male. 

3. Student tells that 'gentlemen' on toilet's door means 'male' 
and 'ladies' means female. 

4. Student tells that he is unmarried (married). 

S. Student inquires about other marital status. 
6. Student tells his nationality (Saudi). 

7. Student tells his nationality. 

8. Student writes his nationality. 

9. Student inquires about others' nationalities. 

10. Student reads and understands the meaning of religion. 

11. Student tells that he is Muslim. 

12. Student writes his religion as Muslim. 

13. Student inquires others name, age, date of birth. 

14. Student tells that he is sure of his age. 

15. Student tells that he is not sure about his date of birth (in 
which month). 

16. Student tells that he is uncertain of his phone-number. 

17. Student tells that he is certain of his address. 

18. Student tells that he is sure of his house-number. 

19. Student inquires if some one is certain of his phone-number, 
date of birth or his address. 

20. Student tells if he likes watching T. V. or not. 

21. Student tells if he likes swimming, playing football or not. 

22. Student tells if he likes reading books, collecting stamps etc, 

23. Student inquires about others hobbies and interests. 

24. Student inquires about others' dislikes of hobbies. 

25. Student writes a short passage about his favourite hobbies. 

26. Student tells if he likes: banana or apple, fish or chicken, 
coffee or tea. 



27. Student Inquires about others' likes of food and drink. 

28. Student reads and understands the meaning of uncle, aunt, 
grandfather, grandmother, nephew, niece, cousin etc. 

29. Student states the relationship between father and grandfather, 
mother and grandmother. 

30. Student tells if he has an, uncle, aunt, grandfather, " 
grandmother etc. 

31. Student asks others if they have uncle. -aunt, grandfather, 
grandmother, etc. 

32. Student tells the number of uncles, aunts'. ý; nephews and, nieces 
he has. 

33. Student inquires about the number of uncles, aunts-, nephew 
others have. 

34. Student writes what and how many relatives he has. 

35. Student tells/writes that he spends the evening watching TV, 
- reading a book. 

36. Student tells/writes that last night they spent the evening 
outside home. 

37. Student tells/writes that some friends took dinner with them at 
home last night. 

38. Student asks others how they spent the evening. 

39. Student tells that he can understand/can't understand English 
well. 

40. Student tells that he can listen/can't listen to the text or 
material read by teacher or tape-recorder. 

41. Student tells that he can read/can't-read a sentence or a word 
well. 

42. Student tells that he can speak/can't speak a word, phrase or 
utterance. 

43. Student tells that he can write/can't write a word or a 
sentence in correct spelling. 

44. Student inquires about others' understanding of English. 

45. Student inquires about others' ability of listening, reading, 
writing and speaking English. 

46. Student inquires about difficulties, problems and handicaps 
they have when listening, speaking, reading or writing English. 

47. Student tells that English is a difficult/not difficult 
language. 
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48. Student agrees that English is a difficult/not difficult 
language. 

49. Student tells/writes that London is very cold. 

50. Student tells/writes that Riyadh is very hot. 

51. Student tells/writes that Jakarta is very rainy. 

52. Student tells/writes the temperature in London, 'New York, 
Tokyo, Cairo, Doha during summer and winter. 

53. Student tells/writes the average rain-fall in London, Riyadh, 
Damascus, Karachi. 

54. Student tells/writes the'temperature in his city/village during 
summer, winter, spring and autumn. 

55. Student tells/writes the average of rainfall in his 
city/village during the year. 

56. Student tells/writes'how hot is his city/village. 

57. Student tells/writes how cold is his city/village. 

58. Student compares his city temperature with the temperature in 
London, Tokyo, Karachi etc. 

59. Student tells/writes which is colder, his city or the foreign 
one. 

60. Student tells/writes which is hotter, his city or the foreign 
one. 

61. S' tudent tells/writes which is more wet, his city or the foreign 
one. 

62. Student tells/writes which is drie'r his city or the foreign 
one. 

63. Student listens and agrees on the correct condition of weather 
in his area. 

64. Student listens and disagrees on the incorrect condition of 
weather in his Pity or village. 

65. Student tells/writes his level of education: intermediate 
second grade. 

66. Student tells/writes that intermediate stage comes after 
primary stage. 

67. Student tells/writes that intermediate stage is before 
secondary. 

68. Student-tells/writes that he spent six years in primary stage. 
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69. Student tells/writes that he will spend three years in 
intermediate stage and three years in secondary. 

70. Student tells/writes the duration of each scholastic term. 

71. Student tells/writes the spring holiday between the terms and 
how many days it usually is. 

72. Student tells/writes where he spends the spring holiday. 

73. Student inquires how others spend the, spring holiday. 

74. Studenttells/writes about Hajj Holiday. 

75. Student tells/writes how he spends Hajj holiday 

76. Student inquires how others spend Hajj holiday. ' 

77. Student tells that Eid holiday-comes after Ramadan. 

78. Student tells/writes how he spends Eid holiday. 

79. Student inquires'how others spend Eid holiday. 

80. Student tells/writes-where he-spent last Eid-holiday. 

81. Student listens/reads the name of the subjects in the second 
grade intermediate, e. g. ' English, Arabic, Religion, History# 
Geography, Science, Mathematics etc. 

82. Student tells/writes which subject(s) he likes most. 

83. Student tells/writes which subject(s) he does not like. 

84. Student inquires about others' favourite subjects. 

85. Student asks others which subject they don't, like. 

86. Student identifies times of each subject according to the 
timetable. 

87. Student matches subject with times according to the timetable. 

88. Student names the clubs of the school: English club, Religion 
club, Arabic club. 

89. Student tells/writes which club he joins. 

90. Stuýdent tells/writes why he joins thiS-club. 

91. Student inquires about others' clubs. 

92. Student inquires about the reasons for joining these clubs. 

93. 'Student tells/writes his sport-group. 

94. Student inquires the team he plays with. 
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95. Student tells/writes the game he likes most: football, basket- 
ball volley ball, table tennis etc. 

96. Student inquires about others' favourite games. 

97. Student tells/writes where he plays football, basket ball, 
playground, hall. 

98. Student tells/writes who won the match last time, 

99. Student listens/reads words like: football, volley-ball, 
swimming, table-tennis, match, sport, scores. 

100. Student inquires jobs and careers, e. g. doctor, engineer, 
teacher, mechanic, pilot, soldier, trader, office-worker. 

101. Student tells/writes which of these jobs or profession he likes 
to be: 

102. Student tells/writes why he selects this career: to earn a lot 
of money, position. 

103. Student inquires about others future careers. 

104. Student inquires about the reason of others for selecting 
careers. 

105. Student tells/writes what training he needs to be: a doctor, 
engineer etc. 

106. Student tells/writes his father's career. 

107. Student tells/writes when his father goes to work and when he 
finishes. 

108. Student tells/writes his brother's, uncle's career. 

109. Student inquires about others' father, uncle or brother's 
career. 

110. Student asks when do they start work and finish it. 

111. Student accepts duties required by the club he joined at 
school. 

112. Student excuses from duties he is not able to do on the school 
club. 

113. Student inquires about others' capability of doing certain 
tasks: writing, drawing, organising, inviting etc. 

114. Student tells/writes the famous football teams and clubs in 
Saudi Arabia. 

115. Student tells/writes the team he supports, 

116o Student tells/writes how much scores, points, losses his team 
achieves. 
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117. Student inquires about otherst football team. 

118. Student inquires about the last match his team played. 

119. Student discusses the results of important matches. 

120. Student tells the pleasure he had from reading a book, a 
magazine etc. 

121. Student tells the displeasure he had from reading a book or a 
magazine. 

122. Student tells the pleasure he had from reading Koran. 

123. Student tells the pleasure/displeasure he had from watching 
film, a programme or a play on TV. 

124. Student inquires about others' pleasure/displeasure from 
watching a film, a programme etc on TV. 

125. Student tells/writes his sorry/satisfaction of the next term 
matches. 

126. Student tells/writes his desire to read a particular newspaper 
or magazine. 

127. Student tells/writes his desire not to read a particular 
newspaper or magazine 

128. Student identifies articles included in a newspaper or 
magazine. 

129. Student inquires about others' desire of reading a newspaper or 
magazine. 

130. Student inquires about others' reasons for not reading other 
newspaper or magazine. 

131. Student tells/writes the topics he is most interested in in a 
newspaper: Arabic or English, e. g. Okaz, Riyadh, Saudi Gazette. 

132. Student inquires about others most favourite topics and areas 
of interest in newspapers. 

133. Student inquires if certain items are available in a shop or 
not. 

134. Student asks the shopkeeper whether the item will be available. 

135. Student asks for keen prices. 

136. Student asks for best quality. 

137. Student asks for different quality, mark or make. 

138. Student tells he is paying cash. 

139. Student tells he is paying by cheque. 
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140. Student tells he is paying by card. 

141. Student inquires about student's discount, family discount and 
season's discount. 

142. Student expresses his satisfaction with the offered price or 
quality. 

143. Student asks the quantity he buys. 

144. Student asks for certain weight, length, width or any other 
measure of the sale item. 

145. Student asks for fashionable item: dresses, shoes, tape 
recorder, camera. 

146. Student asks for red, blue, white or yellow colour. 

147. Student listens/reads the ingredients of some tinned food and 
drink. 

148. Student tells/writes the ingredients of some tinned food and 
drink. 

149. Student inquires about the ingredients and their contents* 

150. Student asks for particular ingredient(s) in food and drink. 

151. Student listens/reads words like: restaurant and cafeteria. 

152. Student tells/writes that restaurant and cafeteria are places 
for eating and drinking tea and refreshments. 

153. Student identifies some cafeterias and restaurants in his area. 

154. Student inquires about restaurants and cafeteria near the 
school. 

155. Student inquires about the names of restaurants and cafeterias 
in others' areas and street. 

156. Student tells/writes where the nearest restaurant or cafeteria. 

157. Students listens/reads menu in restaurants. 

158. Student orders a meal: food or drink. 

159. Student inquires about certain food and drink. 

160. Student tells/writes his best dish(s): Kubsa, Kebab, Arabi 
etc. 

161. Student inquires about others' best dishes. 

162. Student asks for main and side dishes, desserts. 

163. Student reserves a seat in a restaurant. 
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164. Student asks for a bill. 

165. Student inquires about tipping. 

166. Student discusses the ingredients of food. 

167. Student selects ingredients permitted by Islam. 

168. Student tells/writes that he (she, they) is sick (ill). 

169. Student inquires about somebody's health. 

170. Student tells that someone is ill. 

171. Student identifies his health. 

172. Student tells/writes whether he was ill before. 

173. Student reports an accident. 

174. Student calls an ambulance. 

175. St that he (somebody) has been injured. 

176. Student tells/writes that he had/had not an operation in the 
past. 

177. Student inquires about others if they had operations. 

178. Student tells/writes the 'Medicine he is taking. 

179. Student identifies common medicine in the market such as: 
aspirin, contact, cough syrup, chesty syrup, 

1800 Student inquires about some other medicines, 

181. Student inquires about instructions of medicines' use. 
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Third Grade 

1. Student tells/writes names of programmes on Saudi TV screen: 
on camera, Islamic horizons etc. 

2. Student tells/writes times of each programme: on what day it 
comes and what time. 

3. Student tells/writes what each programme discusses and talks 
about. 

4. Student tells/writes his likes or dislike of programmes, 

5. Student tells/writes names of some radio programmes he is 
interested in. 

6. Student tells/writes which programme he-usually listens to. 

7. Student tells/writes a summary of the context or dialogue of 
one of the programmes he is, interested, in., 

8. Student inquires about others' most favourite programmes either 
on TV or radio. 

9. Student inquires about time(s) of programmes that others watch 
or listen to. 

10. Student read different kinds of vitamins and their functions. 

11. Student reads what vitamins, e. g. A, B, C, D are included in 
particular food: Kubsa, Kebab; or drink: orange juice, banana 
juice. 

12. Student inquires about vitamins incorporated in other food and 
drinks. 

13. Student tells/writes what vitamins a healthy food should 
contain. 

14. Student tells/writes directions of street, home or a particular 
place: straight on, first open right: in front of a high 
building.. 

15. Student identifies positions of road and street: crossing, 
roundabout, square, etc. 

16. Student tells/writes distances between Makkah, Jeddah, Riyadh, 
Dammam, Daharan, Medina, Tabook, Abha etc. 

17. Student tells/writes geographical locations of cities: north 
of, south, east, west. 

18. Student uses a map for locating directions. 

19. Student guides foreigners and visitors to their homes by help 
of map to refer to their locations. 
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20. Student identifies important places in his city on map: park, 
mosque, school, hospital, police station, post office, etc. 

21. Student identifies names of the continents: Asia, Africa, 
Europe, America and Australia. 

22. Student tells/writes locations of each one of the continents. 

23. Student tells/writes direction (south, east etc. ) of each 
continent from the other. 

24. Student tells/writes names of Arab countries: Qatar, Bahrain, 
Kuwait, Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia, Syria, Yemen etc., Turkey, 
etc. 

25. Student tells/writes which continent each country is in. 

26. Student tells/writes oceans in the world: Atlantic, Pacific, 
Indian. 

27. Student tells/writes famous seas in the world, Red Sea, 
mediterranean, Arabic, Gulf, North Sea. 

28. Student listens/reads medical words such as: doctor, 
ambulance, patient, chemist, medicine, specialist, dentist, 
surgeon, ward, tablet, pill, syrup, theatre, oxygen, pharmacy 
(chemist), prescription, bandage etc. 

29. Student asks for ambulance. 

30. Student makes an appointment with a doctor, surgeon or dentist. 

31. Student apologies for appointment being mate. 

32. Student inquires about health condition. 

33. Student inquires about the possibility of doing operations. 

34. Student inquires about the number, of ward his patient in. 

35. Student tells/writes the visiting hours and regulations. 

36. Student tells whether he (or someone) wounded, hurt, burnt, 
break, alive or dead. 

37. Student7inquires about the. availability of specialists in a 
hospital. 

38. Student inquires about certain sections, specialisations in a 
hospital or clinic. 

39. Student tells he is comfortable/uncomfortable, 

40. Student tells he is feeling-well/not feeling well. 

41. Student tells if he is tired or not. 

42. Student tells whether he is hungry, thirsty, unhappy etc. 
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43. Student inquires about others' comfort/uncomfort. 

44. Student inquires about others' states of hunger, thirst, 
unhappiness etc. 

45. Student reads instructions written on, syrup bottles, tables or 
pill boxes. 

46. Student tells/writes where spent last holiday: in Saudi Arabia 
or abroad (which country abroad), when did he come from it. 

47. Student tells/writes how he spent the last holiday. 

48. Student tells/writes whether he stayed in a hotel, youth 
hostel, flat etc. 

49. Student tell/writes what type of weather he had during the 
holiday. 

50. Student describes what sceneries he saw during his holiday. 

51. Student asks others where they spent their holiday, duration, 
weather and sceneries they had: water, canal, valley, 
mountain, forest, seaside, field. 

52. Student tells/writes steps for undertaking a holiday. 

53. Student tells/writes the destination, route and transport. 

54. Student tells/writes time of travel, duration of stay and time 
of coming back. 

55. Student identifies items necessary for the holiday: bag, 
passport, praying-mat, compass etc. 

56. Student identifies the journey, tour and fares of them. 

57. Student tells/writes changes of route, destination. 

58. Student inquires about discount, cheaper fares. 

59. Student inquires about time of arrival (airport) and time of 
departure, terminal of arrival and departure, information desk 
etc., 

60. Student tells/writes the time which lasts in travelling to the 
appointed destination. 

61. Student tells/writes the shortest route(s) to destination. 

62. Student inquires about the shortest route(s) to destination. 

63. Student tells pilgrims and visitors the travelling-time from 
one place (city) to another in Saudi Arabia. 

64. Student tells pilgrims the date visa expires, date of leaving 
to Medina or to their city. 
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65. Student inquires about passport, stamps, visas and other 
documents from pilgrims. 

66. Student reads/writes forms and application required for getting 
a visa. 

67. Student inquires about difficult terms or words embedded in the 
application. 

68. Student tells/writes information necessary for completing forms 
of visa or identification. 

69. Student tells/writes his name, address, telephone number to the 
airport or passport officers. 

70. Student tells/writes reasons for visiting a country when 
required. 

71. Student tells/writes duration of stay in a country wanted to be 
visited. 

72. Student tells what items he has in his bag(s). 

73. Student tells whether he has to pay duty. 

74. Student declares goods. 

75. Student inquires about the number of conveyer-belt which 
carries his luggage. 

76. Student claims for loss of luggage. 

77. Student tells/writes items lost in the bag(s). 

78. Student identifies his lost luggage: number, colour, size, 
weight etc. 

79. Student inquires about vacancies for a night (or more) in a 
hotel. 

80. Student inquires about availability of a double or a single 
room. 

81. Student inquires about facilities inside a hotel room: fridge, 
bath, toilet, TV, video, air-condition or heater etc. 

82. Student inquires about room's view, back and front. 

83. Student inquires whether the room is on the first, top or 
ground floor. 

84. Student inquires whether there is a lift. 

85. Student asks for prices of single or twin room. 

86. Student asks for student's reduction. 

87. Student inquires about meal-times or breakfast time. 
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88. Student inquires about time of leaving. 

89. Student inquires about laundry facilities, phone calls, 
services. 

90. Student tells/writes whether he is satisfied with the room. 

91. Student tells/writes his desire to select another room. 

92. Student inquires about other rooms' facilities and amenities. 

93. Student tells/writes where he buys travel-tickets: travel 
bureau. 

94. Student inquires about single ticket one way fare. 

95. Student inquires about single ticket return fare. 

96. Student inquires about baggage fare. 

97. Student inquires about lost properties at airport or 
accommodation. 

98. Student tells/writes highway codes in Saudi Arabia. 

99. Student tells/writes traffic system and parking regulation in 
Saudi Arabia. 

100. Student inquires about others' traffic system and highway 
codes. 

101. Student tells/writes the location of the post-office, police 
station. 

102. Student tells/writes the place of the letter box, stamps sale, 

103. Student tells/writes parcel services (insured), letter 
services: registered, recorded etc. 

104. Student inquires about parcels' and letters' services. 

105. Student inquires about phone-box and phone-call instructions 
(if any). 

106. Student tells/writes where the phone box is, how to make a 
local call. 

107. Student tells/writes how to make an international call. 

108. Student dials emergency number 999. 

109. Student inquires about A, D, C call. 

110. Student tells phone number (if it is private) and firm-name if 
it is for a company. 

111. Student tells: hang on (or hold on) if the person for whom the 
call is away. 
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112. Student tells someone that he will ring him up. 

113. Student tells a time for phoning somebody. 

114. Student inquires whether someone wants to phone him today. 

115. Student listens and takes a phone-call message. 

116. Student asks for a coins-change for making a phone-call. 

117. Student tells/writes a telegram. 

118. Student tells what he wants to change riyals into pounds or 
dollars. 

119. Student opens a deposit account. 

120. Student opens a curent account* 

121. Student refuses to open a savings account. 

122. Student tells/writes the difference among the three accounts, 

123. Student signs and cashes a traveller cheque. 

124. Student cashes a cheque. 

125. Student changes money into smaller or bigger pieces. 

126. Student inquires about the rate of dollar, pound, piyal, 
franc... etc, 

127. Student inquires about his money in an account (balance). 

128. Student inquires about the time of money for clearance. 

129. Student inquires about expecting cheque or money for him. 

130. Student calls the police for a theft. 

131. Student tells an emergency case. 

132. Student reports a medical emergency. 

133. Student report a loss of a purse, suitcase, etc. to the police. 

134. Student describes the loss of properties. 

135. Student inquires about others' loss of properties. 

136. Student tells/writes the fine which is due to pay. 

137. Student inquires about parking tickets, speed tickets etc. 

138. Student reports a fire to fire brigade. 

139. Student tells/writes where one can repair his watch, car, pen, 
bag, TV etc. 
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140. Student inquires about places where watch, car, pen, bag, TV 
can be repaired. 

141. Student tells if his shirt, trousers need to be shortened. 

142. Student tells if his shirt, trousers need to be repaired. 

143. Student tells if button(s) needs to be fastened in his shirt or 
coat. 

144. Student inquires about the location of the tailor, shoemaker. 

145. Student tells that his shoes need to be repaired. 

146. Student tells/writes parts of an aeroplane: ........ elevator, 
rudder, wings etc. 

147. Student tells/writes how each part works in an aeroplane. 

148. Student tells/writes titles of a civil aeroplane crew: 
Captain; assistant Captain; engineer, host, hostess. 

149. Student tells/writes how a ship (a motor-boat) works. 

150. Student tells/writes sources of energy: sun, electricity, oil, 
coal, steam. 

151. Student tells/writes parts of a car: clutch pedal, brake 
pedal, rear brakes, steering wheel, starter, coil, battery, 
lights, distributor. 

152. Student tells/writes mechanical electrical operations which 
make the care move. 

153. Student tells/writes what is faith in Allah (God) and Prophet 
Mohammed. 

154. Student tells/writes what are the five prayers in Islam* 

155. Student tells/writes what is Zakat or donation. 

156. Student tells/writes what is Ramadan (fasting). 

157. Student tells/writes what is pilgrimage or Hajj. 

158. Student tells/writes what a good Muslim should look like. 
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APPENDIX j 

Lanp, uage Functions 

(a) Expressive functions: 

1. identifying, self and personal 
2. expressing agreement and disagreement 
3. denying something 
4. accepting an offer or invitation 
5. declining an offer or invitation 
6. offering to do something 
7. expressing capability and incapability 
B. expressing certainty and uncertainty 
9. expressing obligation to do/not to do something 

10. expressing pleasure and liking 
11. expressing displeasure and dislike 
12. expressing surprise 
13. expressing hope 
14. expressing satisfaction and dissatisfaction 
15. expressing disappointment 
16. expressing fear or worry 
17. expressing preference 
18. expressing gratitude 
19. expressing sympathy 
20. expressing willingness 
21. expressing want, desire 
22. expressing approval and disapproval 
23. expressing regret 
24. expressing appreciation 
25. expressing command and instruction 

(b) Social functions: 

1. correcting somebody in way of saying or doing 
2. inquiring about agreement and disagreement 
3. inquiring whether offer or invitation is accepted or declined 
4. stating whether one remembers or has forgotten something or 

someone 
5. inquiring whether someone remembers or has forgotten something 

or someone 
6. inquiring whether something is considered possible or 

impossible 
7. inquiring about capability or incapability of somebody to do 

something. 
8. inquiring how certain/uncertain one is of something 
9. inquiring whether one is obliged to do something 

10. giving and seeking permission to do something 
11. inquiring whether others have permission to do something. 
12. inquiring about pleasure, liking, displeasure, dislike 
13. inquiring about satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
14. inquiring about fear or worry 
15. inquiring about preference 
16. inquiring about willingness 
17. inquiring about desire 
18. granting forgiveness 
19. inquiring about approval and disapproval 
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20. suggesting a course of action 
21. requesting others to do something 
22. advising others to do something 
23. warning others to refrain from doing something 
24. greet people 
25. introduce people and being introduced 
26. take leave 
27. attract otherts attention 
28. interrupting another speaker politely. 

(c) Descriptive functions 

1. describing objects, things or events 
2. reporting and narrating events or incidents 
3. identifying places and locations 
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APPENDIIX', 
-K. 

INVENTORY OF NOTIONS 

A. General Notions 

1- space 
2- time 
3- relational meaning 
4- entity 
5- nature and peculiarity 
6- quantity and dimension 
7- communication 

B. Specific Notions with exponents: 

1- Space: 

1.1. Location: here, there, anywhere, where: 'Where is the 
pen? '. Somewhere, nowhere, anywhere, 
everywhere: 'Look for it everywhere', inside: 
'Put the pen inside your bag'. 

1.2. Motion: to stand, to stop, to move: 'The car moved to 
the corner, go: 'Why did you not goV, get up, 
lie down, sit down, walk, fall, arrive, pass: 
'He passed that lorry very fast', , come, 'he 
has come very early', come along. 

1.3. Direction: in which direction, east, west, north, 
south, turn, left, along, across: 'I walked 
across that street', along, up, down, 'Drive 
down that hill', back, front, carry: 'He 

, 
carried the bag to school, ', push, pull, put: 
'Where can I put this bookV, towards, 
straight on. 

1.4. Position: against: 'He is sitting against the 
blackboard. at in, behind, in front of, next 
to: 'Ahmad is sitting next to Ali', on, 
outside: 'He put it outside the room', over, 
round: 'They go round Ha'aba seven times', 
under, beside, before: 'There is a river 
before that lake', at the side, crossroads, 
roundabout, in the centre: 'I like to sit in 
the centre', with: 'I'll be with her after an 
hour', among, far, near 

1.5. Disposition: after: 'he came after her', before: 'John 
left before Peter', with: 'John left with 
Steph', between, first, later, last: 'I came 
later'. 

2. Time: 

2.1. Allocation: time: 'What time is itV, quarter, half past, 
minutes, seconds, a. mot p. m*9 today, 
yesterday, tomorrow, morning, noon, afternoon, 
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evening, at dawn, at sunrise, at sun set: tWe 
pray at sunsett, week, month, year, last, 
this, next, the week after, the day before, on 
Saturday, in two days, date: '19 May 1988', 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday, Sunday, January February, march, 
April, May, June, July, August, September, 
October,, November, December, Spring, Summer, 
Autumn, Winter, Eid, weekend, weekdays, now, 
then. 

2.2. Duration: during: 'He drinks tea during his rest-timet, 
for: 'five minutes', until, since, from: 'he 
lived there from 1982 to 19881, all: All the 
day, whole, be .... ing. 

2.3. Frequency: always, often, usually, sometimes, ever, 
never, on Thursdays: 'I fast on Thursdays', 
daily, once a week, rarely, occasionally, 
seldom, weekly, monthly, yearly, on the first 
day of a month, on days: 'On days when it 
seems raining, I take my umbrella with me', 
many times, again, twice, several times. 

2.4. Sequence: First, second, third, next: 'Next, I visited 
Jubail', finally, later on, afterwards, then, 
the next point is ... 

2.5. Priority: perfect tense, earlier than, before, already, 
yet, just. 

2.6. Future: going to be, will, shall, present continuous, 
soon, next weeks (month, year), tomorrow, 
tonight, after tomorrow, the day after. 

2.7. Present: simple and continuous present, now, at 
present, today, this (day, month, week, 
morning, afternoon, eveningO. 

2.8. Past: simple and continuous past, last, yesterday, 
the day before, recently, lately. 

2.9. Condition: early, late, delay, stay, remain, lie, sit, 
wait, stop, end, finish, ready, change, 
become, get. 

3. Relational Meaning: 

3.1. Agent: by - adjunct: 'The blackboard was cleaned by 
Ali', emphatic: 'It was Ali who cleaned the 
blackboard subject: 'Ali cleaned the 
blackboard 

3.2. Object: 'he washed the shirt', passive, 'The shirt, was 
washed by him', goals, 'he caught the ball', 
results, lFatima is cooking Kubsa', factive: 
'They are putting the table here'. 
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3.3. beneficiary: passive: 'Fatima was given a present', 
subject: 'Fatima received a present', for 'He 
bought a present for Fatima'. 

3.4. Manner: in this way, like this, slowlyt fast, hard, 
softly. 

3.5. Similarity and 
Difference: some, like similar, as,... as, different, 

difference, differ. 

2.6. Possession: adjectives: 'my, your, their, his, her, our', 
pronouns: 'mine, yours, ours, his, hers, 
theirs', with - adjunct belong to, got give, 
keep, own possess. 

3.7. Logic: as well as, and# but, also, too, or, why, 
because, result, in order to, to, if, about, 
only, pair, group: 'We played the match with 
a group of class-mates. 

4. Entity: 

4.1. Existence: there is, is there, there is no, exist, 
available, got have got. 

4.2. Possibility: possible, impossible, may be, could be, not 
certain: 'he is not certain if there is a 
room?, 

4.3. Occurrence: happen, does not happen, appear, 

5. Nature and Peculiarity: 

5.1. Shape: round, square, circle, triangle 

5.2. Climate: dry, wet, humid, cold, hot, warm, mild, sunnyt 
cloudy, rainy,, snowy. 

5.3. Visibility: see, can't see, visible, invisible, light, 
dark, look, watch: 'he is watching TV. 

5.4. Audibility: hear, listen, sound, noise, silence, loud, 
calm, quite ' It is a very calm night'. , 

5.5. Taste and 
Smell: taste 1 It tastes good', sweet, good, bitter, 

bad, awful, smell. 

5.6. Peculiarities: soft, hard, strong, weak 'It is a weak cart, 

5.7. Physical 
conditions: ill, sick, well, health, healthy, alive: 

'John is alive'. dead: 'John's father is 
dead', break: 'He's broken his leg', repair, 
out of use: 'The lift is out of use', short, 
fat, thin. 
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5.8. Material: gold, leather, wood, wool, glass, metal, 
cotton, plastic, nylon, silver, oil, petrol 
gas, coal. 

5.9. Quality: clean, dirty, wash, good, better, best, bad, 
worse, worst, nice, fine, well, not bad, 
right, correct, wrong, dear, expensive, cheap, 
high, low, costly. 

5.10. Personalized: O. K., yes, That's right, all right, like: 'I 
like this very much', true, false, fail, 
success, successful, failure, use, useful, not 
useful. 

6. Quantity and Dimension 

6.1. Division: all of, some of, a lot of, a little, a few: 
'a few books', both, many, most, half, any, 
another, about, masculine, feminine. 

6.2. Numerals: cardinal numbers up to five digit, ordinal 
numbers up to two digits. 

6.3. Size: big, small, size, large, medium, wide, high, 
narrow, deep, tall, short, thin, thick, long. 

6.4. Length: long, short, feet, inch, metre, kilometre, 
centimetre, mile. 

6.5. Weight: heavy, weigh, light, weigh, kilo, lbs. 

6.8. Volume: litre, pint. 

7. Communication: 

7.1. Conviction: believe, sure: 'I am sure he didn't leave the 
house'. 

7.2. Conjecture: think, know, hope, opinion, expect, imagine, 
suppose, conclude. 

7.3. Doubt: doubt, wonder, doubtful, no doubt 

7.4. Expression: answer, ask, question, speak, talk, tell, 
thank, say, write, request, agree, advice, 
laugh, smile, refuse. 
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AmNDix L, 1. 

Settingschosen by the StudentS(Situationsf-Places) 

lst Grade Speaking 

(1) travel agency (2) aeroplane (3) hospital (4) school 
(5) home (6) money exchanges (7) fun places and entertainment 
(8) airport (9) hotel (10) in the street and directions 
(11) at work (10) stadium and playground (17) railway station 
(14) markets and shops 

2nd Grade Speaking 

(1) school (2) airport (3) hospital (4) home (5) supermarket 
and shops (6) hotel (7) classroom (8) entertainment places 
(9) factory (10) football playyard (11) business offices 
(12) factory (13) travel agency (14) foreign school 
(15) interview (16) foreign country (17) forms (18) at campus 
(19) clubs (20) rug and carpet shop (21) exhibition (22) post- 
office (25) celebration and parties 

3rd Grade Speaking 

(1) hospital (2) markets and shops (3) school (4) airport 
(5) banks (6) aeroplane (7) travel agency (8) home 
(9) travelling abroad (10) at work (11) entertainment places 
(12) business offices (18) parks and garden (14) seashore (15) 
restaurant (16) furniture shop (17) museum and gallery (18) 
classroom (19) dressmaker (20) outside school (21) on shipboard 
(22) in street (23) in a campus (24) company (25) exhibitions 
(26) embassies and consulates (22) meeting and conferences (23) 
medical college and university (29) passport and custom office 
(30) swimming pool (31) post office (32) stadium 
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A"ENDix L z. 

English settings 

(a) Indoor settings 

1. house, flat 
2. shop 
3., supermarket 
4. restaurant 
5. coffee-shop 
6. canteen 
7. hotel 
8. holiday camp 
9. railway station 

10. bus station 
11. airport 
12. travel bureau 
13. garage 
14. mosque 
15. hospital 
16. school 
17. classroom 
18. museum 
19. exhibition 
20. post office 
21. telephone booth 
22. bank 
23. bureau de la change 
24. company 
25. factory 
26. car 
27. -aeroplane 
28. bus 
29. train 
30. club 
31. plan 

Outdoor settings 

1. street 
2. road 
3. park and garden 
4. countryside 
5. sea 
6. mountains 
7. football playground and 

stadium 
8. swimming pool 
9. farm 

10. entertainment places 
11. campus site 
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APPENDIX 
9tu4.,, Ls, so- 

1-p le 

Listening 

lst Year: 

1. shopkeeper 
2. hospital 
3. travelling abroad 
4. films 

5. stories 
6. drama 

7. songs 
8. interview on TV 

9. matches commentary 
10. dialogues 

11. dealing with people abroad 
12. friends speak English 

13. conversation between two English'men 

14. travel agency's clerk 

2nd Year: 

1. foreigners 
2. teacher 
3. parents 
4. songs 
5. buying and selling of cars 
6. two English people 
7. translation into Arabic 

8. Cassettes in English 
9. information about universities 

10. news in English 
11. TV programmes 
12. prayers 
13. advices 
14. video 
15. films 
16. friend speaks English 
17. football matches commentary 
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18. plays and dramas 
19. at airport 
20.. at hotels 
21. broadcast 
22. stories 
23. restaurant 
24. coffee-shop 
25. dialogues 
26. engineering programmes 
27. about computer 
28. aviation 
29. wrestling commentary 
30. interview 
31. asking for jobs 
32. education 

3rd Year: 

1. f ilms 
2. songs 
3. at the classroom 
4. stories 
5. people speak English 
6. at hospitals 
7. stadium and playground 
8. poetry 
9. news 

10. cartoon films 
11. at work 
12. dialogues 
13. travelling 
14. meeting and symposium 
15. phone calls 
16. travel agency 
17. at home 
18. exercises recorded in cassettes 
19. drama and plays 
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Si)eakine 

To whom they want to speak the language to and about what 

Ist Year: 
1. Foreigners in a foreign country 
2. Singing in English 
3. Space stores 
4. picnic and excursion 
5. foreigners and visitors 
6. personalities 
7. our drivers 
8. peers and friends 

9. relations 
10. football matches 
11. learning abroad 
12. preaching Islam 
13. European league of football 

14. passport and custom offices 
15. police 
16. companies and establishments 
17. Saudi Arabia 

2nd Year: 
1. visitors 
2. give news to foreigners 

3. doctors and engineers 
4. a friend 
5. dealing with people 
6. another person in English 
7. asking for museums and galleries 
8. asking for hotels 
9. with astronaut 

10. about police and military 
11. weather forecast 
12. about Saudi Arabia 
13. about going back to Saudi Arabia 
14. asking about knowledge of Education (university, schools, 

institutes) 
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15. to English teachers 
16. films and TV 
17. dialogue 
18. phone calls 
19. guarding 
20. relations 
21. danger of cars 
22. engineering 
23. ages 
24. flying and aviation 
25. motoring , 
26. passport office 
27. competitions and contests 
28. football 

3rd Year: 

1. friends and colleagues 
2. English people and foreigners 

3. doctors 
4. foreigner lines in their countries 
5. films of adventure 
6. football and players 
7. visitors 
8. scientific topics 
9. actors 

10. time 
11. teacher 
12. radio programmes 
13. sport magazines 
14. buying and selling 
15. passengers 
16. computers 
17. relatives 
18. phone calls 
19. beauty of nature 
20. employees and workers 
21. ruins and history of ancient buildings 
22. taxi driver 
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23. interviewers 
24. street direction 
25. trading 
26. give advice to Muslims 

27. preaching Islam 

28. flying and aviation 
29. propagation 
30. baby sitter 
31. police and military soldier 
32. weather 
33. studying abroad 
34. future career 
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Reading 

lst Year: 

1. newspapers and magazines 
2. instruction on food tins 

3. wrestling magazines 
4. football reports 
5. sports 
6. sea science 
7. petrol and oil 
8. conversation 
9. signs, advertisements and notices on squares 

10. stories 
11. English proverbs 
12. school subjects 
13. information 

14. religious material 
15. cultural material 
16. science and discoveries 

17. information about countries 

2nd Year: 

1. religious programmes 

2. contacting people abroad 
3. stories of children 
4. football matches 
5. magazines and newspapers 
6. scientific books 
7. historic books 
8. world events 
9. engineering texts 
10. computer 

3rd Year: 

1- stories 
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2. books 
3. dealing with foreigners 
4. scientific and information 
5. newspaper and magazines 
6. detective stories 
7. Islamic stories 
8. civilization of Islam 
9. aeroplane-seat instructions 
10. traffic lights 

11. names of cities 
12. medical instructions 
13. directions of appliances 
14. names of persons 
15. poetry and literature 
16. idioms and adverbs 
17. historic stories 
18. engineering texts- 
19. school subjects 
20. notices and advertisements in streets and public places 
21. catalogues 
22. sports 
23. phone directories 
24. accommodation regulations and conditions 
25. advertisement 

I 
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Writing 

lst Year: 

1. computer figures 

2. jokes and stories 
3. scientific texts 

4. filling gaps 
5. international clubs and leagues 

6. foreigners visit Saudi Arabia 

7. King Khalid Airport 

8. describing items or shapes 

9. old stories 
10. poetry 
11. athletics 
12. history 

13. geography 
14. business letter 

15. police of traffic 

2nd Year: 

1. letters 
2. description 
3. direction 
4. history topics 
5. Saudi Arabia 
6. myself 
7. about football matches league 

8. stories of adventure 
9. Muslin leaders 
10. police 
11. filling gaps 

3rd Year 

1. hospitals 
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2. school 
3. doctors 
4. home and house 

5. religious topics 
6. Prophet Mohammad's life 

7. Saudi Arabia 

8. journeys and picnics 
9. about Islam 

10. names of famous persons 
11. plays and drama 

12. names of shops and sale market 
13. flights 
14. bills and invoices 

15. stories 
16. filling gaps 
17. letters 
18. games 
19. memorandum 
20. explanation of Koran and Hadeeth (Prophet's sayings) 
21. detective films on TV 

22. general problems 
23. aviation 
24. personal identification 

25. poetry 
26. description 
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APPENDIX M. 2. 

A List of Topics 

1. Self 
2. Accommodation 
3. Family 
4. Education, Work and Careers 
5. Local Environment 
6. Leisure and Entertainment Personalities 
7. Saudi Arabia 
8. Transportation, Travel, Holidays 
9. Food and Drink 

10. Accidents and Emergencies 
11. Health and Physical State 
12. Shopping 
13. Services 
14. Places and Countries 
15. Weather 
16. English language 
17. Islam 

A list of sub-topics 
1. Self: 

1. name 
2. address 
3. telephone number 
4. age 
5. sex 
6. marital status 
7. nationality 
8. religion 
9. profession, occupation 

10. family 

2. Accommodation: 
1. types of accommodation 
2. rooms 
3. furniture and bedclothes 
4. services 
5. amenities 

3. Family and Daily Routine: 
1. composition of family 
2. occupation of parent 
3. daily routines 

4. Education, Work and Careers 
1. schoolings 
2. subjects 
3. qualifications 
4. professions 
5. occupations 
6. trades 
7. place of work 
8. conditions of work 
9. prospects 
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6. Leisure: 
1. hobbies 
2. interests 
3. radio, TV 
4. sports 
5. press 
6. museums, amusement places 

7. Saudi Arabia: 
1. geographical location 
2. products 
3. traditions and customers 
4. famous cities 

8. Transportation, Travel, Holidays: 
1. travel to school and home 
2. holidays 
3. countries and places 
4. public transport 
5. private transport 
6. entering and leaving a country 
7. hotel, youth-hostel, camping-site 
8. travel documents 
9. fares 

10. tickets 
11. luggage 
12. traffic 

9. Food and Drink: 
1. types of food and drink 
2. places where you eat and drink 

10. Accidents and Emergencies 
1. ailments and accidents 
2. emergency services 

11. Health and Physical State: 
1. parts of the body 
2. personal comfort 
3. sensory perception 
4. hygiene 
5. medical services 

12. Shopping: 
1. shopping facilities 
2. foodstuffs and clothes 
3. household articles 
4. medicine 
5. prices 
6. weights and measures 

13. Services: 
1. post 
2. telephone 
3. telegraph 
4. bank 
5. police 
6. hospital 
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7. repairs 
8. garage 
9. petrol station 

14. Places: 
1. directions 
2. map guidance 

15. Weather: 
1. climate 
2. weather 

16. English Language: 
1. ability 
2. understanding 
3. correctness 

17. Islam: 
1. Pillars of Islam 
2. Morality 
3. Prohibitions 

18. Local environment 
1. farm 
2. village 
3. desert 
4. city 
5. town 
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APPENDIX N 

Functfons 

The Classroom in English 

Exponents 

Greetings Good morningl Good afternoonl Hullol 
How are you? How are you doing? 

Inquiring about health How do you feel today, A? 
How is your finger? hand? head? 
Is it still sore? 

Inquiring about some- Is A here today? 
body's attendance Is B absent today 

Seeking information Who is absent today? 
Who will not come tomorrow? 
Where is C? I can't see him. 
Where were you D yesterday? 
Why did you come late E? 

Seeking confirmation Were you ill? 

Apologizing Sorry sirl I was in ..... 

Granting forgiveness It's O. K. 

Socializing, entertaining 

Telling a joke 

Narrating a personal 
story 

Imparting information Team A defeats team B3 nil. 

Seeking information You watch the 9 o'clock film: How did the 
man escape from the police? 

Have you seen the match? the film? 
programme? 

Seeking attitudes What do you think about ? 
Do you think that ........ is correct? 

Expressing hope Do you think that team A will win if it 
plays .... ? 

Giving instructions Please rearrange your seats in a circlel 
Open the windowl It's very noisyl 
Shut the doort 
Put on the lightl air-conditioningl fan 

ventilationl 
Come over here El 
Now A plays the role of a butcher 
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I 
Functions 

I-1 

1- 
Exponents 

Giving instructions 
(cont'd) 

Requesting to do 
something 

Asking for something 

Persuading 

Suggesting 

Correcting 

Seeking explanation 

Agreeing. 

Disagreeing 

Clean the blackboard BI 
Write .000a. on the blackboard. 
See what is happening outside the class Al 
Hang this wall picture there pleasel 

Speak up pleasel Slow downI 
Everyone may take a role in this 

simulation. 

Chalk pleasel dusterl penI pencill 
Your assignment pleasel 

This role is better for you to take. 

How about seeing a videol 
How about making a competitionI 
Let's go for a picnic this weekendl 

You can say .... o,., but you can't say 
it like thatl 

Please say it againI 
Could you put it another wayl 
I do not understandl 
What is the meaning of ? 

Yes, it is. 

No, it is noto 
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APPENDIX 0 

Learning Experiences I 
I) Listening Experiences 

(1) Linquistic Experiences 

1. . Student listens to the English alphabet: 
A, B, C, D, E, F, etc. 

2. Student distinguishes between English letters of alphabet: 
a: e: i - d: t - g: k - sm - n: m: l - p: b - f: v - g: j 

3. Student distinguishes between combination of English letters: 
th (thing), th (this), sh (shock), ch (chalk), coo (coal), coa 
(coal) 

4. Student distinguishes among English sounds: 
dug: duck - ten: den - pen: ben - full: foal 

Student distinguishes between English and Arabic alphabets: 
a: - b: - t: - th: - J: - C: 

6. Student distinguishes between English and Arabic words such as: 
lamp: - door: baker: - lose: low: 

7. Student discriminates among grammatical signals in English: 
You are a pupil You are pupils 

8. Student discriminates among grammatical forms: 
It is my book It is mine 
It is his book It is his 
On the table : under the table : over the-table - 
Ali : He, Huda : She 

Student distinguishes between words which are semi-similarly 
pronounced: 
mine : mind - white : wide - sun : son - beach : peach 

10. Student recognises phonomes when they are changed through 
juncture: /d/ to /j/ Did you write your name : dId rait ju: r 
neim/ 

11. Student understands the meaning of English words in Arabic when 
it is said by a teacher or recorder: table, pen, pencil, apple, 
classroom, teacher. 

12. Student understands the meaning of, sentence uttered by the 
teacher or played by a recorder: 

Ali writes his name on the blackboard 
They talk to each other 

13. Student distinguishes between similar and different sentences: 
You are a student : you are a student (similar) 
They clean their shoes : They cleaned their shoes 

(different) 
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14. Student understands the meaning of vocabularies in recombined 
context: 

The white book is in the desk : on the table, on the floor, 
in his hand 

15. Student carries out simple commands: 
- Raise your hand 
- Clean the board 
- Stand up 
- Sit down 

16. Student recognises the meaning if two words are reversed: 
- The car - light 
- The light - car 

17. Student discriminates between English intonations in statements 
and question: 

- Are you a boy? (question) 
-I am a boy (statement) 

18. Student distinguishes between question and statement 
intonations: 

- This is his book (inquiry) 
- This is his book (statement) 

19. Student distinguishes between statement and question when these 
pitches: high, low and mid are used: 

a pencil (statement) : mid pitch on a 
: high pitch on pen 
: low pitch on cil 

a pencil (question) : mid pitch on a pen 
: high pitch on-cil 

20. Student distinguishes between stresses when meaning is changed: 
-a 'toy shop 
-a toy 'shop 

21. Student differentiates meanings conveyed by different 
intonations: 

- Yes (enthusiastic) 

- Yes (unenthusiastic) 

22. Student discriminates the four main regular stresses in English: 
on the third syllable from the end : evaporate 
on the second syllable from the end : onion 
on the third syllables from the end for four syllables 

word: possibility 
on the first word for compound words: greengrocer 
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(2) Communicative Experiences 

23. Student listens to the teacher when he: 
- tells his name and age 
- greets the class and farewells when leaving 
- takes leave at the end of the class period 
- gives instructions related to classroom daily routines 

and obeys them I 
- reads a passage, a letter or a notice and raise their 

hands when ever an indicator or sign is mentioned. 
- identifies another student : first name, second name and 

surname, age, place of birth 
- describes a picture or situation 
- tells a story 
- tells about an incident or an incident 
- narrates daily routines 
- engages in directed activities 
- clarifies a situation in a story or a dialogue - presents 

model sentences 
- demonstrates new vocabulary 
- involves in a conversation with others 
- introduces people to each other 
- dictates words, sentences or paragraphs 
- describes objects in the classroom or outside 

24. Student listens to his class-mates when he: 
- identifies himself 
- greets him and others 
- introduces another class-mate 
- describes objects in the classroom 
- gives instructions and directions 
- asks questions 
- summarizes a paragraph or a story 
- discriminates English alphabets and numbers 
- discriminates dates and times of day 
- interviews another class-mate: his name, likes and 

dislikes, daily routine, hobbies etc. 

25. Student listens to a dialogue, story or text recorded in a 
cassette and checks answers in a direct question, true, false or 
multiple choice. 

26. Student listens to instructions or directions uttered by 
teachers, class-mates or recorded on a cassette and mime actions 
being instructed. 

27. Student completes a diagram according to instructions or 
directions given to him. 

28. Student simulates telephone conversation about different topics. 

29. Student listens to descriptions of different people either on a 
tape or spontaneously by the teacher and match the appropriate 
picture. 

30. Student listens to announcements on a cassette about flights 
arriving and departuring and match them with the time-table. 
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31. Student listens to the stewardess on a cassette when she gives 
instructions of seating in the aircraft and safety procedures. 

32. Student listens to a dialogue and matches the location of the 
dialogue (shop - chemist etc. ) 

33. Student listens to teacher or class-mate of the items which are 
bought from a supermarket and checks them on a word shopping- 
list. 

34. Student listens to a dialogue about some geographical locations 
and facts about Saudi Arabia. 

35. Student listens to colours, sizes and fashion of dresses and 
fills in a chart will these categories. 

36. Student listens to a series of appointments and marks them on a 
diary given to him. 

37. Student listens to instructions of placing household items while 
he draws the correct location of each one. 

38. Student listens to instructions by a teacher and follows a map 
of his city, town or village to reach certain places. 

39. Student listens to instructions of drawing a table and objects 
set in different positions on the table. 

40. Student listens to 
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II) Reading Experiences 

(1) Linguisitic Experiences 

1. Student distinguishes between letters and combination Of 
letters: 

led : lead - this : his - thin : tin - there : here 

2. Student recognises the linear of English direction from left to 
right. 

3. Student corresponds capital with small letters: 
A: a-B: b-C: c-D: d-G: g 

4. Student recognises the non-correspondence. between the spoken 
sounds and the written symbols in English: 

-k: is represented by k (king), c(cow) ck (black) 

5. Student recognises the silent letters in English: 

- chalk, debt, talk, knack, knife, write 

6. Student recognises orthographic analogy: 
money : many - to gather : together 

7. Student reads 'mirror' shapes letter: 
p: q-d: b 

8. Student reads left to right eye movement: 
form (from), puls (plus) 

9. Student recognises punctuation when reading 
? (question) '(apostrophe) , (comma) . (full stop) 

10. Student recognises grammatical signals and forms he reads 
- He puts the duster on the table (present) 

- He put the duster on the table (past) 

11. Student demonstrates recognition of different spellings of the 
same sound: 

. four : door - heard : bird - walk : woke 

12. Student demonstrates understanding of familiar words: 
pen, class, copybook 

13. Student matches idioms or proverbs with definitions: 
- speech is silver silence is gold 
- birds of a feather flock together 
- like father like son 

14. Student demonstrates comprehension of vocabularies in recombined 
texts: 

Saud weighs two hundred kilos (Saud is a heavy boy) 

15. Student demonstrates comprehension of recombined sentences 
written on the board 

- It is sunny today. 
- It was raining yesterday 
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(2) Communicative Experiences 

16. Student summarizes the content of what he has read 

17. Student lists three important ideas, facts or events from the 
text he read. 

18. Student defines some words or expression taken from the material 
read. 

19. Student draws a picture of what he has read from the text, e. g. 
roof, house, plane. 

20. Student finds out possible solution for the complicated theme in 
the story. 

21. Student chooses from the menu the foods or dishes he likes most. 

22. Student identifies prices of meals on the menu according to the 
dishes, e. g. pizza - 30 R. 

23. Student identifies times of arrival nd departure of flight 
schedules. 

24. Student guesses the person or object which is described in the 
passage, 

25. Student reads an event in a paper like "Arab News" or "Saudi 
Gazette" on a topic or an article and discusses his impression 
and feelings. 

26. Student reads signs and notices on streets, squares or roads and 
gets their meaning. 

27. Student reads passport visas and permission of residence and 
identifies: 

- day of entrance 
- period of stay 
- day of departure 
- type of visa 
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Speaking Experlences 

(1) Psychomotor Experiences 

Student imitates sounds incorporated in alphabets: 
a/ei/. b/bi: /, c/si: /, d/di: /, e/i: / 

... etc. 

2. Student imitates English sounds incorporated in consonants and 
vowels. 

3. Student imitates English sounds incorported in combined letters: 
th/B/, thA/, shg /, ch/y/, ph/f / 

Student omits the consonant (b) when ed part is added: 
climb : climbed 

Student imitates English sounds included in the following vowels 
and consonant: 

/e/, /ai/, /, ýej 

6. Student imitates the following consonant clusters: 
pr, pl, gr, gl, thr, thw and sp 

7. Student imitates the three and four segment clusters which do 
not exist in Arabic: maths - next 

8. Student reproduces correct English stresses: 
strong stress /pl/ 
weak stress /kia: s 

9. Student reproduces correct English intonations: 

rising intonation: Is it yours? 

falling intonation: It is mine. --%\ 

10. Student reproduces English juncture represented by consonant 
cluster: 

accuracy Did you go home today? 

(2) Linguistic Experiences 

Student distinguishes among different sounds of grammatical 
signals and forms: 

mine, my, me - their, they, them, their 

12. Student responds to teacherts questions: 
What's this? It is a book. 

13. Student reproduces words in correct pronunciation: 
chalk /tj: ): k/ 

14. Student reproduces words in correct stress ( classroom, ) and 
intonation: 

a pen? a pen 
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15. Student responds with familiar vocabulary and expressions in 
familiar contexts associted with a picture or flash-card: rain (It is raining), numbers (one, two, three, four etc). 

16. Student responds with familiar grammatical forms of present 
simple, continuous and perfect, past simple, continuous and 
perfect: 

Do you come to school tomorrow? I came to school 
yesterday. 

. 
17. Student reads aloud familiar material that is given in the 

textbook with accuracy of sounds, intonation, stress, juncture 
and liaison. 

18. Student manipulates simple substitution patterns according to 
directions: 

a book is on the desk (table) a book is on the table. 

19. Student incorporates one word into the patterns presented by 
changing one part of speech into another: 

It is a book (statement) - This is a table Ali is a 
pilot 

Is it a book? (question) - Those are tables He is a 
pilot 

(3) Communicative Experiences 

20. Student greets teacher: 
Good morning! Good afternoonl 
How are you? How are you doing? 

21. Student responds to teacher's greetings: 
Good morning, sirl Good afternoon, sirl 
I'm very well, thank you. Yourself. 

22. Student answers questions raised by the teacher: 
a. What is your name? 

- My name is ............ b. What is your father's name? 
- His name is ........... 

C. What is your surname? 
- AL ............... d. Why did you not come yesterday? 
- Because I was sick. 

e. What are you late? 
-I was in the toilet, sirl 

f. Where is your partner today? 
- He did not come. 

g. When do you have your break? 
- After 10 minutes. 

h. Is the sun shining today? 
- Yes it is. 

i. So it is hot? 
-I suppose so. 

J. When would you like to have your test? 
- Next week, sirl 
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1. Where did you go yesterday evening? 
- We visited. 

1. What happened to your bicycle? 
- It's been broken. 

M. How did you get to school today? 
- On foot (I took a bus). 

n. How is your father? (brother? ) 

- He is all right now. 
0. Who is going to clean the blackboard? 

- Me, sirl 
P. How old are you Ali? 

- I'm 12 years old. 
q. What is your favourite subject? 

- English (Religion, Arabic) 
r. What is (are) your hobby (hobbies)? 

- Swimming and reading books. 
S. Do you like football? 

- No, I don't. 
t. How many brothers do you have? 

One only (two, three). 
V. Which do you like most, banana or apple? 

- banana. 
W. What is your date of birth? 

- llth Shawwal 1392. 
X. What is your place of birth? 

Makkrh (Riyadh, Jeddah, Medina) Saudi Arabia, 

23. Student greets his classmate(s): Good morning, Hello, How are 
you? 

24. Student identifies himself: his name, surname, age date and 
place of birth. 

25. Student inquires about another studentfs name, age, date and 
place of birth. 

26. Student identified his classmate's first, second and surname, 
age, date and place of birth 

27. Student tells what objects are drawn on the blackboard. 

28. Student tells what object appears in the hand of the teacher. 

29. Student tells what object exists in the classroom: desk, table, 
chair, wall, picture. 

30. Student tells what object appears in the picture. 

31. Student describes objects that appear in pictures, charts or in 
the hand of the teacher. 

32. Student gives information about places, prices, fares and 
transport in one or two of the target language countries. 

33. Student transport utterances to 
- suggest a course of action 
- request his class-mate(s) to lend him a pen, sit there, shut 

the door etc. 
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- invite his class-mate(s) to drink a bottle of juice he 
brought, to share his sandwich with him, to play football 
with him, etc. 

- offer his class-mate(s) assistance and help in carrying a 
table or chair. 

- direct his class-mate(s) on how to write an exercise or 
homework. 

- warn his class-mate(s) of coming near that window or door: 
Be careful, don't go near that window, it, is broken. 

- requests his class-mate(s) to offer him assistance, Can you 
help me? 

- ask his class-mate to clarify his pronunciation or speak up. 

34. Student narrates an experience he had before: travelled abroad, 
visited another city. 

35. Student tells what he did yesterday: went home, took-lunch, 
played football etc. 

36. Student talks about the programme he watched on TV 2nd channel 
yesterday: There was a cartoon film at .... o'clock, then 'On 
focus programme'. then film which name is ........ At 
... o'clock there was an interview programme whose guests are- 

37. Student discusses a series of the film events they watched on 
TV. 

38. Student creates a new sentence to continue series of sentences 
other class-mates started. (I went for a journey last weekend. 
It was to Abhur. We moved at ... o'clock from .......... ). 

39. Student engages in a role-play as: 
- passport officer 
- traveller 
- visitor 
- custom officer 
- post office clerk 
- policeman 
- aircraft stewardess 
- travel-bureau clerk 
- railway station tickets-sale 
- father 
- son 
- doctor 
- patient 
- taxi-driver or bus-driver (conductor) 
- chauffeur 
- housekeeper 
- stranger to Saudi Arabia 
- host or dweller 
- porter or receptionist in hotel 
- guest 
- customer 
- shopkeeper 
- farmer 
- grocer 
- greengrocer 
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- fishmonger 
- stationer-keeper 
- butcher 
- ironmonger 
- waiter 
- banker 
- electric shopkeeper 
- flat or room landlord 
- tenant or occupier 
- persons lived in the past and act their deeds 

40. Student dramatizes roles in a play or story appearing in his 
textbook or watched on TV. 

41. Student engages in a telephone conversation where both speakers 
are seen by the class. 

42. Student engages in a telephone conversation where one speaker 
disappears and the class guess what he says from the speaker in 
front of them. 

43. Student responds properly to teacher and class-mate in certain 
circumstances: 

when taking leave: Good byel, farewelll, see you tomorrowl, 
byel 

when taking leave at the end of week: Have a nice weekend. 
when attending a feast: Have a nice feast. Enjoy your feast. 
when celebrating Eid: Have a good Eid time, Enjoy your Eid. 
when passes an exam or tutor having a new bicycle: 

Congratulations. 

44. Student discusses some articles on local newspaper e. g. 'Arab 
News, Saudi Gazette. 

45. Student engages in communicative activities such as: 
- telephone conversation (appointment, place of appointment, 

visiting friend). 
- finding direction in a street (Go straight, then turn right, 

first left through the tunnel). 
- finding treasure in a cave (cross the lake, go through the 

forest. 
- cooking food: (Spices, boil vegetables, mix rice with sauce, 

put salt) 
- making coffee or tea (boil water, put in coffee, put in sugar 

and milk). 

46. Student engages in simulations as in: 
Student pretends that his house (flat) was stolen. Student 

asks him about the items taken, what the thief looks like, 
how he calls police, how to find other items. 

a plane crashed in a desert. Not enough food for all 
passengers. Some of the passengers injured and wounded. 
Others to to search for food and water. 

at midnight a guest comes. Cook a meal, Find not enough 
meat. Call a neighbour. 

47. Student studies a map of a highway and discusses which direction 
he drives to get to his destination. 
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48. Student compares two pictures, one has more (or different) items 
than the other (in number, colour, shapes etc. ) 

49. Student discusses a plan-of a journey with his class-mates: 
items to be taken, camping-site etc. 

50. Student takes telephone message and reports it to class-mates. 

51. Student abates an appointment and appoints another time. 

52. Student makes bookings, reservations for planes, trains, 
theatre seats, restaurant tables and hotel rooms. 

53. Student discusses prices, amenities and facilities offered on a 
journey, restaurant or hotel. 

54. Student engages in problem-solving as in: 
- Losing the keys of the house or the flat. 
- Breaking down the car or bicycle. 
- coming delay in a feast after people had their meal. 
- getting into the bus without money. 

55. Student reads about the Saudi Football League results and 
discusses: 
- who will win the League Cup 
- who will be the second and third 
- what teams are going to be graded in the Excellent Cup 
- what teams are going to be descended to First Group 

56. Student discusses the prayers' timetable daily: 
- when does he pray Fajr 
- when does he pray ; uhr 
- when does he pray Asr 
- when does he pray Mughrib 
- when does he pray Isha 

57. Student persuade his class-mate to do certain actions or 
activities: 
- borrow his friend's bicycle 
- buy him a sandwich 
- stay out late 
- play volleyball with him 

58. Student persuades the teacher to: 
- delay the test 
- cancel the homework 
- raise the marks given in a test 
- postpone a lesson 

59. Student narrates an action in a sequence of pictures. 

60. Student dreams for two (three) minutes and outlines his dreaming 
in general ideas. Others ask him about it and may discuss 
certain points. 

61. Student plans a journey of discovery to one of the ancient or 
famous places in Saudi Arabia (or round his area). 
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II) Writing Experiences 

(1) Psycho-motor Experiences 

1. Student writes from left to right. 

2. Student writes upper as well as lower position: 
PpGgJj 

3. Student writes English alphabets: 
A, a-B, b-C, c-D, d 

4. Student writes Capital letters for sentence beginning and proper 
names: 

He is Ahmed. 

5. Student spells correctly from memory words he has learned: 
door, window, book, class 

6. Student writes a sound of English with different symbols: 
k: kill, cow, black, christian 

(2) LinRuistic. Experiences 

7. Student recognises the arbitrariness in English spelling: 
'table' but not 'teble', ball but not 'boll' 

8. Student distinguishes when writing between: 

-p and b: picture - not bicture 

-c and g: ground - not cround 
-f and v: five and not fife 

-c and s: ceiling not sieling 

9. Student recognises the orthographic analogy between two words: 
money : many - glass : class - people : pupil 

10. Student writes words as they occur in English and not as they 
are heard: 

height (not hight) speech (not speach) 

11. Student writes simple sentences: 
I go to school everyday. He is cleaning the blackboard. 
It is a cupboard. It is a picture. 

12. Student substitutes one word in'a sentence: 
- He is sitting on a chair (table) 

- He is sitting on a table 

13. Student writes appropriate grammatical forms: 

- the, a, in, in front of, eat, drink, beautiful 

14. Student spells grammatical signals and forms: 
me. mine, my 

15. Student selects the appropriate grammatical form in a combined 
pattern: 
-I.... eating an apple (am) 
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-I am eating an apple 

16. Student rewrites patterns according to directions given: 
- teacher: I am cleaning the blackboard (yesterday) 
- Student: Yesterday I was cleaning the blackboard 

(3) Communicative Experiences 

17. Student answers, in writing, teacher's questions about: his 
first, second and surname, date and place of birth, nationality 
and religion, his dress, members of his family. 

18. Student fills up forms, applications or slips containing: 
- his first, second and third or surname 
- his age, date and place of birth. 
- his nationality and religion 
- reason for a visit or travel 
- date of entrance and date of departure 
- address of stay 
- accompanied persons with him or acquaintance he knows 

19. Student describes in writing a picture of a man, an animal or 
scene. 

20. Student writes instructions for using a recorder, a camera, 
washing machine or video. 

21. Student describes in writing some objects available in the 
classroom: 
- table 
- chair 
- blackboard 
- window 
- door 
its shape, what it is made of and use. 

22. Student writes his daily routines: wakes up (time) pray Fajr, 
takes breakfast, puts on his dress, comes to school, goes home, 
takes lunch, sleeps, plays football, studies and does homework, 
watches TV, goes to bed. 

23. Student writes a letter to a friend asking him to come this 
weekend. 

14. Student writes answers obtained from interviewing his class- 
mate: 
- his name 
- his interests 
- his future career 

15. Student explains in writing how to: 
- cook kebsa 
- operate a video 
- drive a car 
- make Arabian coffee 
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16. Student directs somebody to destination: 
- go two hundred metres straight away 
- turn left after the traffic lights 

17. Student cue cards missing in a dialogue or story: 
- They reached the short, but they ........ (did not find their 

ship) 
- Then they decided to build another ship 
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APPENDIX P. ý 

Alphabetical Order Use 

A 

Lexical Inventory 

Sentence or Context 

a- an P a piece of cake - an orange 
Abdul Aziz P King Abdul Aziz 
Abdullah P Mr. Abdullah 
Abeer P This little girl is called abeer 
Abha P Abha is in the south of Saudi Arabia 
about P I have about 100 riyals 

He is speaking about the picture 
How about a cup of tea 

above P It is 30 degrees above zero 
Abraham P Abraham is the father of prophets 
abroad P He is living a broad this year 
abstain P I abstain from food and drink in Ramadam 
accept P I accept your price 
accident P I saw a care accident yesterday 
accompany P My brother accompanied me to the market 

yesterday 
account: P I opened an account in this bank 
ache P I have a headache, backache, earache etc 
active P He is an active pupil - Be active 
address P Put your address on the envelope 
adult P You are adult 
advantages P There are many advantages in this sale 
adventure R 
advertisement R You can make an advertisement for this mark 
afraid P He is afraid of entering the room 
Africa P Africa is a continent 
after P Ahmad ate after Ali 
afternoon P Good afternoon. This after noon The afternoon 

display 
afterwards P Afterwards, he visited his friend John 
again P Do it again. Can you say the word again 
against P Team A against team B 
age P What is his age 
ago P Three years ago 
agree P Do you agree on that 
agriculture R 
Ahmad P Did you see ahmad? 
aircraft R 
airline R 
airport P King Abdul Aziz airport 
Ali P His name is Ali 
alive P I am stil alive 
all P All students in the classroom 

All the best. I spent all my money 
Allah P Allah is the giver of our lives 
allow P Allow 5 days for delivery 
almost R Almost all students joined the club 
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Alphabetical Order Use Sentence or Context 

along P Come along, Go along the street and then 
turn right 

already P I have already done it 
also P He also ate the apple 
alternative R Riding a bicycle can be an alternative 
alternator R 
aluminium, R It is made of aluminium 
am P I am Ali. he left at 5am 
ambulance P The ambulance is coming 
America P America is far from Saudi Arabia 
American P There are many Americans in our Country 
American R It is an American company 
Amman P Amman is the capital of Jordan 
among P You can find it among these items 
ancient P The ancient House 
and P 
animal P A cat is an animal 
ankle P I fell and hurt my ankle 
another P Another glass of water please I 
answer P this is the answer of your question 

Do you want to answer his question? 
antique R It is an antique clock 
Anwar P My brother's name is Anwar 
any P Is there any tea in the pot? 
anybody P Anybody here? 
anyone P I have not seen anyone 
anything P Is there anything in this book 
anywhere P Anywhere here pleasel 
apologize P I apologize for this mistake 
appearance P The appearance of Islam 
apple P 
apply P I am applying for a job 
appointment P Can I have an appointment? 
April P 
Arab P 
Arabian & Araby P Arabian penisula. Every week we eat Araby 
Arabic P Arabic is the language of Arabs. 

Arabic numerals 
Arafat P Arafat is a holy place 
arithmetic R 
arm P I cannot move my arm 
army P He is in the army 
arrival R 
arrive P He arrives at 2 o'clock 
art P Drawing is an art 
article P Read the article about school 
artificial R This drink has artificial orange colour 
as P He swims as a fish 
as well as P He has a pencil as well as a pen 
as ... as P Ali is as tall as Anwar 
Asia P 
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Alphabetical Order Use Sentence or Context 

ask P Ask him about his namel I asked for you 
assembly P People are assembled in Arafat 
at P 
at least I need two boys at least for that work 
at present At present I am not going to test you 
Atlantic R The Atlantic Ocean is between America and 

Africa 
August P August is the eighth month of the year 
Australia P He visited Australia last year 
autumn P When autumn comes the leaves of the trees 

fall 
average P The average age of this class is 13 years 
away P Go away from that door 
awful P These dates taste awful 

B 
baby P Nawal is still a baby 
back P Go back to him. I'd like two seats in the 

back 
back P I have backache 
bacon R Muslims do not eat bacon 
bad P It is bad news 
bag P My bag is yellow 
Baghdad P Baghdad is the capital of Iraq 
Bahrain P Bahrain is an island 
bake P We bake our bread at home 
baker P 
balcony P We have a room with a balcony 
ball P That is a small ball 
bandage P You need a bandage for this wound 
bank P Change your money at the bank 
bank-notes P Do you want ten riyals bank-notes or coins? 
bargain P This bicycle is only 100 riyals. it is a 
bargain 
basement P We store at our basement 
bath P Do you want to take a bath? 
bathroom P There are two bathrooms in that flat 
battery P They need a battery for their car 
be P Be quietl Be careful 
beach P We go to the beach every weekend 
beans P Are you cooking beans 
beautiful P It is a beautiful house 
because P I do not drink water because I am fasting 
become P I hope I become an engineer 
bed P There are three beds in that room 
bedroom P How many bedrooms are there? 
beef P I do not like beef, but my brother likes it 
before P He came before Ahmad 
before P There is a shop before the house. I can't do 

it before 
begin R 
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Alphabetical Order Use Sentence or Context 

behind P You are standing behind me 
Beirut R Beirut is the capital of Lebanon 
believe P We all believe in Allah 
belong P This pencil belongs to me 
below R the water is below this line 
beside P You can site beside me 
best P The best thing is to go home 
better P This book is better than that 
between P There is a hole between the two walls 
bicycle P I bought a bicycle last week 
big P It is a big car 
bike P I can't ride a bike 
bill P Bring my bill, pleasel 
bird P There are many birds flying in the sky 
birth P When is your birth? 
bitter R A very bitter drink 
black P I have black shoes 
blades R These are the blades of the ship 
blanket P We need two blankets in this double bed 
blouse R She is wearing a blouse 
blue P His bag is blue 
board P You board the plane at 9 o'clock 
boat P That is a very beautiful boat 
boil- P The water is boiling in the kettle 
book P This book is yours 
book P Can you book two seats for tonight's show? 
booking office P Is it a Saudia booking office? 
bookshop P A bookshop sells books 
borrow P Can I borrow this book? 
boss R 
both P Both Ali and Mohammad are in the class 
both' P I want both of them 
bottle R this is a bottle of medicine 
bow propeller R this ship can't sail without a bow propeller 
bowl R the bowl makes the ship steady 
box P I want as box of matches 
boxer P Mohammad Ali was a famous boxer 
boxing P Boxing is a dangerous sport 
boy P That is a boy 
brake P Hold the brakel 
bread P I like bread but I don't like rice 
break P You should take a break after this job 
breakfast P I take my breakfast at 7 o'clock 
bridge P There should be a bridge in this point 
bring P Bring me some paper 
Britain P Britain is a European country 
British P He is British. This is a British company 
brother P I have one brother 
brown P Give me the brown pen 
brush P This is a brush. I brush my teeth everyday 
build P We build a house in that area 
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Alphabetical Order Use Sentence or Context 

building P That building is very big 
burn R The building is burning 
bus P I take a bus everyday to school 
bus-stop P Wait at the bus-stop for the bus 
business P My father is a businessman 
busy P In the evening I am always busy 
but P I can't drive a car but I can ride a bike 
butcher P Musa is our butcher 
butcher's P We buy meat from butcher's 
butter P Butter is good for cooking 
button P I have lost my button 
button P Press the button to start the bike engine 
buy P I want to buy a ball 
by P It is written by Anwar 
by P I came to school by bus 
bye-bye R 

C 
cabin P This is the cabin of the plain 
cable P We bought this Cable for television and video 
cadet P We will be cadet after intermediate schools 
cafe R Let's have a coffee in this cafe 
Cairo P Cairo is the capital of Egypt 
cake P My mother made a cake last night 
calendar R The nineteen eighty-eight calendar 
call P We call him Hohn 
call P What is it called in English? 
call P I want to make a call to London 
call (wake) P Call me at five o'clock morning 
call-box P This is a call, -box if you want to make a 

call 
camera P Is it your camera? 
camping-site R Near that hill is our camping-site 
can P I can finish by next week 
can P Can you give that pen, please? 
canal P Many canals were built in AL-Hasa project 
cancel P You can cancel your booking any time 
capital P Riyadh is the capital of Saudi Arabia 
captain P the captain of the plane 
car P My father bought a car last month 
car park P There is no car park in this area 
carbohydrate R Petrol is made by carbohydrates 
care P Take care of yourselft 
careful P Be careful of that hole in the groundl 
carriage R This is the second class carriage 
carry P Carry your bag with you pleasel 
cash P Can you cash this cheque, here? 
cash P I pay you cash if you want 
castle R It is a big castle in this town 
cat P We have a white cat 
cause R This cause is to be taken for one week 
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Alphabetical Order Use Sentence or Context 

centimetre One metre is one hundred centimetres 
central R The central area of makkah is the Holy Mosque 
central surfaces R 
central tower P There should be a control tower in this 

airport 
centre P It is the centre of the city 
century R This is the twentieth century A. D. 
certain R Are you certain of what you said? 
certainly R 
certificate R We shall hold the Intermediate Certificate 
chair P I need a comfortable chair 
chanae P I want to change 100 riyals into pounds 
change P I changed my mind. I'll change my shirt 
charge P The charge of TV is 10 riyals per night 
charity P We should give charity to poors 
cheap P This watch is very cheap 
check P Check your purse before leaving 
check in R You should check in 60 minutes before 

departure 
cheese P I like cheese very much 
chemical P Many chemicals are produced from oil 
chemist P If you want this medicine go to the chemist 
cheque P This cheque is to be cashed in bank 
chicken P Do you want chicken or fish? 
child P When I was a child my father gave ma prevent 
chips P Chips and chicken are good food 
chocolate P Chocolate is a very bad sweety for teeth 
choose P Choose any colour you like 
Christianity R Christianity is the past religion of Islam 
city P Makkah is a city 
clay P We decorate walls by clay 
clean P It is a very clean room. Clean your table 
clear P His voice is not clear 
clerk P My father works as a clerk 
climate P The climate here is not so bad 
cloakroom P There is no cloakroom in this school 
close P Close that window, pleasel 
closed P The door was closed when he entered 
clothes P Special clothes are recommended for 

pilgrimage 
club P lie have no clubs in this school 
clutch R Push the clutch in order to put the gear on 
coach P The coach leaves the city at 8 o'clock 
coal P Coal is a good source of energy 
coast P The Red Sea is in the West Coats of Saudi 

Arabia 
coat P I want to buy a coat 
coffee P Let's have some coffee 
coil R There should be a coil between these two 

parts 
coin P Do You want bank-notes or coins? 
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Alphabetical Order Use Sentence or Context 

cold P I had a cold yesterday 
cold P It is cold weather 
collect P Collect your items before leaving 
collection P The next collection will be Friday 
college P I want to go to the college 
colour P I like to watch films in colour 
comb P He combs his hair every day. He bought a 

comb 
comfort P It is a comfortable seat 
company P This is a British Company 
compose R 
compromise R We do not have any solution. We have to 

reach a compromise 
concrete P This wall is made of concrete 
concurrent P He plays football concurrently he eats ice 

cream 
condensed R Material is condensed by pressure 
connect P Connect your flight at Riyadh airport 
connection P There is no connection in this phone 
consulate R 

-I want to go to the consulate to have a visa 
continent P Asia is a continent 
control R Control your car when you drive fast 
cooker P If we want to go to a picnic we need a cooker 
cool R The weather is cool today 
cooling R 
copper P Wires are made of copper 
corner P The station is on the left corner 
correct P Correct your mistakes in your exercises 
correct P It is a correct sentence 
correspond R He has corresponded with a Kuwaiti friend 
costly P The shoes cost 50 riyals - it is very costly 
cotton P This sweater is made of cotton 
could P Could I ask you a question. I could catch it 
country P Yemen is a country 
countryside P I like living in the countryside 
cow P This yellow cow is beautiful 
cream P Can I have cream for my hair? 
cross P Cross this street if you want to go to that 

square 
crossing R Look out for cars when you come to the 

crossing 
crossroads P Turn right at the cross roads 
cup P One cup of coffee, pleasel 
cupboard P I keep all my items in the cupboard 
current R The current events of the world are unstable 
customs P You have to pass through Customs and Excise 

at the airport 
cut P Cut your hair tomorrowl 

D 
Daharam P There is a big airport in Daharam 
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daily P There is a daily English newspaper in Saudi 
Arabia 

Damascus P Damascus is the capital of Syria 
Dammam P Dammam is a city on the Eastern Coast of 

Arabia 
danger P The danger is when the wire is uncovered 
dangerous P Karate is a dangerous game 
dark P I want a pair of dark blue socks 
dark P It is very dark here during the night 
date P What's the date today 
daughter P My daughter is very little 
dawn P We start fasting from dawn till sunset 
day P There are seven days in the week 
dead R He is dead 
dear P Dear Ali, 
death P His death was in 1986 
December P December is the last month of gregarian year 
decide P Have you decided to go to the match 
declare P have yo anything to declare? 
deep R The well should be very deep 
degree P It is 50 degrees today 
delay P There is a delay in tonight's flight of one 

hour 
dentist P I suffer from this tooth, I must go to the 

dentist 
departure P When is your departure tomorrow 
desk P This is your desk 
dessert R Would you like some dessert now? 
dial P Dial 999 if you want help 
dictionary P You can find the meaning in the dictionary 
died P The Prophet died in 627 
differ P Green apples differ from red apples 
difference P There is a difference in meaning 
different P this class is different from the playground 
difficult P Your name is difficult to say 
difficulty P Is there any difficulty in understanding 

this 
Dinar P Dinar is an Islamic currency 
dine P He dines at 8 o'clock 
dinner P I have my dinner at 9 
diploma R 
direct P You should direct those who lose their way 
direction P In which direction is the Holy Mosque? 
dirty P This street is very dirty 
disadvantages P There are many disadvantages in car -use 
discount P Is there any student's discount ? 
dish P Would you like a dish to put your rice in? 
dish P Kabsa is the main dish in Saudi Arabia 
dislike P I dislike football 
distance P The distance between Riyad and Jeddah is 

800km 
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disturb R Please, do not disturb 
do P Do what I tell you now 
doctor P He went to the doctor yesterday 
document R You must show the officer your documents 
dog P This is a dog 
dollar P Dollar is an American currency 
door P Open the door, pleasel 
double cream R This is cream. The other one is double cream 
down P He walked down that hill 
downstairs P There is a bedroom downstairs 
draw P Can you draw a picture of a tree 
dress P This dress looks nice 
drink P I always drink Pepsi 
drink P would you like soft drink or hot drink 
drive P Drive carefully on this roundabout 
driver P That's the driver of the lorry 
drowsy P He became drowsy after that match 
dry P The thab becomes dry 
dry P Let me dry this jacket 
during P We fast during Ramadan 
duty P Itts your duty to visit him in the hospital 

E 
each P Today is your duty to clean the classss 
early P He always gets up early 
earn R Do you earn a lot of money from that job 
east P The sun rises from the east 
eat P Do you eat meat? 
education P Education is important for people 
egg P Chicks come from eggs 
Egypt P Egypt is a big Arab country 
electrical R My father is an electrical engineer 
electricity P Electricity is important in our life 
else P Anything else 
embassy P If you want a visa go to the embassy 
emergency P There are three emergency exists here 
employer P He is a government employer 
empty P This bottle is empty 
end P The film tonight will end at 1 o'clock 
end P That's the end of the story 
engine P There is no engine in this car 
England P England is in Britain 
English P English is an importantlanguage in the world 
enjoy P Enjoy yourself when you go therel 
enough P That's enough for my stomach 
enquiries P If you need any enquiry please contact me 
entrance P this is the entrance of the garage 
envelope P You should fix stamp on this envelope 
Eqat P We wear Eqat when we go to offices 
establish P The government has established this school 
estimate P Could you give me an estimate of the repair? 
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Europe P Europe is a continent 
evaporate P The water then evaporates by the sun beams 
even P Even those who are late should come 
evening P Evening feast. Good eveningl 
every P I play tennis every day 

everybody P Everybody should be ready 
everyone P Everyone believes in God 

everything P Put everything in that cupboard 
everywhere P Everywhere you go you find this sign 
exact P Give me the exact price pleasel 
examination P At the end of the term we enter examination 
excellent P It is an excellent idea 

except P We all went to the feast except Ali 

excuse P Excuse mel Give him my excusel 
exhibition P Every year there is a car exhibition in this 

city 
exist P This word does not exist in this line 

existence P Worshipping God is the reason behind our 
existence 

exit P There is only one exit here 

expect P I don't expect him to come 
expensive P Your watch is very expensive 
explain P Could you explain the lesson, pleasel 

F 
factor R Some factors help in keeping the Kingdom safe 
factory P Many factories were establish in Jeddah 
Fahad P Fahad is a clever boy 
fail P If you do not study hard you fail 
Faisal P He went shopping with Faisal 
faith P Faith in God should be the power of human 
fall P Be careful, you will fall in the hole 
false P It is a false picture 
family P We are four members in the family 
family name P My family's name is Rasheed 
far P Damman is far from Medina 
fare P When do you go to the fair 
farmer P My relative is a farmer 
farmland P They grow tomatoes in the farmland 
fast P You drive very fast 
fasten P Fasten your seat-belt when you board the 

plane 
father P My father is a broad 
Fatima P Fatima is my sister 
February P February is the second month of the year 
feed P We have to feed those poors 
feel P I feel tired 
female P Fatima is female 
ferry P We better travel by Ferry than by aircraft 
fever R He's got fever 
few P Only a few of them passed the examination 
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field P This is the field where we grow water melons 
fill P Could you fill up these jars with water? 
film P Have you seen the detective film last night 
final P Tonight is the final match 
finally P I finished it finally 
find P He did not find it 
fine P He looks fine 
fine P You'll be fined for parking in this area 
finish P Have you finished your homework 
fire P There's a fire in that house 
fire-service P You need to call the fire-service 
firm R He has been with the firm 5 years now 
first P First of all you should practice this 

exercise 
first name P Mohammad is my first name 
fish P Fish and chips pleasel 
fishing P Every Friday morning I go fishing 
fix P The price is not fixed on that item 
flat P We rent a flat in that street 
flight P What is your flight's time? 
floor P Our flat is on the sixth floor 
flower P We have beautiful flowers in our garden 
fly P We fly to London 15th December 
fly R There are many flies in this house 
food P Food shops are in the centre of the city 
foot- P I hurt my foot 
football P Football is my favourite game 
for P He is flying to Tabook 
for P He has worked in this company for 3 years 
for P I bought it-ýfor you 
forbidden P Wine is forbidden in Islam 
foreign P India is a foreign country 
foreigner P He is foreigner 
forename P Write your forename in this blank 
forest R Woods are taken from forests 
forget P I forgot your copybook at home 
forgive P Forgive me, pleasel 
forgiveness P Ask Allah forgiveness for your sins 
fork P Sometimes I east with fork 
form P All foreigners must fill in this form 
France P France is a European country 
free P It is a duty-free shop. Take it free 
free R he is freed by the police 
freeze -r' P It is freezing today. how much is that 

, freezer? 
French P French is an interesting language. He is 

French 
Friday P Friday is a festivals in Islam 
fridge P My fridge is too small 
friend P You are my best friend 
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from P We cam from makkah 
from P I live in Hail from 1982 till 1988 
front P See the front page! 
front P Can I have one seat in the front 
in front of P He is standing in front of the class 
frontier R Wadeeah is a frontier town 
frost R there was no frost last night 
fruit P Fruit is good for health 
fry P You can fry eggs in this pan if you want 
fuel P There is not enough fuel in the car 
full P The room is full. No space in it for you 
functions P directing the ship is the main function of 

Stern 
, furnished P We rented a furnished-flat 

furniture P He brought some furniture to his new house 

G 
gallon R There are five letters in one gall 
game P Basketball is a game 
garage P My car is in the garage today 
garden P We have two gardens in our house 
gas P Do you have gas cooker or electric? 
gate P The house of a green gate is mine 
gear P Put the gear one 
gentleman That coat for gentleman 
geography P We have geography tomorrow German P It is German made Germany P Germany is a big country 
get P I get it with one riyal 
get rid of P This pen is dirty, get rid of it 
get up P We get up early every day - ghatra P Ghatra is usually worn with Equal in 

Saudi-Arabia 
girl P Nijah is a girl 
give P Give me that book pleasel 
glad P I am glad to see you again 
glass P This is a glass 
glass P This window is made of glass 
glasses P I can't see without my glasses 
go P Let's go therel 
go ahead P Why did you stop? Go aheadl 
go away P Go awayl I am busy now 
go on P Yes, I am listening to you, go onl 
go out P Go out from herel 
God P God is the name of Allah among Christians 
gold P This ring is made of gold 
good P It is a good car 
Goodl P 
goodbye P I'll see you tomorrow goodbye now 
government P The government built some dams in this area 
grandfather P My grandfather is dead 
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grandmother P Ali's grandmother is alive 
grass P We cut the grass of our garden once a month 
grateful P I am so grateful to have your car tomorrow 
green P Our flat is green 
greengrocer Pý Mr. Rasheed is a greengrocer 
greengrocer's P We buy fruit from the greengrocer's 
grey P I like grey colour 
grocer P A grocer sells sugar, milk and soap 
grocery P We buy flour and rice from grocery 
ground P There is a football ground at the school 
ground floor P The stock is in the ground floor 
group P Divide yourselves into groups 
grow P Dates grow in summer 
guest P I had a guest last night at my dinner 
guest-house P If you cannot find a hotel go to a guest- 

house 
guide P We guide pilgrims during Hajj 
Gulf P Saudi Arabia is a member of G. C. C. 
Gulf Countries P Oman is one of the Gulf Countries 

H 
Hail P Hail is in the North of Saudi Arabia 
hair P I'll cut my hair tomorrow 
Hajj P Hajj is the pilgrimage of Muslims 
half P Half of it is for me. It's half past one 
hall P There is a big hall in our school 
ham P Muslims do not eat ham 
hammer P We use a hammer to fix nails 
hand P Use your hand if you haven't a spoon 
happen P What happens if I come late 
harbour P The ship came into the harbour 
hard P This piece of wood is very hard 
hard P You should study hard in this year 
hardly P This is hardly correct 
hat R We do not have a hat but head-cover 
hate P I hate hot weather 
have P We have plenty of time to visit all of them 
have P You have eaten your lunch before 
have P Can I have my pencil back Ali, pleasel 
have P We have a nice car 
have to P We have to go to the feast a bit early 
he P He is Ali's brother 
head P I go hurt in my head 
head-cover P Kafijah is a head-cover popular in Saudi' 

Arabia for gents 
hear P I can hear you from here 
heart P It is a heart shape 
heating R There is not. enough heating in this room 
heavy P It is too heavy, I cannot carry it 
heel R 
help P Help me if you cant 
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help yourself P This is a help yourself-restaurant 
her P Her mother died last week 
here P Here I am, sirl 
hers P This blouse is hers 
herself P She's done it herself 
high P This building is very high 
hill P Do you want to go up that hill 
him P You can't give him my cycle 
himself P He made it himself 
hire P This taxi is for hire 
his P The silver watch is his 
his P It is his book 
history P We like history lessons 
hobby P What are your hobbies? 
holiday P This is Ramadan's holiday 
Holy P The Holy House is in Makkah 
holy P There are many holy places in Makkah 
home P We eat dinner at home 
hope P I hope I pass this year 
hope P Visiting London is my hope 
horse P Can you ride a horse? 
hospital P You are injured, you should to to the 

hospital 
hot P It is very hot here during summer 
hotel P You can't find a hotel but maybe a guest- 

house 
hour P How may hours do you take ot finish it? 
house P My friend has two houses 
House P The House of God 
House of God P 
how P How do you do? How old are you? 
human P You are human and not animal 
human P We are all human beings 
hunger P In Africa many people die from hunger 
hungry P I am hungry, I want to eat 
hurry P Hurry upl We'll miss the train 
hurt P I hurt my foot yesterday in a match. 
husband P Ahmed is a husband of Nora 

I 
Ibraheem P Ibraheem is a man 
ice P There is ice in the freezer 
ice-cream P Do you prefer strawberry or vanilla ice-cream 
if P If you work hard you will succeed 
if P I wonder if you ca help me. find my way? 
ill P Heasan is ill at home 
illness R 
import P We import rice and fruit 
important P English is an important subject 
impossible P It's impossible to walk from Jeddah to Makkah 
in P I live in Jizan 
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in P He leaves in our days 
inch P She is 80 inches tall 
included P Electricity is included in the rent 
income P Doctors have high incomes 
India P India is in the south east of Asia 
Indian P It is an Indian food. He is Indian 
indirect P Put this sentence into indirect speech 
information P Do you have any information about the 

accident 
information desk P Go and ask at the information desk 
injury P There is an injury at the top of his head 
inside P Look inside the box and you'll find it 
institute P I shall joint military institute and 

intermediate school , 
interested P I am interested in aviation 
interesting P It is a very interesting place 
interests P What are his interests? 
interview R There is an interview with a football player 

tonight 
into P Put it into my desk 
introduce P May I introduce my friend to you? 
invitation P It's an invitation card 
invite P I'd like to invite you to dinner next week 
Iraq P Iraq is near Syria 
Ishmad P Ishmad is the son of abraham 
Islam P Islam is a religion 
it P 'It' is a pronoun 
Italian P The is Italian. Pizza is an Italian food 
Italy P This pair of shoes was made, in Italy 

J 
jacket P Take your jacket with you., Its very cold. 
jam P I like jam with butter , 
Jamra P Jamra is a symbol of Satan 
January P January is the first month of the year 
Japan P Japan is in the far east of Asia 
Japanese P Japanese are polite people 
jar P Put all these items in the jar 
Jareech P Jareech is a popular dish in Middle 

province in Saudi Arabia 
Jawahir P Jawahir is the sister of Hasan 
jet-engine P This aircraft has two jet engines 
Jiddah P Jiddah is a beautiful city 
Jizan P Jizan is in the south-west of Saudi arabia 
job P I shall find a job after intermediate 

education 
join P Who will join our school's club? 
Jordan P Jordan is in the north of Saudi Arabia 
journey P A journey by bus is better than a journey by 

ain 
July P Summer always comes in July 
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jumper P I bought a jumper yesterday 
June P It is hot in June here 
just P I have just arrived 

K 
Ka'aba P Ka'aba is the direction of all Muslims 
Kasmil P Kasmil is my best friend 
keep P Keep your eyes open. Can I keep it? 
kerosene P Jet planes work by kerosene 
kettle P Fill the kettle with water and put in on the 

fire 
key P Have you lost your key? 
Kibla P Ka'aba is the Muslims Kibla 
kill P Six people were killed in the accident 
kilo P How many kilos do you want from oranges? 
kilometre P The distance is 800 kilometres between Riyad 

and Taif 
kind P What kind of car did you buy? 
king P Who is king of Saudi Arabia 
kitchen P We have a small kitchen 
knife P Cut the cake with a knife 
knock P Knock at the door if he didn't answer you 
know' P I do not known him 
Koran P Koran is the miracle of Islam 
Kubsa P Kubsa is a popular dish in Saudi Arabia 
Kuwait P Kuwait is a member of G. C. C. 

L 
" lot P He is a lot better today 
" lot of P Engineers earn a lot of money 
labourer P he is a labourer in an oil field 
lady P That's a lay's dress 
lake P There is a big lake in Jordan 
lamb P Lamb is more delicious than chicken lamp P This lamp burnt 
land P We still see the land from that high 

language P 
mountain 

An international language is necessary 
nowadays lard R Eating lard is not permitted for muslims 

large P a large lass of pepsi pleasel 
last P He came last 
last P Last time I saw him in the street 
late P Fahad usually comes late. We are late today 
later P Our bus will come later 
later on P We'll see it later on 
laugh P Do not laugh at me 
laundry P Wash your trousers in the laundry 
law P It is against the law to do this 
lazy P I am not lazy but tired 
learn P We learn English at School 
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leather 
leave 
Lebanese 
Lebanon 
left 
left 
leg 
lend 
lesson 
let 
let 
let's 
letter 
letter 
letter-box 
library 
lid 
lie 
life 
lift 
light 
light 
light 
like 
like 
like 
listen 
little 
live 
living 
living room 
London 
long 
long 
look 
look 
look after 
look for 
Look out! 
lorry 
lose 

lost 
loud 
lounge 
love 
low 
low 
luggage 
lunch 
Lyla 

Sentence or Context 

He lives in Abha 
What do you do for a living 
We have two living rooms in the new house 
London is the capital of Britain 
It is a very long vehicle 
You have to wait a long time 
You look very nice 
Look at mel 
The mother is looking after her baby 
Look for your pen among thesel 

These slippers are made of leather 
Leave me alone, pleasel 
He is Lebanese 
Lebanon is an Arab country 
He left me at the bus station 
Take it with your left hand 
I hurt my leg on the table last night 
Can you lend me your book for this week? 
This lesson is about travelling abroad 
Is there any flat to let in this area? 
Let me help you 
let's take our lunch in this restaurant 
A, B, C are English letters 
I will send him a letter tomorrow 
There are some letters in the letter box 
Our school has a big library 
Put the life on the box 
He is here lying on the bed 
Life is difficult in the mountains 
Take the lift to the fifth floor 
I want light grey 
Can you put on the light 
It is a very light chair 
Do it like this! 
I like this colour 
Like father, like son 
He is listening to the tape-recorder 
Can I have a little water in this glass? 

p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
R 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
R 
p 
p 
p 
p 

That's a big lorry 
You will lose it again if you 

your bag 
He has lost his rule 
Be quietl Your voices are too 
This hotel has a lounge 
He loves his father 
It is a low building near my 
The prices are always low in 
Have you got your luggage 
I take my lunch at 2 o'clock 

don't put it in 

loud 

house 
this market 

Lyla visited her uncle last week 

p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
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M 
Madina P Madina is the city of the Prophet 

magazine P There are no magazines on Fridays 

mail P The mail is off today because of the holiday 

maintain P You should maintain your cycle long time 
maintenance P The school needs maintenance 
make P We make bread at home. Make it clear. 
makkah P Makkah is the capital of Islam 

male P A son is a male boy 

man P There is a man up that hill 

many P Many pupils do not like sports 
map P Look at the map and find out your way 
march P March is the third month of the year 
Mariam P Mariam is Ahmad's sister 
Mark P Mark is a German currency 
market P We have not come to this market 
married P Areyou married? 
master R I am your English master 
match P There is a football match on TV tonight 
matches P This is a fox of matches 
material P Rubber is a material. Wood is a material., 
Mathematics P We have one class of Mathematics today - 
matter P Whether you do it or not, it does not matter 
maximum P Drink 5 teaspoons at a maximum a day 
May P May is the fifth month of the year 
may P It may hurt you 
may be P I am not sure, may be he is at home 

me P Can you tell me your name? 
meal P Meals in this restaurant are self-served 
mean P What do you mean by that? 
meaning P What's the meaning of that word? 
means of P Thoughts are expressed by means of words 
measure P A metre is a measure. Measure this table's 

height 
meat P There is no meat in this food. All 

vegetables. 
medal P He got the silver medal in running 
medicine P You buy medicine from the pharmacy or chemist 
medium P I take size medium. TV is a good medium of 

education 
meet P Where can I meet you?, 
meeting P There is a meeting today in the school-club 
melon P This melon is very sweet 
member P Are you a member of our club? 
mend P I am mending this chair 
menu P Ask the waiter to bring you the menu 
mess P There is a mess in that corner 
message P You have a message from Ali. Message of Islam 

messenger P Mohammad is-a messenger of God 

metal P The door is made of metal 
metre P This table is one metre high 
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middle P Stand in the middle of the class 
might P I might come tomorrow if he does not come 
mild P Today we have mild weather 
mile P How many miles from here to your farm? 

milk P I always take milk with tea 
mince P Kebab is made of mice-meat 
mind P This is what I have in my mind 
mind P I do not mind if you accompany us 
mind P Mind your headl 

mine P There are some gold mines in West of Saudi 
Arabia 

mineral water P Mineral water is good for health 

minimum P If you get the minimum marks you'll pass 
minute P I'll be with you in two minutes 
mirror P Look at the mirror before you start the 

engine 
mist P There is mist tonight 
mistake P It's your mistake 
modern P It is a modern car 
modify P You can modify the shape if you want 
Mohammad P Mohammad is a Prophet 

moment P Wait a moment! 
Monday P Yesterday was Monday 
money P I have enough money for shopping 
month P How many months do you want to stay 
monthly P I check my car monthly 
moon P Can you see the moon behind those clouds? 
more P More tea pleasel 
more P Jiddah is more interesting than Dammam 
morning P Good morning! 
mosque P There is a mosque near the school 
Mosque P The Holy Mosque is in Makkah - 
most P Most students like the English language 
most P Taif is the most interesting place 
mother P Jawahir is Yair's mother 
motor cycle R If I succeed I'll buy a motor cycle 
motorway P You can drive fast in on a motor way 
mountain P Look at this mountain. Its very high 
move P I could not move this chair. Its too heavy 
Mr. P Mr. Rasheed went shopping 
Mrs. P Mrs. Rasheed went to the farm 
much P There is much meat in the freezer 
much P That's much better 
Muna P Muna is a holy place where pilgrims stay in 
Mundi P Mundi is made of roasted lamb 
Mundi P Mundi is a delicious cooked lamb 
museum P There are some famous museums in London 
mushroom P Do you want pizza with mushrooms or without 
Muslim P 
must P You must do this exercise in the class 
Muzdulfa P Pilgrims take their stones from Musdulfa. 
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my P It is my pen 
myself P I'll do it myself 

N 
Nabeel P Nabeel is Nadia's brother 
Nadia P Her name is Hadia 

najah P Najah is Nadia's sister 
name P What's your name? 
narrow P This road is too narrow 
nationality P I have Saudi nationality 
native P He is a native speaker of English 

near P Ali is sitting near the window 
nearly P Nearly all students are out. of the class 
necessarily R Not necessarilyl 
necessary P Salt is a necessary material for cooking 
neck P He hurt his neck in the basketball match 
need P Do you need any help? 

neighbour P Ask you neighbour if he has a sharpener 
never R I never did it 
New York P Have you see New York before? 

news P It is good news 
newspaper P Okaz is a newspaper 
next P He will leave the country next week 
next to P Ali is sitting next to Ahmad 
nice P It is a very nice city 
nice P Nice to meet you 
Nigeria P Nigeria is a Muslim country 
Nigerian P Musa is Nigerian 

night P Where where you last night? 
Nisreen P Nisreen is a good girl 
no P No, thank you 
no P No. 
no doubt P No doubt, it is interesting 
no-one P No-one likes this food 
nobody P Nobody in this room 
noise P There is a lot of noise in this house 
noisy P It is a noisy hall 
noon P It's noon prayer 
Nora P Nora is Nisreen's cousin 
normal P The normal way to do it is like this 
north P Tobauk is in the north 
not P it is not my desk 
nothing P There is nothing in this box 
November P November is the last month of Autumn 
now P It is a new car, isn't it? 
now P You should do the exercise now 
nowhere P Ali was nowhere to be found 
number P My phone number is 6069378 

nurse P Nora is a nurse in a hospital 
nut P The sweet is made of nuts 
nylon P I don't like nylon coat 
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0 
in order to P In order to come early you should go to bed 

early. 
occupation P My occupation is a student 
ocean P Pacific Ocean is the biggest ocean in the 

world 
October P October is the tenth month of the year 
of P This is the lid of the box 
of course P Of course I will come 
off P Take off your thab. The plan is taking off 
off P Put the light off please 
office P My brother is at his office now 
often P How often do you play football a week? 
oil P Oil is the main product of Saudi Arabia 

okna P We often cook okna in dinner 
old P It is an old school 
Oman P Oman is a G. C. C. country 
omelette P Omelette is good for health 
on P Switch the TV on 
on P Go on, please 
on P It is on the table 
once P I did it once in my life 
one P One more time please. It's one o'clock 
Oneness P The Oneness of God 
only P Only you who will come with me 
open P Open your books at page 65 
open P The door is open, Come it! 
opening house P The clinic opening hours are between 9 and 12 

operate P It operates with kerosene not with diesel. 
operation P He had an operation in his nose 
operator P Ask the operator to put you through him 
opinion P Do you have another opinion 
opposite P What is the opposite of 'go'9 
or P Tea or coffee? 
orange P I like oranges more than apples 
orange P Its colour is orange 
order P Can order for a glass of water? 
ordinary P It is an ordinary size 
origin P The origin of oil is okad animals long time 

ago 
other P I want the other. Are there others? 
our P These are our books 
ours P They are ours 
ourself P We drew them ourselves 
out P He is out now 
out of P He is out of the room 
out of order P This book is out of order 
outside P The ball is outside the ground 
over P Jump over the table. The game is over. 
own P It's my own pen 
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P 
Pacific P Pacific Ocean is the largest Ocean in the 

world 
packet R Can I have a packet of those batteries? 
page P Open your book at page 14 
pain P I've got a pain in my arm 
paint- P That wall was painted last month 
painter P We need a painter to paint this wall 
painting P This class needs painting 
pair P How much did you buy this pair of shoes for 
pan P Use this pan when frying the eggs 
paper R He is reading a-paper 
paper P Take this sheet of paper 
parcel P Have you received the parcel 
parents P My parents left for Paris 
park P My home is near a big park 
park P Is there any car park in this streetT 
parking P No, parking on the high road 
part P This part of the school is only for sports 
party P I was invited to a party last night 
pass P If you study hard, you'll pass the exam 
pass P If you passed the ring road turn left 
passenger P How many passengers are there on the 

aircraft? 
passport P You need a passport when you travel 
past P It's half past three. He drove past the park 
pasta P Pasta is an Italian meal 
patient P The patient is too weak 
pay P Where can I pay for these Items? 
peaceful P It's much much more peaceful than that flat 
peas P I like peas with rice 
pedal Pý The pedal of the ship needs repair 
pedestrians R This is a crossing for pedestrians 
pen P He always writes with a pen 
pence P How many pence is the ticket? 
pencil P That's my pencil 
people P A lot of people at this party Pepsi P I like Pepsi rather than others 
perform P We perform Hajj once q life at least 
person P There is a person in this car 
petrol P This car needs petrol 
petrol-station P The petrol-station is about a mile 
petroleum P The University of Petroleum is in Daharn 
pharmacy R You get this medicine from the pharmacy 
phase P The first phase you practise this exercise 
phone P Phone him at home. My phone numbers is .... picture P This picture is about trees and a river 
piece P Give him a piece of cake, pleasel 
pig P Pigs products are prohibited for Muslims 
pilgrim P Makkah is full of pilgrims during Hajj 
pilgrimage P Pilgrimage is the fifth pillar of Islam, 
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pillars P There are four pillars in this hall 
pillow P This pillow is too small 
pills P You can have the pills from the pharmacy 
pint P A pint of milk, pleasel 
pipes P Petrol is carried through pipes to the Red 

Sea 
piston-engine R There are some planes with piston-engines 
pizza P Do you like pizza? 
place P Is there any place for me here? 
plan P We have, toýmake a plan first. We planned 

first 
plane P We took a plane to Abha 
plant P There are some beautiful plants in this 

garden 
plastic P This ruler is made of plastic 
plate P The plate is made of metal 
platform P He is waiting for you on the platform 
play P he saw a play on TV last night 
play P Let's play table-tennis 
player P He is a good football-player 
pleasant P A very pleasant place 
please P Please, come inI 
pleasure P With pleasurel 
plug P You need a plug for operating the recorder 
pm P He is coming at 8 pm 
pocket P Put the money in your pocket 
point P Turn right when you come to this point 
police P The police will stop you if you drive too 

fast 
police station P Go to the police-station if you want to 

reportl 
policeman P He is a policeman 
poor P He is a poor man 
poors P We give poors charity 
pork P We can't eat pork 
porter P You need a porter to carry these heavy bags 
portion P This is your portion of the cake 
possibility P There is a possibility for passing if you 

study hard 
possible P le It is possible enter this cast 
post P , Post this letter today. The post didn't come 

today 
post-office P It there any post-office nearby? 
postage P The postage for this letter will be one riyal 
postcard P He sent a postcard from London 
postman P The postman brought this letter today 
potato P How many kilos of potatoes do you want? 
pound P One pound or less? 
pound E P I have 60 pounds cash in my pocket 
power P Most powers have their sources from the sun 
prefer P I prefer walking than driving 
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preference P Swimming is my first preference 
prescription P Take this prescription and to to the chemist 
present P He is present. I bought you a present 
press. P Press the button for the sixth floor 

price P Look at the pricel Its very expensive 
principles R There are some principles of Islam 

process P The process of doing it is very simple 
programme P Did you see the 'On Focus' programme last 

night 
promise P He promised me to bring it with him 

pronounce P V is sometimes pronounced 't' 

pronunciation P Take care of your pronunciation 
Prophet P Prophet Mohammad is an Arab 

pull P Pull the door to open itl 
pupil P How many pupils are there in this class? 
purpose P What's the purpose of the journey? 
purse P She lost her purse 
push P- Push the handle to open the window 
put P Put the book on the table 
put on P Pub on the light 

Q 
Qatar P Qatar is in the east of, Saudi Arabia 
quality P Good qualities and keen prices 
quarter P It's quarter to 5. Give a quarter of them 

cherries 
question P What's your question? 
quickly P Do it quickly 
quiet P Be quietl 
Quroosh P There are twenty quroosh in one riyal 

R 
race P It is a car race. When is the race of 

camels? 
radar P Radar is used to find out planes 
radio P Have listed to the news on the radio 
railway station P I should be in the railway-station at 7 

o'clock to catch the 7.15 train 
rain P It is raining. Heavy rain, isn't it? 

raincoat P I bought this raincoat for rain 
rainy P We have alway rainy weather in the winter 
rarely P It is rarely raining during summer. 
rather P This homework is rather difficult than the 

last one 
rays P I had an X-ray for my head 

razor P He needs a razor to shave his beard 

reach P I am short, I can't reach that light 

read P Read from page 20 to page 30 

reading P He is reading the text 
ready P Are you ready for running? 
real P It is real money 
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rear P He crashed his car in the rear 
reason P There are some reasons for delaying the feast 
receipt P I need a receipt - 
receive P Have you received the letter from your 

brother? 
recently P I received it recently 
reception P Go to the reception and ask for a room there 
record P He recorded the song 
record player P I bought a record-player 
red P I like red colour. He car is red. 
Red Sea P Red Sea is in the West of Saudi Arabia 
refreshments P Would you like coffee or refreshments? 
register R Have you registered in the club? 
regular P It is a regular meeting 
relative P Hassam is my relative 
religion P Islam is a religion 
religious P Tarheed and Figh are religious subjects 
remain P It remained raining all the night 
remember P Can you remember his name? 
rent P Do you rent this house? 
rent P Is this house for rent? 
rent P Do you rent your flat or own it? 
repair P The cycle needed repair. You have to repair 

it 
repeat P As him to repeat the sentence. 
replace P It is replaced by this word 
request P Can I make a request? Request him to do it 
reservation P Can you cancel the reservation, please? 
reserve P I want to reserve two seats to Jiddah 
rest P I am tired, I should take a rest 
rest P This is the rest of your money 
restaurant P How about taking lunch in this restaurant 
result P What is the result of the football match? 
return P Can you return the book tomorrow? 
rice P I like rice with sauce 
right P I hurt my right leg in the football match 
right P it is the right way to city centre 
ring P Can you ring me up at 7.1 bought a ring 

yesterday 
rites P Zakat is an Islamic rite 
river P We have no river in Saudi Arabia 
Riyad P Riyad is the capital of Saudi Arabia 
riyal P I have two riyals in my pocket 
road P This road is closed. Take the other one 
roast P I like very much roasted chicken 
roll P Rolls are good for sandwiches 
room P How many rooms does your flat have? 
rose P Rose smells good. It has a red colour 
rotor blades P Rotor blades are used in jet engines in 

aeroplanes 
round P Go round that corner 
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round P The ball is round. Turn round 
roundabout P When you come to the roundabout turn right 
row P Can you sit in a row? 
rudder R The stern must have a rudder for steering 

S 
safe P This lift is more safe 
safety P You should seek safety in flights by 

fastening belts 

salad P I like salad in lunch 

salary P My uncle earns a good salary 
sale P There is a sale after Eid Festival 

salt P Salt is necessary for food 

same P It is the same pen that I had 
sandwich P I do not eat sandwich afternoon 
Sara P Sara is a sister of Saud 
Saturday P Saturday is the first day of the week 
Saud P Saud is Sara's brother 
Saudi Arabia P Saudi Arabia is a country 
Saudi Arabian P He is Saudi - His is Saudi Arabian 
Saudi Gazette P Saudi Gazette is an English newspaper 
Saudia P Saudia Arabian Airlines 
say P What did you say? 
saying P His saying of the sentence seems correct 
scale P This is a scale of weight 
school P We go to school., every day. This is my school 
screwdriver P You need a screwdriver to put that nail in 
sea P We live near the sea 
Seasam Street P Seasam. Street is a very good Programme on TV 

seaside P How about camping on, the seaside 
season P Winter is a season 
seats P I booked only two seats on that flight 
section R Read part 3 section B 
see P See page 20. See what I mean? See itl 
seldom P There is seldom rain during summer in Saudia 

Arabia 
self P Do it yourself. 
self-service P This cafe is self-service 
sell P The greengrocer sells fruit 
send P I send this letter now 
sender P Who's the sender of this parcel? 
September P September is first month of Autumn 

serve P You serve yourself, nobody looks after you 
here 

service P My car needs service 
service charge P The service charge of my car is E40 
several P There are several kinds of this shirt in the 

stock 
sex R Sex - Male Female: 
shade P Sit under the shade of that tree 
shall P lie shall visit him tomorrow 
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shaver R This shaver is Philips 
Shawrma P Shawrma is a light meal 
she P She is a woman 
sheets P Can I have some sheets of paper 
shine P Your new car shines 
ship P He's already on board the ship 
shirt P This shirt looks beautiful 
shoe P My shoes are made of leather 
shop P There is a shop that sells milk nearby 
shop assistant R That's not the owner, he is the shop- 

assistant 
shopping P When do you go shopping this week? 
shopping bag P Put all items in the shopping bag 
short P He waited a short time 
short P It is a short pencil. he is short 
should P You should finish the homework by tomorrow 
show P Show me your copybook 
shower P I like shower than bath 
side P Pull over this side. I get pain in my right 

side 
sights P In Jiddah there are many pleasant sights 
sign P Could you sign this form pleasel 
signature P We need your signature on this cheque 
silence-silent P Silence please! He isn't talking. He is 

silent 
silver P This ring is made of silver 
similar P My watch is similar to yours 
similarity P There is a similarity between these two 

sentences 
simple P Put it in a simple way 
since P I have lived in Riyad since 1981 
sing P The boy is singing 
single P I prefer a single room than shared 
sister P Fatima is Ali's sister 
sit down P Sit down, pleasel 
size P I wear size 40 - size large 
skirt P The yellow skirt looks nice 
sleep P Do not sleep at school 
sleepy P He is sleepy. He should go to bed 
slices P I want sliced cheese 
slow P He has a slow bicycle 
slow down P Slow down when you come'to turn 
slowly P We drove slowly 
small P It is a very small box 
smash P Somebody smashed this window 
smell R There is an awful smell here 
smell P It smells good 
smoke P Nobody smokes here. There is a smoke in this 

room 
smoking P No smoking in this car 
snack P lie take only snacks in the break 
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snow P Snow sometimes falls in Tabaak 
so P I am so sorry. So am I. 
so P He did not get up early, so he was late for 

school 
soap P It is a very hard soap 
social P A lot of social services'are available 
society P We live in a religious society 
socket P Put the plug in the socket, 
socks P Where did you but the pair of socks from? 
soft P Rubber is soft 
soldier P There are soldiers in the army, 
some P Some like tea and some like coffee 
somebody P Somebody is knocking at the door 
someone P Someone is waiting for you 
something P Something is better than nothing 
sometimes P Sometimes I go for a walk 
somewhere P The key is somewhere here 
son P Hasan is the son of Mr. Rasheed 
song P It is a happy song 
soon P We'll come to you soon 
as soon as P I come back as soon as possible 
sorry P Sorry for hearing that 
sort P What sort of material would you like? 
sound P The sound is too high 
soup P It is a tasty soup 
south P Syria is on the South of Saudi Arabia 
South Yemen P 
souveniers P If I visit London I'll buy'many souveniers 
spaghetti R I like spaghetti with tomato 
Spain P Spain was a Muslim country Spanish Spanish people are friendly 
speak P Do you speak Arabic? 
speed P The plane is travelling at full speed 
speed indicator P Look at the speed indicator when you drive 
speed-limit P This sign show the speed limit in the road 
spell P Can you spell your name? 
spelling P It is a spelling mistake 
spend P I'll spend two nights in that hotel. I 

spent 500 riyals last week. 
spoon P We sometimes eat with a spoon 
sport P Football and swimming are sports 
spring P Spring is a lovely season 
square P Can you draw a square 
stadium P There is a big stadium now in Madina 
stage P There are two people on the stage 
stairs upstairs P The lift is not working, use the stair. The 

ýroom is upstairs. 
stamps P The envelope needs stamps 
stand P Stand beside me 
star P Can you count the stars in the sky. 
start P The match has started 
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state- P State on reason for not playing football with 
us 

stay P If you feel drowsy stay at home 
steak P Would you like steak lamb or steak beef? 
steal P Leave it here. Nobody will steal it 
steering wheel P Use the steering wheel smoothly when driving 
step P Two steps and you will be inside the class 
stern P The stern of the ship - the aircraft 
stewardess P Stewardesses serve food and drink on a plane 
still P Still two minutes left of the period time 
stomach P I had a stomach operation last year 
stomach ache P I've got stomach ache 
stop P The car stopped in the middle of the way 
storm P We'll have a very storm storm 
straight on P Drive straight on. Do not go left or right 
strange P This is a strange dress 
stranger P George is a stranger 
strawberry P I like strawberry ice cream 
street P The street is very clean today 
stretch R Some material is stretched by heating 
string P I need a piece of string 
strong P It is a very strong car 
student P I am a student 
study P Study hard if you want to pass 
security P There, is a security bell in this shop 
sins P Sins may push you to Hell 
slipper P During summer slipper is more convenient than 

shoes 
speaker P Who was the speak of the last Juma's prayer 
style R This is the latest style in trousers 
subject P History is a subject 
submission P Submission to God is the principle of Islam 
succeed P I have succeeded in the examination 
success P Success rarely comes without hard work 
successful P It is a successful programme 
such P Such a watch should be expensive 
Sudan P Sudan is an Arabic Country 
suddenly P Suddenly I found the door open 
sugar P I like my tea with sugar 
suit P I bought a new suit for the party 
suitcase P Put everything in your suitcase before 

travelling 
Sulman P Sulman is my friend 
summer P We have very hot weather during Summer 
sun P The sun rises in the east 
Sunday P Sunday is a holiday in Britain 
sunrise P We have a prayer at the sunrise 
sunset P We have anothe ,r 

prayer at the sunset 
sunshine P The sun is shining again 
supermarket P Every Thursday we go to the supermarket for 

shopping 
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suppose P I suppose so 
supposed P He is supposed to come at 5 pm 
sure. P Yes, I am sure of that 
surgeon R Your injury needs a surgeon 
surname P His surname is Rasheed 
surprise P It is a surprise 
surprised P I am not surprised at his failure 
surprising P It is a surprising event 
sweet P Sweet is bad for teeth 
sweet P The tea is too sweet 
sweeter P I do not use sugar in tea, I use sweetener 
sweeties P He bought some, sweeties for his younger 

brother 
swim P Can you swim? 
sword P This sword is very sharp 
Syria P Syria is in the North of Saudi Arabia 
system P I do not know the system in this school 

T 
table P Put it on the table 
tablet P Take one tablet a day as said. on the 

instructions 
Tabook P Tabook is in the West North of Saudi Arabia 
Taif P Taif is a resort city 
take P Take the book 
take P I take you to the bus-stop. 
take away Can I take this away? Its a take-away 

restaurant 
talk P He is talking too much 
tall P Ali is a tall boy 
tap R This tap is made of coppýr 
tape p There are two interviews on this tape 
tape-recorder P He bought a tape recorder 
taste P It tastes, good 
tasty P It is very tasty 
tax P We do not pay tax on food 
taxis P I have no car today. We need a taxi 
tea P Would you like milk in tea? 
teach P I teach you English 
teacher P I am your teacher 
teaching P The teacher is teaching in the class 
team P The Saudi team won the silver medal 
telegram R Do you want to send a telegram? 
telegraph P I sent a telegraph yesterday 
telephone P Have you got a telephone? 
telephone number P What's your telephone number? 
television P We have a 25 inch-television 
tell P Tell me about your schooll 
temperature P The temperature today is very high 
tent P Use your tent if you can', t find a cottage 
terminal P The flight leaves from terminal I 
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test P Have your passed your driving test? 
thab P He is wearing thab 
than P He is taller than Ali 
thank you P Thank you for comingl 
thanks P Thankst 
that P That's all right. That is my pen 
that P He thought that I was in the school 
the P The car is in the garage 
theatre P There is a theatre in the school 
their P It is their car 
theirs P Its theirs 
them P Did you tell them about the time? ' 
themselves P They mended the table themselves 
then P I visited London then Rome 
there P There he isf 
there P There are seven days in a week 
therefore P I am tired therefore I can't drive today 
these P These are windows 
they P They are books 
thick P It is a thick book 
thief P The thief steals some items from, the house 
thin P Ali is a thin boy 
think P Do you think he is, coming? 
thinking P I am thinking of leaving the school now 
third P He lives in the third floor 
thirst P You feel usually thirst in the summer 
thirsty P I'm thirsty 
this P This is a shop 
those P These are pencils 
through P I see you through this hole 
thrust P He thrust his hands into his pocket 
thunderstorm R During winter we have some thunderstorms 
Thursday P Thursday is a weekend in Saudi Arabia 
ticket P Have you bought a ticket for the football 

match? 
ticket-box P You go to the ticket box if you want tickets 
till P I'll be here till you come 
time P What time will You be arrive back home? 
times P How many times have you come to school this 

week? 
timetable P Write this new timetable 
tip R You should give the waiterýa tip 
tired P He is so tired, he can't go with you 
to P We study at school from 8 to 2 pm 
to P Lets's go to AL-hamra 
today P What's today? 
toe P I hurt my toe 
together P We all came together 
toilet P Is there any toilet here? 
Tokyo P Tokyo is the capital of Japan 
tomato P This is tomato puree 
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tomorrow P He's coming tomorrow 
tonight P There is a good programme on TV tonight 
too P The room is too hot 
too P He went to Jiddah, too 
tooth P I have toothache. My tooth has been removed 
toothbrush P You need another toothbrush 
toothpaste P There is no toothpaste in this pipe 
top P Can you see the top of the building from 

here? 
tour P We made a tour in Tlhama mountains 
tourism P Spain obtains a lot of money from tourism 
tourist R This is a, tourist office. Are you a tourist 

here? 
towards P We turn our faces towards Kibla when praying 
towel P Take this towel with you to the bath 
town P Tabook is a town 
Toyta P Toyta is a famous car in Saudi Arabia 
train P When does the train to Damman leave? 
trained P He is trained to be a boxer 
training P Did you attend the training last week? 
transfer P When you come to a crossroad transfer a gear. 
translate P Can you translate these words? 
translation P Can you make a translation for the context? 
travel P He travelled to Taif this afternoon 
travel bureau P You need to go to a travel bureau to buy a 

ticket 
traveller P All travellers should pass through security 
traveller's cheque P Take traveller's cheques instead of cash 
treasure P You may find a treasure inside this old house 
tree P The tree is big 
trip P A trip by bus is better than a trip by train 
trouble P I do not want any trouble here 
trousers P Do the trousers suit you? 
true P It is true not fable 
try P Try to make it simple. Try this one 
Tuesday P 
turn P It is my turn now 
turn P Turn left and then right 
turn off P Turn off the gas 
turn on P Turn on the gas 
twice P I visited him twice 
type P What type of cycle do you want? 
tyres P Your car needs a new tyre 

U 
unable P He is unable to walk 
under P The pen is under the table 
understand P I understand what you mean 
unhappy P He is sad. He is unhappy because he failed 
unified P 
unit P This is unit six 
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university P After the secondary we go to the University 
unpleasant P he broke his leg so he is unpleasant 
until P I can't leave until you come 
up P Look up therel 
use P He can't use the screwdriver 
use P What is the use of this board 
useful P This book is very useful 
usually P He usually comes late 

V 
vacancies P There are vacancies in this hotel 
vacant P The toilet is vacant, I can use it now 
vacation R There is a school vacation next month 
vanilla R Do you like vanilla ice-cream 
vapour R 
variable R There are some variables which should be 

considered 
vegetable P Onion is vegetable. Vegetable oil is better 

than fat 
vegetable P Okna and cucumber are vegetables 
vegetarian P He does not eat meat. He is a vegetarian 
vehicle P This tunnel is for vehicles 
verse P It might be a verse which made this infection 
very P It's very cold outside 
view P It has a nice view 
village P He lives in a village 
vinegar P Would you like vinegar on your chips? 
visa P You need a visa if you want to visit London 
visit P Did you visit Tokyo? 
visit P You need a visit to the doctor for your eye 
voluntary P not a profession for He is 

, voluntary. he is 
- this job 

W 
wait P Wait for me at the'bus-stop 
waiter P You have to tip the waiter 
waiting room P Take a set in the waiting room 
waitress P She is a waitress in this restaurant 
wake up P Wake upl It's nine o'clock 
walk P I walk to school. I do not'ride a cycle 
wall P This wall is made of concrete 
wallet P I lost my wallet yesterday 
want P I want coffee. What is it you want? 
ward R He is in the hospital in Ward 25 
warm P Today is warm 
wash P Wash your hands before eating 
washing machine P We want to buy a washing-machine 
watch P Everyday we watch TV 
watch P This watch is expensive 
water P I am thirsty. I want a glass of water 
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way P Is this the way to King Street? 
way P This is the way to do this exercise 
WC P Is this the WC? 
we P We are boys 
weak P The rules is very weak 
wear P I did not wear this new thab 
weather P What is the weather like in Abha? 
Wednesday P 
week P There are four weeks in a month 
weekend P Thursday and Friday are the weekend days 
weekly P There is a weekly flight to New York 
weigh P This case weighs 20 kilos 
weight P This is the right weight 
well P There are some oil wells in Daharan 
well P I am well, thank you. I feel well 
west P Egypt is in the west of Saudi Arabia 
west Province P Makkah is in the West Province 
wet P The floor is too wet 
what P What about a soft drinkl 
what P What is your name? 
when P I leave when the sun shines 
when P When do you leave home? 
where P Where did you go last night? 
where P Put them back where they came from 
which P Which pen is yours? 
which P It is my cat which has done this 
while P You red the exercise while I write this 

sentence 
white P I have a white bike 
who P Tom is the boy who has drawn the picture 
who P Who are you? 
whose P Whose book is that? 
why P Why did you write on the wall? 
wide P It is a wide street 
wife P Mary is Mr. John's wife 
will P Our will is to join bniversity 
will P He will read the book tomorrow 
win P That team has won 
wind P There is a strong wind from the north 
window P Look through the window 
wine R Wine is prohibited in Islam 
winter P Winter is coming 
wires P This plug needs new wires 
with P I'll come with you 
with P Take the bag with you 
without P He went there without his car 
woman P Mariam is a woman 
wonder R I wonder if I can post the parcel here 
wood P This window is made of wood 
wooden P It is a wooden ruler 
wool P The sweater is made of wool 
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Alphabetical Order Use Sentence or Context 

woollen P It is a woollen jacket 
word P What is the meaning of this word 
work P He is at work now 
work P He works from 9 to 12 
world P English is the world Language 
worried P I am worried about my car 
worse P It is worse than I expected 
worship P We worship God 
worst P It is the worst car in the accident 
would P Would you like some fruit? 
wound R I have a wound in my leg 
wrap up P Can I wrap it up for you? 
write P Write with penl 
writing P Writing is as important as reading 
written P This is a written exercise 
wrong P That way is wrong. You have to turn left 

Y 
yard P Six yards are enough forýmaking thab 
Yasir P Yasir is a good boy 
year P -We bought the house, last year 
yellow P This rose is yellow 
yes P Yes, I did it, Yes, sir. Yest 
yesterday P Yesterday was Friday 
yet P He has not arrived in Riyad yet 
you P You are a student 
young P he is a young boy 
your P Your bag is beautiful 
yours P It's yours, isn't it? 
yourself P Do it yourself 
yourselves P You haveArawn it yourselves 
youth hostel P You can't find youth hostel vacant during 

summer 

Z 
zeal P He should work with great zeal 
zero P It is zero. It is 5 degrees above zero. 
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APPENDIX Q 
Structural Inventory 

Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical 
No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

A 

1 A, An Article indefinite He is a man. 
It is an orange. 

distributive I play football once a week. 

2. About Preposition approximation It is about 7 o'clock now. 
general This book is about Saudi 

information Arabia. 
concerning Write about a journey to 

the desert. 
suggestion How about a cup of teal 

adverb What are you talking about? 

3. Above preposition higher than The water came up above the 
door.. , 

up and down The temperature is 250 above 
scale zero. 

adverb It is in the box above. 

4. ache countable I often get headaches. - 
uncountable I've got toothache, earache, 

stomach-ache, back-ache. 

5. Across preposition to the other 
side He walked across the road. 

movement inside 
area He walked across the field. 

6. Address noun His address is 25 Washm Street 

7. Afraid adjective to express fear He is afraid 
joining (of) He is afraid of the lion 
with to 

infinitive He is afraid to swim 

8. After preposition I left after 6 o'clock 
subordinating Sara arrived after her mother 

conjunction left 

9. Afterwards advert Afterwards he went shopping 

10. Against proposition place He is sitting against the 
blackboard 

opposite He is against his brother 

11. Age noun old How old are you? 
age What's your age? 
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Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical. 
No. Items Nomination Nomination or' Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

12. Ago adverb 

13. All adverb 
objective 

14. Allowed to adjective 

15. Along preposition 
adverb 

16. Already adverb 

17. Also 

18. Always 

adverbial 

adverbial 

19. Among 

time precisely 
passed 

prohibition 

permission 

particle 

previously 

beside 

frequency 
at all times 

preposition position 
connection 
division 

I started writing it three 
years ago 

They are all dressed in white 
All the best 

You are not allowed to eat in 
Ramadan 

We are allowed to eat here 

He is walking along the river 
Come alongl 

I have already cleaned the 
board 

He has also been to Tabook 

He is always asking for money 
The sun always rises in the 

east 

Makkah is among hills 
He is among these people 
He divided the money among 

his friends 

20. And conjunction in double 
imperatives Come and see 

joining words He is clever and active 
joining clauses he plays football and Ali 

does too 

21. Another adjective additional one Can I have another cup of tea 
a different one Can I have another bag. This 

one is torn. 

22. Any adjective some I haven't got any 
hardly I've done the exercise without 

any difficulty 
at all times Come any time you'like 

23. Anybody pronoun negative, inter- Anybody here - There isn't 
rogative anybody here. 

no matter who Anybody will lead you to the 
right way 

24. Anyone pronoun negative, inter- 
rogative Anyone in this room 

choice Anyone of these pleasel 
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Structural 

Items 
Grammatical 
Nomination 

Sub-grammatical 
Nomination or 

definition 
Exponents and Contextual Use 

25. Anything pronoun negative, inter- Has anything happened. There 
rogative isn't anything. 

adverbial It seems to be like anything 
round 

26. Anywhere adverb no matter where Anywhere in this street 
post-adjunct I'll go anywhere you like 

27. Apostrophe noun omission , 
I can't go 

contraction I bought the meat from the 
butcher's ?????? 

genitive He is Ali's father 

28. As adverb manner He cried as a child 
conjunction expressing He can't play as he hurt his 

reason foot 

29. As soon as conjunction subordinating As soon as possible 
comparison He is as tall as his brother 

30. As well as adverb in addition He gave me this book as well 
as that pen. 

31. Ask verb intransitive Did you ask the price? 
transitive He asked him his name. 
indirect speech He asked him what is his name? 

32. At preposition place He is at the office 
direction Look at the blackboard 
time He arrived at 4 o'clock 

33. At all pronoun in any way It is unsuitable at all for 
you 

answer to thanks Not at all 

B 

34. Back noun I've got a pain in my back 
attributive I've got backache 
particle We went back home 

35. Back adverb Go back to that door 

36. Bad adjective irregular It is a bad piece of 
comparison chalk 

37. Be verb He is Ali 
auxiliary 

passive He was called Ali 
auxiliary part 

progressive He was playing basketball 
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Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical 
No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

37. Be verb auxiliary present 
progressive He is watching TV 

auxiliary present 
perfect He has been to London twice 

place He is at the school 
future They are going to write 
imperative Be quietl 

38. Because conjunction subordinating He is early today because he 
rode a bike. 

answer to Why? Why late today? Because, V. 
. ill 

39. Because preposition by reason Because of his headache, he 
can't play 

40. Become verb inchoative He became as doctor. 

41. Been verb perfect tense he has been there. 

42. Before preposition earlier The day before yesterday 
order A came before C 
position My house is just before that 

garden 

43. Before conjunction You must do it before going 
home 

44. Before adverb I've not done it before. 

45. Behind preposition He is sitting behind me 

46. Believe verb + that I believe that he was tired 
+ in We believe in God 

47. Belong to verb be the property I 
of These books belong to Ali. 

48. Below adverb We hear voices from below 
preposition Write your name below this 

line 

49. Between preposition' Sami is sitting between Yasir 
and Turki. 

50. Both preposition I want both pens 

51. Bring verb with one object Bring the book here 
with direct object 

Bring the book to mel 
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Grammatical 
Nomination 

Sub-grammatical 
Nomination or 

definition 
Exponents and Contextual Use 

Bring verb with indirect 
object Bring me the bookl 

52. But conjunction coordinating Ali is not there but Mohammad 
is 

subordinating I don't watch football but I 
like playing it. 

53. Bus-stop noun compound noun He is waiting at the bus-stop 

54. By preposition He is standing by me 
means and agency It is broken by John 

adverb phrases of 
manner He is travelling by air 

C 

55. Can verb ability I can lift that book 
auxiliary offer of help Can I help you? 
verb pronoun Can I see you today? 

possibility He can't be Saudi, he must be 
Yamani 

56. Can causative Can I have this table cleaned, 
form please? 

57. Cardinal Number up to five digits 

58. Certainly adverb without doubt He is certainly right 
equivalent to Are you going with us? 

yes Certainlyl 

59. clauses cause/reason He can't come because he is 
(because) ill 

condition (if) If you don't study, you'll 

. not pass 
purpose (to + 

in order) He came here to drink coffee. 
result (so) He hurt his ankle so he 

can't play the match 
time (when - 

while) I'll come in when you go out 

60. Clean verb Clean the blackboard 
adjective free from dirt The blackboard is clean 

fresh Put clean sheets on the bed 

61. Close adverb near Come close 
adjective intimate Ali is my close friend 
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Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical 
No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

62. Close verb Close the door pleasel 
declared The door is closed. 

63. Come verb origin I come from Saudi Arabial 
Where do you come from? 

with adverbial 
preposition He came to see me 

+ for He has come for a walk 
+ home He came home late last night 
imperative- 

particle Come alongl Come inI Come onl 

64. Comparative adjective + er + than This book is cheaper than 
that 

+ ier + than He came earlier than his 
brother 

+ est Fahad is the biggest boy in 
the class 

+ more + than This pen is more expensive 
than that 

+ the most It is the most expensive in 
the shop 

irregular forms Fahad is good. Yosir is 
good, better better. Ali is the best 
best 

adverb more He is walking more slowly 
than I am 

er - est He drove faster than I did 

65. Continuous tenses present positive He is reading 

I 
Past Progressive He was writing 

66. Copula verb (be) am, is, are, was, were, be 
been 

semi Copula become, get, feel, look, 
remain, stay 

67. Could verb ability I could drive that cycle 
offer of help Could I lift it for you 
suggestion I could have chicken instead 

of meat 
permission Could I have this book now 
request Coul you tell me your name, 

pleasel 

68. Countable nouns Pans, books, tables, rooms, 
schools 
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Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical 
No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

D 

69. Dates noun spoken I was born on fifteenth May 
convention 

Written 
convention I was born on 15th May 

70. Date verb Please, date your homework 

71. Days of Saturday, Sunday, Monday 
the week Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs- 

day Friday 

72. Do/did verb auxiliary) I do it like that. I did it 
statement )'past just now. 

, negative and I did not write it 
inter- pre- 

rogative) sent Do like going home ??? 

73. Do verb Performing: - What is he doing? 
Contrasted with 

make: Create He is making a seat 
Imperative Do not go outl 

74. Down adverb Sit downl 
preposition He is coming down 

75. During preposition of event He usually drinks Pepsi during 
eating. 

_ of time I watch TV only during the 
weekends. 

E 

76. Each adjective + one of One of book for each of you 
+ of Each of us should visit him 

77. Either adverb conjunction I don't like red and I don't 
like yellow either. 

78. Else Adverb Did you see anybody else 
it must be something else 

79. Enjoy verb Have you enjoyed the trip 
reflexive Enjoy yourself 
gerund Do you enjoy walking on 

seaside 

80. Enough adjective determiner I've got enough money - 
after adjective It's warm enough 
after adverb Quickly enough 
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Sub-grammatical 
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definition 

Enough pronoun That's*enough 

81. Enough of adjective We have not got enough of the 
bread 

82. Even adverb He did write even this 
exercise 

83. Even if adverb Even if I got money I'd not 
come 

84. Ever adverb present perfect Have you ever been to Abha? 
Simple past Did you ever see Hasam? 

85. Every adjective Salim spends every riyal he 
takes 

Every student should take his 
book with him 

86. Everyone pronoun Everyone should take part in 
this play 

87. Everybody pronoun Everybody has taken a present 
from me 

89. Everyday adjective Everyday I go to school 

90. Every one pronoun Contrasted with Every one of these books must 
everyone in the box. 
(human) 

91. Every day pronoun contrasted with You don't meet lions every day 
everyday (usual) 

92. Everything pronoun singular subject Everything is ready 
Singular object Everything I like is out of my 

hand 

93. Everywhere adverb I was looking for him every- 
where. 

F 

94. Fall verb with adverbial The fall from the table to the 
floor 

particles and The rain was falling steadily 
preposition He fell over into the water 

96. Fall noun Rain-fall in summer is very 
much 
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Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical 
No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

97. Far adverb I don't live far from the 
Mosque 

contrast with a I live a long way from the 
long way Mosque. How far from the 

Mosque do you live? 

98. Fast Adjective It's a fast car 
adverb He drove very fast 

99. Feel verb semi-copula I feel ill. Can you feel this 

100. Few adjective Few people live in this town 
adverb I've got only few * 
adjective comparison I've got fewer books than you 

101. A few adjective a number of I know a few of these students 

102. First Adjective This is the first question 
adverb Ali came first 
adjective ordinal number Today is the first of June 

103. For preposition destination mohammed left for Jeddah 
purpose This pen is for you 
duration I have lived in makkah for 3 

years 
afýer adjective 

+ gerund I am sorry for troubling you 
104. Forget Vve forgotten your copybook 

+ to (infinitive) I forgot to bring the camera 
+ to (infinitive) 

that I forgot to tell you that 
Ali didn't come 

105. From preposition place Walk from the wall 
starting time Hets been here from the lst of 

July 
direction The wind is blowing from the 

West 
sender or giver A letter from my brother 
origin I am from Saudi Arabia 
source This .... is made from leather 
distinction How do you know Ali from Sami? 

G 

106. gerund as a subject Reading is important for you 
as an object He like swimming very much 
after prepos- Itm sorry for keeping you 

ition waiting 
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No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

after certain I don't like playing 
verb football 

107. Get verb possession I've got a new watch 
action I got up at 9 o'clock 
become He's got tired 
receiving I got a letter day 

108. Give verb direct object Give him the book 
indirect object Give the book to him 

109. Glad adjective to express 
pleasure I'm glad 

" to infinitives (I'm) Glad to see yout 
" that I'm glad that you are here 

110. Go verb depart He is going to London this 
summer 

function The car does not go 
+ for a walk He went for a walk 
home I'm going home after the lunch' 
to bed I go to bed at 10 o'clock 

every night 
+ ing We went shopping last Friday 
+ particle Go on. Go away 
+ preposition by I'll go by train 
+ adverb He went back to school 
+ adjective The shirt went dry 

111. Good Adjective comparison good - better - best: A is 
better than B. It is a good 
book. 

+ to infinitive It is good to work hard from 
now 

112. Half noun I've got one. Ali's got two 
halves 

adjective It is half past one 
adverb It is half cooked 

113. Hard adjective Wood is hard but rubber is 
soft 

adverb He works very hard 
adjective not sympathy, He is hard man. 

impolite His words are hard. 

114. Hardly adverb not quite I hardly know him 
adverb severely He's been hardly injured 

115. Hate verb I hate dogs 
+ to infinite I hate to trouble you 
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Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical 
No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

Hate verb + gerund He hates watching TV 

116. Have verb full to mean I have a camera. He has a 
possess pen 

117. Have verb to eat or drink Let's have a cup of coffee 
.. 900 breakfast 

118. Have verb auxiliary I have been in London last 
year 

present perfect He has cleaned the board 
past perfect He had written his name 
" got I have got a headache 
" to (obligation) You have to do it now 
" causative Can I have the board cleaned 

please! 

119. Hear verb perceive I hear you very well 
be, told Have you heard the news 
infinitive with- 

out to I heard you talk to him 
object + ing I heard him going down the 

stairs 

120. Height noun people How tall are you? 
things How high is your ruler? 

How tall is your rulers? 

121. Here adverb end of sentence I live her. Come herel 
Beginning of Here's your pencil. Here it 

sentence is. 
with the verb 

come Here he comes. 

122. High adjective It is a high building. 
How high is Mount Everest? 

extreme High prices. High temperature 
adverb To a high degree 

123. Hope verb 

124. How Adverb How is the word spelt? 
states or mood How does this recorder work? 
health How are you? 
indirect state- He told me how he swam that 

ment day 
asking for 

opinion How about a cup of tea? 
exclamation How beautiful the flowers arel 
extent How old are you? 
cost How much is this pen? 
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How adverb distance How far is your home from 
here? 

quantity How much do you have? 
height How high is that wall? 
size How big is that building? 
time How long was he in the 

classroom? 
repetition How many times did you write 

this exercise? 

I 

125. If conjunction conditional 
clause 

past tense 

yes/no question 

even 

126. Imperatives order 
offer 
warning 
advice 

invitation 

If you ask him he will help 
you 

If you were a bird you could 
fly 

I wonder if I can borrow this 
book 

I'll do it even if it is 
difficult 

Sit downl Come herel 
Have a cup of tea 
Be careful. 
It's very cold. Put your coat 

on. 
Come to dinner today. 

127. In preposition The pen is in the bag. 
place He is in Riyad 
time He was born in 11981 
direction You can drive in any 

direction 
inclusion There are seven days in a week 
condition This cycle is in good 

condition 
adverb Come in I Anybody in? 

128. In front of preposition He is standing in front of 
the class 

129. indirect 
speech present he says he likes apples 

past He said that he wrote the 
exercise 

question He asked when he would arrive 
question He asked me if it could finish 

(auxiliary) it tomorrow 
imperative They told him to go 
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definition 

infinitive after let Let's to to the beach 
as object I want to eat fish 
complementation I'm afraid to go there 
purpose I'm driving fast to catch the 

flight 

130. - ing gerund progressive He is playing football 
adjective It is a swimming pool 
noun I don't like watching TV 

131. Inside preposition He is coming inside the class 
adjective He is coming from the inside 

132. intensifiers a lot There is a lot of chalk inside 
the table 

" bit Could I have bit of this 
sandwich? 

" little A little water pleasel 
much It is too much for me 
too It is too hot today 
very A very nice picture 

133. interrogative auxiliaries Is he here? 
modals Can you speak English? 
negative Isn't he here? 
do Do you know him? Does he 

play football? 
negative Don't you know him? 
wh - questions Who are you? What is your 

name? 
prepositional 

end Who are you looking for? 
inversion Coffee or tea? 

134. It pronoun subject It is a blackboard 
object Put it here 

135. junction and It is big and clean 
but He drove fast but couldn't 

arrive early 
so Come early so you may meet him 

136. Just adjective Be just to him 
adverb perfect tense I have just come home 

L 

137. Last Adverb Ali came first but Sami came 
last 

I 
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No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

Last Adjective Yousif is the last name in 
this list 

referring to 
time I wasn't at home last night 

138. Least Adjective comparison There isn't the least wind 
today 

phrase after at At least it will cost 60 
riyals 

139. Length noun long adjective It is too long. How long is 
it? 

140. Lengthy adjective contrasted with' 
long Long road but lengthy lesson. 

141. Less adjective contrasted with 
more Less sugar in my tea pleasel 

comparison, I have. got less food than him 

142. Let verb allow His father didn't allow him to 
come with us for that picnic 

143. Let verb rent Do you have a flat to let 

144. Let's verb suggestion Let's play tennis. 

145. Like verb I'like history very much 
after would Would like to ..... an ice 

cream 
+ very + gerund I like watching TV 

adverb He is like his brother 

146. Likely adjective probable I am likely to be busy this 
afternoon 

147. Little adjective comparison I have little water than you 
have 

small quantity I speak a little English 
young How is the little boy? 

adverb I slept very little last night 

148. Look verb semi-capula He looks fine 
+ at Look at the blackboard 
+ particle Look outl 
+ for Look for your book herel 
+ after My father is looking after us. 
exclamation Look herel 

149. Lot of noun He spends a lot of money 
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definition 

Lots of used adverbly He's feeling a lot better 
today 

150. Low adjective things A low wall. This house is 
very low 

figurative use He's in a low water (short 
of money) 

small amount This hop has low prices 
degrees The temperature today is low 

M 

151. Make very + one object and 
verb I made him cry 

+ two objects he made me a feast when I 
arrived 

+ only one 
object He has just made the cake 

to mean 'win' He is making money 
to mean 'happen' If you say it wrong I'll make 

you repeat it 
to mean 'do' he makes fun of me 

152. Many adjective There are many things to do 
today 

quantifier I've got too many bags 
negative with There aren't many books in the 

noun licence 
+ times How many times have you been 

to Riyadh 
to mean 'number' How many of you were absent 

yesterday 
to mean lots, Were there many students in 

the library? 

153. Matter verb It does't matter 
noun What's the matter with you? 

154. No'matter conjunction No matter what you say, I- 
won't believe you. 

155. May verb modal 
auxiliary He may not agree 

permission May I take my copybook? 
requests May I have some more please? 
possibility I may see you again 
suggestion You may go there if you want 

Maybe perhaps Maybe he is sick 

156. Meals noun no article with I am going to have dinner 
them at 7 o'clock 
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157. Might verb modal auxiliary I might go to Jeddah tomorrow 
permission I might lend your cycle today 
suggestion We might visit our uncle next 

week 

158. Mind noun What's in your mind? 
verb feel objection Do you mind if I open the 

window? 
No, I don't mind 

requests (would) Would you mind opening the 
window? 

159. More adjective greater in I need more students to lift 
number it 

noun What more do you want? 
May I have one more? 

adjective comparison Ali has more books than Sameer 

160. Most adverb What most pleased you in that 

, trip? 
adjective This is the most beautiful 

garden 
the majority Most people like tea with mint 

161. Much adverb intensifier He is much better today 
modifier I very much enjoyed the feast 

adjective quantifier Vve got too much 
contrasted with There is much food on this, 

few table 
value How much is your watch? 
quantity How much do you want? 

162. Must verb model auxiliary I must get up at 7 o'clock 
deduction He must be joking 
prohibition You mustn't write in red ink 
importance I must send this letter today 

N 

163. Near preposition Ahmed is sitting near Ammar 
adverb My home is very near 

164. Need and noun expressed by: 
Necessity noun must I must leave now 

should He should finish it before 
this afternoon 

have to You have to come early 
tomorrow 

need You need a new cycle 
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165. Never adverb at no time He never goes to Dammam 
emphatic (not) This will never do 

166. New adjective things It is a new pen 
freshly baked New bread 
latest Omar is a new student 
now seen I'm going to teach new words 

in this lesson 

168. Next adjective What is the next thing to do? 
adverb What's next?, 

+ preposition 
Itot He is sitting next to Sakh 

time See you next week 

169. No adjective not one or any He has no books 
negative answers No, thank you 
ellipitical 

construction No smoking 
opposite of Yes Is it Friday today? No 

it is not. 
phrases -It's no good to use the pen. 

adverb I have no more money 

170. Nobody pronoun We saw nobody here 

171. No one pronoun No one took the seat 

172. None pronoun I wanted some rice but there 
was none 

tof None of us played well 

173. Non- prefix It is a non-stop flight 

174. Not adverb for negative He is not John. he is Peter 
for non-finite He asked me not to be late 

verb tomorrow 
certain verbs I believe not.. hope not.. 

afraid not 
phrase Not at all 
interrogative Isn't your brother coming with 

form with us 
tag-question It's a TV, isn't it? 
absence Not here 
opposite It is not clean. Not much 

175. Nothing noun There's nothing in the box 
phrases Nothing wrong with it (him) 
+ for nothing for them 
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176. nouns common door, window, orange, boy, man 
proper makkah, Saudi Arabia, Arafat 
compound letter-box, car-race 
countable a book, a cupboard, a seat 
mass coffee, rice, Pepsi 
plural doors, blackboards, desks 

177. Nowhere adverb He is nowhere to be found 

178. Numbers noun cardinal 1,2,3,4,5,6 
ordinal 14th, 15th, '16th 

0 

object direct (person) He gave him a present 
direct (thing) He gave a present to him 
indirect He showed him a picture 

179. Of preposition origin The book of English 
separation of Drive east 10 kilometre of 

place that station 
indicating cause In Africa some people die 

of hunger 
material The window is made of wood 
descriptive 

genetive The boy of a cap is my friend 
objective 

genetive The seller of meat 
subjective 

genetive The fear of Allah 
indicating 

connection The door of the car 
adjective of + 

noun It is good of you to come 
possessive Othman is a friend of mine 

180. Off adverbial partical Put the light off 
distance of The city is 10 kilometres off 

space that station 
distance of 

time We are off on Fridays 
no longer fresh The food has gone off 

preposition down from Get off the car. Fall off a 
ladder 

away from Keep off the grass 
unwear Take your shoes off in the 

Mosque 
flying The plan is taking off 

181. Often adverb many times We often go there 
phrases How often do you swim? 
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definition 
Exponents and Contextual Use 

182. Old adjective comparison He is older than him. He is 
the oldest 

contrasted with Old people are not active as 
young young 

contrasted with 
modern This is an old flat 

out of date It's old fashioned 

183. On preposition lying against The glass is on the table 
in contrast with The picture is on the wall 
time We have an exam on Tuesday 
about This lesson is on Post-office 
expressing On this account, we have to 

ground leave on Monday 
proximity Our farm is on the road to 

Medina 
activity Items in this shop are on sale 

adverb continued, 
activity Please go onl 

progress Come on Alil Hurry upt 
wearing He has his glasses on. Put on 

your coat 
contrasted with This light was on last night 

off The hand-break is on 
combined with 

(be) What's on. 

184. Once adverb one time I have been to London once 
mid Position He once lived in Taif 
immediately At once. Once I get it, I'll 

send it 
at the same time I can't do two things at once 

185. One adjective One pencil, two pens, and 
three rubbers 

pronoun Lesson one talks about travel- 
ling 

in place of a 
(n) VIve got one 

after an 
adjective My pen is a good one 

avoid repetition If you compare this pen with 
that one, this pen is better 

186. Only adjective Mahir, is the only student who 
played the match 

adverb I saw only mahir in that match 
conjunction Only thatl 
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187. Or conjunction alternative Isit red or yellow? 
the first of Would you like the red, yellow 

alternatives or blue 
synonyms U. K. or Britain 
equivalent or There are 25 students or so in 

about the class 
joining clauses You can watch this film or 

write your homework. 

188. In order to noun It is in order to repair the 
chair? 

189. Ordinal 
number noun first, second, third, fourth 

190. Other adjective second The other bag is better 
one from One of them is mine, the 

alternatives other one is not 

, 
191. Others adjective One of them is mine, the 

others are not. 

192. Out adverb away from Run out. Take your shoes out 
not at a place Ali is out 
been borrowed The book was out. It's not 

in the library 
low The tide is out 
not fashionable Black and White TV is out 

nowadays 

193. Out of preposition contrasted with The fish cannot live out of 
in (into) water 

from among Take one of thesel 
by the use of It's made out of good material 
condition Out of order. Out of date. 

194. Outside noun contrasted with The outside of the school 
inside looks beautiful 

adjective nearer He's calling from the outside 

195. Over adverb movement from 
one side to Turn the page over 
another 

repetition Count your money over 
in addition All students of twelve and 

over stand up 
ended Time is over 

preposition equivalent to 
above The light is over the table 

time He played for over an hour 
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No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

196. Own adjective emphasis I saw Ali with my own eyes 
possessive This is my own book 
independently He is studying on his own 

verb I own this cycle 

P 

197. passive voice simple present The book is taken from the 
table 

simple past The book was taken from the 
table 

present perfect The book has been taken from 
the table 

future The book will be taken from 
the table 

present The book is being taken from 
progressive the table 

198. Past preposition time It's half past three 
space He walked past the garden 

adjective passed The weather was sunny in the 
past few days 

noun time passed In the past we were in 
elementary school 

199. period of by I'll give it to you by 
time Wednesday 

during I'll finish the exercise 
during the next week 

for He lived in Abha for six 
years 

since He has drawn this picture 
since the last match. 

while I'll open the window while you 
are cleaning the board 

200. permission allowed It is allowed to eat here? 
possible It is possible to play 

football there? 
can Can we walk on the grass? 
could' Could I ask a question? 
may May I come before Ahmad? 
permitted Is it permitted to have two 

books at one time? 

201. Piece of noun part of Can I have a piece of chalk, 
please? . separate This seat is a piece of our 

instance furniture 
coin A ten qurosh piece, please, 

for the telephone. 
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piece of verb put pieces Piece these puzzle-parts, 
together please 

202. Place noun a part of space There is no place for your bag 
here 

city When I was in Britain I 
visited many places 

passage in a bookI have lost my place 
step In the first place we should 

bring all items 
natural position Go back to your place 

verb Place them in the right order 

203. Plural nouns with -s cars, books, tables, chairs 
with - es glasses, watches, tomatoes 
turning - 

y to ies babies, ladies 
fe to ves knives, thieves, lives 
a to e men, women 

00 to ee teeth, feet 
used only as scissors, people, police, 

plural glasses, 

204. Point noun sharp tip This is the point of the 
pencil 

dot Eight point four (8.4) 
scoring Our team scored eleven points 

till now.. I 
not understood I don't get the point 
stop This is the, last point this 

train reaches 
verb show Hasan is pointing to the door 

205. possession have I have a pen 
have got I have got a pen 
own I own this bike 

206. present verb to be + He is cleaning the 
progressive ing blackboard 

present in present 
participle progressive He is writing a letter 

as an adjective It's surprising 
present 

perfect of 'be' I have been in London last 
year 

repeated action I have been to Ubhar several 
times 

with: ever, I have been in this school 
never since 1984 (for four years) 

present simple habits I get up at 6 o'clock 
to mean future He leaves at 12 o'clock 
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Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical 
No. Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use Items Nomination 

definition 

207. pronouns personal I am a student (see separate 
sheet) 

possessive It is my pen (see separate 
sheet) 

reflexive I repaired it myself (see' 
separate sheet) 

Q 

208. Quantity noun of mass How much do you want. A kilo? 
of units How many do you want. Two 

kilos? 

question echoed I am a student in this school. 
Are you? 

interrogative: 
wh What is your name? 
modal Can you play table tennis? 

tags He is here, isn't he? 

R 

209. Rather adverb intensifier He is rather old 
preference I'd rather go by bus than go 

on foot 

210. relative subject Yussif is the student who won 
the match 

clauses object He is the boy whom I met last 
week ' 

deleted object He is the boy I met last week 

211. Remember verb keep in memory Can you remember his name? 
+ object I remember his name 
+ to purpose Remember to write exercise 20 

as homework 
+ incy I remember seeing him last 

month 

212. requests can Can I have your pen, please? 
could Could you clean the 

blackboard? 
may may I have your cycle 

tomorrow? 
will Will you shut the door? 
would Would you come with us for 

dinner? 

213. Right adjective contrasted with 
wrong You are right 

exact Have you got the right fare? 



Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical 
No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition 

Right adjective suitable Which is, the right way to 
Jizan? 

normal condition Do you feel all right? 
noun You have the right to do it 

I write with my right hand 
adjective I hurt my right foot 

214. Round adjective The ball is round 
preposition at various There is a wall round that 

points villa 
position They are sitting round a 

table 
approximately We'll leave round about 

6 o'clock 
verb make round Round your lips when you say 

/U: / 
go round We round Al-Kaaba for Twaf 

S 

215. Same adjective not different 

one way 
pronoun 

phrase 

introducing a 
fact 

adverb same way 

216. Say verb 
indirect 

speech 
suppose 

217. See verb 

after can 
understand 

meet 
find out 

218. Semi-copula feel 

look 
taste 
smell 

This camera is the same as 
that 

We are all going the same way 
We must all say the same 
Have a nice weekend. The same 

to you 
At the same time you should 

remind him of it. 
Other students do not feel the 

same about exams 

Does he say anything wrong> 

He said that he was ill 
Let's say two days for 

painting this wall , 

If you shut your eyes you 
can't see 

I can see him over there 
See it? See what I mean/ 

Oh I seel 
I'll see you tomorrow 
Go and see if Ali is there or 

not 

They feel happy with the 
present 

He looks handsome 
It tastes awful 
It smells good 
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No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition I 

Semi-copula sound The call sounds good 

219. Send verb indirect object Send me the letter 
direct object Send the letter to me 

220. Several adjectives I've read it several times 
pronoun Several of us decided to go 

by bus 

221. Shall verb auxiliary for I shall visit my uncle 
future tomorrow 

offers and 
suggestions Shall I help you? 

222. Shape noun What's the shape of his nose? 
verb Shape a pot on a wheel 

223. Short adjective duration We play for a short time only 
opposite to tall A short stick 
comparative -er He is shorter than the teacher 

-est He is the shortest 
not reaching the 

usual You have me short change 
inability to see He has short sight 

224. Shortly adverb soon Shortly he will leave to Taif 
briefly Say it shortly 

225. Short 
answers adjective complement What's your name? Ali 

adverb place Where's Ali? At home 
time When will he arrive? On 

Saturday 
noun object What's he writing? His 

homework 
subject Who can carry it? I can 

Yes/no tag Are, you Ali? Yes, I am 

226. Should verb auxiliary future 
future in the I said to him that I should 

past play chess with him next 
weekend 

promise You say he'll not go but I say 
he should go. 

duty You should write this 
exercise today 

command Should all students wait 
prohibition You shouldn't come before six 

I o clock 
advisability I should see the dentist for 

my teeth 
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should verb inadvisability You shouldn't play with your 
injured foot 

227. Show verb indirect object Show me the picture 
direct object Show the picture to me 
visible He's afraid to show the 

expensive camera 
grant He showed sympathy 

noun performance There's a show today at the 
school's theatre 

display There's a car show next month 
in Jiddah 

228. Since adverb He has lived in Dammam since 
1972 

preposition I haven't seen him since his 
success 

229. So Adverb extent It is so big that I can't lift 
it 

of degree such He is so clever a boy 
very I'm so sorry - 
much more You have written so much 

adverb of phrase Speak up so that everybody can 
hear 

manner to substitute a 
word I told you so 

also You are a student in this 
school and so am I 

about It will cost you one hundred 
riyals or so 

etcetera and so on 
conjunction therefore 

ihe 
shops were closed so I 

couldn't buy anything 
exclamatory So you are coming with usl 

230. Some adjective affirmative Please give me some waterl 
expectations and Isn't there some juice in this 

wishes bottle? 
contrasted with Some children learn English 

others quickly while others do not 
a long way The school is at some distance 

pronoun a few Some of these books are useful 

231. Somebody pronoun some person There's somebody at the door 

232. Someone pronoun some person Someone in this room 

233. Something pronoun indefinite 
nature Something in the glass of tea 

adverb rather like It's something like a fly 
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Structural Grammatical Sub-grammatical 
No. Items Nomination Nomination or Exponents and Contextual Use 

definition I. 

Something adverb approximately He left something like 52 
riyals 

234. Sometime adverb at sometime Come sometime next week 

235. Sometimes adverb at some times He sometimes plays football 

236. Somewhere adverb some place The pen must be somewhere in 
this room 

237. Soon Adverb not long after We shall soon be at school 
early You must come so soon 
future I'll see you soon 
as soon as I'll tell him as soon as I see 

him 

238. Sorry adjective to apologise I'm sorry 
+ to infinitive I'm sorry to hear that 
+ of + gerund I'm sorry of hearing that 

I'm sorry that you can't play 
this match 

239. Still adjective without Please keep still while 
measurement photographing 

adverb mid position He is still busy 
affirmative He is still here 

240. Stop verb We stopped at Bahra 
-+ gerund He stopped talking 

Stop talking! Stop itt 
refuse to give The bank has stopped payment 
not cash it The bank has stopped the 

cheque 
stay Are you stopping at home? 

noun break in'a Stop-over ticket please London 
journey - Jiddah through Paris 

stopping The flight to Dahran has one 
stop only 

stop Where's the bus-stop 
mark of 

punctuation This is a full-stop 

241. Such adjective - (+ adjective + 
noun) He's such a nice man 

of the same kind Such a word is difficult 
so much Don't be in such a hurry 
intensive I have not seen such a big 

building 
for example You make any shape such as 

a triangle 
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242. Suppose verb suggest I don't suppose he is coming 
proposal Suppose we go for watching the 

game 
requires Creation supposes a creator 
be expected He is supposed to be here 

today 
obligation Are you supposed to clean 

the blackboard? 

T 

242. Take verb get Take your bag 
catch Be careful not to take cold 
steal Someone has taken my book 
accompany Take these books to the 

library 
have Let's take fish and chips 
accept Will you take 50 riyals for 

the camera? 
last The work took nine hours 
not hurry Take your timel 
find out The doctor took my 

temperature 
treat Take it easyl 

243. Tall adjective more than 
average height He is tall 

comparison - er He, is taller than Ali 
comparative - est He is the tallest boy 
difficult to 

believe It's a tall story 

244. Taste verb Semi-copula It tastes good 
noun It has a good taste 

245. Tell verb -+ about Tell me about your brother 
utter He tells a truth 
indirect speech He told me that he had left 

for Cairo 
order You must do what your are told 

246. Temperature noun How cold is it? How hot is it? 
What is the temperature today? 
It's 200C centigrade 
It's very hot 
It's very cold 

Tenses present: 
simple He needs a book 
progressive He is reading a book 
perfect he has read a book 
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Tenses present: passive A book is read 

past: 
perfect He had written a letter 
perfect with After I had written a letter 

after I left 
perfect with I left before I had written 

before a letter 
perfect with 

when When I had finished I left 
simple He wrote a letter 

with irregular 
verb He drew a picture 

with regular 
verb He played football 

exact time 
reference He left a week ago 

progressive He was cleaning the board 
with when When he was cleaning the board 

I shut the door. 

247. Than 

248. That 

249. The 

conjunction second part of 
comparison John is taller than Peter 

with a transitive 
verb I know him better than you 

with an intrans- 
itive. verb He runs faster than me 

phrase There's nobody than me here 

adjective contrasted with 
this 

formula for 
finality 

collective 
singular 

possessive 

conjunction introducing 

That is a window 
so that he can arrive 

early 

What about that? 
I don't want to drive that 

cycle of him 

clauses He said that he would come 
pronoun defining clauses The box that fell was mine 

after You are , 
the only student 

superlatives that can do it 

article Definite: class A man and woman walk in the 
specific street. The man wears a cap 

while the woman wears Abayah 
referring to I am going to the school- 

place yard 
something unique The earth goes round the sun 
noun: unique The rear of the car 
superlative The best way is to take a taxi 
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The article seas and oceans The Red Sea, The Atlantic 
Ocean 

Sudan I went to the Sudan 
with adjective The expensive pen is on the 

table 
mass ? nouns' The care does seventy kilos to 

the gallon. 
adverb comparative The more you study the more 

degree you understand 

250. Then adverb after that We'll have coffee first, then 
tea 

beginning or end Then, you should write him a 
of sentence letter or You should 

write him a letter, then 

251. There adverb place He'll be there soon 
at that point Don't stop therel 
direction Can I go there and back in 

one day? 
indefinite 

subject There's a man at the door 
with 'seem', There seems to be good 

'appear' weather today 

252. These pronoun demonstrative 
- near Look at these boxes here 

possessive These shoes of mine are very 
tight 

narrative Then these people went to the 
King 

253. Think verb come to You should think before doing 
conclusion it 

-+ so I don't think so 
-+ (that) I think that he has a problem 

consider Do you think he'll pass the 
exam 

imagine + can You can't think how glad I am 
to see you 

-+ about 
(examine) Think about any ideas and let 

me know 
-+ about He is thinking about his 

(recall) accident he had 
-+ of They are thinking of going to 

(consider) the match 

254. This pronoun demonstrative - 
near This is a table 
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definition 

This pronoun possessive This watch of mine needs 
repair 

narrative This boy then tried to build a 
cave 

for things this costs more than that 

255. Those pronoun demonstrative - 
for Those are windows 

256. Through adverb pass They wouldn't let us through 
the window 

preposition side to side The River Nile flows through 
Cairo 

on one surface Look through the window 
means I got the news through a news- 

paper 

257. Till/Until conjunction 
_ 

up to the time Go straight on until you come 
when to a roundabout 

preposition up to the time 
when I'll wait till ten o'clock 

258. Not till conjunction He won't, be there till 1 
o'clock 259. Titles noun Mr. Mr * Rashee 

Mrs. Mrs. Rashee 
Miss Jane 
Dr. Dr. Nabeel 

260. To preposition towards Go-to the window 
reach the state Don't switch it on till I 

of change the fuse from 5 amp 
to 13 amp 

introducing 
indirect object To whom you lent it? 

as far as From beginning to end 
before It's quarter to eleven 
until I worked today from morning 

to evening 
comparison Our team won by 3 goals to one 
causing To my opinion it's not worth 

10 riyals 
with semi-cOpulas It looks to me like gold 

particles after as verb He want to know about it 
after adjective I'm sorry to hear this 
after too + 

adjective It's too hot to go out now 
after adjective 

+ enough It's cheap enough to buy 
as adjectival 

function Ali was the first to arrive 
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definition 

To particle as adverbial 
function He came to see me 

infinitive It's bad to steal 

261. Too adverb as well - also I have also been Riyadh, too 
intensifier We had too much rain last 

month 

U 

262. Unable to adjective present He's unable to walk 
past He was unable to walk 
future He'll be unable to walk 

263'. Up adverb contrasted with 
down Stand up, pleasel Get upl 

happening What's upl 
to a high place Prices are still going up 
completeness I have eaten up my lunch 
with more force Speak up, pleasel 
attributive 

with noun The up platform 
preposition in the sense of 

adverb Climb up the mountain 
prefix upward direction 

modernize It is an up-to-date book-- 

V 

264 Very adjective attributive It's very hot today 
extreme At the very beginning 

adverb intensifier He seemed very interested 
with well I'm very well, thank you 

W 

265 Walk noun for pleasure He'll go for a walk 
style I recognize him by his walk 

verb move I walked home yesterday 
high Walk upstairs 

266. Want verb require What do you want from him? 
desire He wants to see your camera 
need Your hair wants cutting 

noun need The cycle is in want of repair 
desire Allah gives me all my wants 

267. Well adverb mid position You may well be scared 
in a good manner He speaks English well. Well 

done 
with praise Speak well+ 
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Well adverb fortunately He did well not to play 
football 

completely Shake the bottle well 
in addition He gave me his pen as well 

adjective in good health I'm very well thank you 

268. Well expressing: 
astonishment Well, there are some others 

there 
relief Well, here are your books 

resume a story Well, as I was saying.. that 

269. What adjective interrogative What is your name? 
selecting number What books have you read? 
exclamatory What a clever boyl 

pronoun interrogative What happened 
with reference 

to size What size is it? 
purpose 'What is it for? 

+ relative the things which Do what you think is right 

270. When Adverb interrogative When will he come? 
in what occasion When did that happen? 

ad. relative He had left when Ali phoned me 
conjunctive during the time It was raining when they came 
conjunction temporal I'll go out when it is dark 

271. Where adverb interrogative 
direction Where do you live? 

place Where do you come, from? 
relative That'sýthe school where 

I studied last year 
place I round my pen where I put it 
phrases: 
near what places Where about? 
to what end Where to? 
whatever place Wherever you go you can see a 

Mosque 
conjunction the place where Leave the watch where you 

found it 

272. Which adjective interrogative 
selection 

pronoun interrogative 
selection 

relative 

non-defining 

phrases 

Which pen is yours? 
Which is bigger-this ball or 

that 
Take, the pen which is in the 

desk 
The exercise which you read is 

homework 
Take whichever you likel 
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273. While 

274. Who 

275. Whom 

276. Whose 

277. Will 

noun duration Read the test while I'm 
cleaning the board 

whereas He escaped while his brother 
tried to fight him 

although While this test is lengthy, 
I it is not difficult 

pronoun interrogative Who is this boy? 
relative - 

restriction That's the boy who broke the 
window 

pronoun interrogative To whom di you give it? 
relative - 

defining That's the boy to whom I gave 
it 

pronoun interrogative - 
possessive Whose pen is this 

relative This is the boy whose pen was 
found 

which I came across a house whose 
garden is very big 

verb future 
promise 

invitation 

I will see him tomorrow 
I will give you the cheque 

when I can 
Will you come to us today for 

dinner 
Will you clean the blackboard? 
This book will help you very 

much 

instruction 
prediction 

278. With preposition possession 
filling 

instrument 
relationship 
discussion 

manner 

279. Without preposition not having 

before gerund 

instrumental 

The boy with black hair 
The bag is filled with 

presents 
I usually write with pencil 
he lives with his brother 
I had a discussion with him 

yesterday 
Ali is the one who is standing 

with his hand in his pocket 

You can't open that door with- 
out a key 

Can you dive for five minutes 
without breathing? 

Can you travel without a 
ticket 
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280. Wonder verb -+ if I wonder if you can open that 
window 

281. Would verb offers Would you like some coffee? 
invitation Would you like to go out this 

weekend? 
requests Would you clean the blackboard 

please? 
requests - mind Would you mind cleaning 

+ gerund the blackboard 

Y 

282. Yet adverb question Has he come yet? 
up to now He is not here yetl 

conjunction nevertheless He worked hard yet he failed 

283. Zero article meals breakfast, lunch, dinner, 
supper 

drinks tea, coffee, lemonade, juice 
proper nouns Saudi Arabia; Egypt, Oatar 
names of people Ali, John, Yousif, Hasan 
plural units videos are expensive 
mass noun sugar, rice, ice-cream, soap 
abstract noun news, knowledge, information 
transport by car, by bus, by air, by 

train 
purposeful 

destination school, home, hospital, mosque 
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APPENDIX R. 
Inventory of Structural Categories 

1. Adjectives: 

(a) - attributive: the beautiful picture 
(b) - predictive: i- subject complement: 

your house is strong 
ii - object complement: 

I did my work quickly. 

(c) - postpositive: I want to read something 
(d) - noun phrase: The Saudi Arabian people 
(e) - contingent: You can eat it when ripe 
(f) - exclamatory: Excellent 
(g) - Limiter: The only thing I wish to have is that cake 
(h) - intensifier: The ladies are very happy 
(i) - participle: He looks very shocked, interesting places 
(j) - noun: the criminal killed the boy. His deed is 

criminal 

2. Adverbs: 
(a) - frequency: We have been in Spain twice. 
(b) - manner: He did his job easily. 
(C) - place: The exercise below. 
(d) - time: The test will be next week. 
(e) - modifier of determiner: Nearly everybody visited that 

antique show. (f) --predeterminer: Over one hundred people died on that 
plane. 

(g) - pastdeterminer: I paid more than three hundred riyals for 
one ticket for that football match. (h) - Too + to (infinitive): He is too old to play football. 

Articles: 
(a) - definite (The): The school-yard. (b) - indefinite (a or an): A book - an apple (c) - absence of definite article: He goes to school every 

day. 
(d) - distributive: We have physical; training twice a week. 

4. Auxiliaries: 
(a) - non-negative: do, does, did, have, has, had, having, am, 

is, are, was, were, being, been, can, 
could, may, might, shall, should, will, 
must, used to 

(b) - uncontracted negative: 
do not, does not, did not, have not, has 
not, had not, not having, am not, is not, 
are not, was not, were not, not being, 
cannot, could not, may not, might not, 
shall not, should not, will not, must not, 
used not to. 

(c) - contracted negative: 
don't, doesn't, didn't. haven't, hasn't, 
hadn't, aren't, isn't, wasn't, weren't, 
can't, couldn't, mayn't, mightn't, shan't, 
shouldn't, won't, mustn't, didn't used to. 
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5. Cardinal numbers: 
(a) - up to five digits: 12389 
(b) - '0' pronounced /OU/ in telephone number of zero 
(c) - 'zero' refers to degree only. 

6. Causitive form in requests: 
(a) 'have': Can I have my car repaired? 
(b) 'get': Can I get this wall painted? 

7. (a) cause reason: Why didn't you come? Because I was ill. 
(b) conditional: If he was here, he would come. 
(c) place: Go bac7k-to the point where you started from. 
(d) - purpose: He went to the back in order to withdraw money. 
(e) - relative: This is the car tha7t-f -wish To have. 
(f) - result: They came late so they did not catch the flight. 
(g) - time: We go for tlýa-tpl7cnic when the weather changes. 

8. Comparatives: 
(a) - with -er: He is shorter than his sister. 
(b) - with -ier: She came a bit earlier than usual. 
(c) - with -est: I am the fastest among the runners. 
(d) - with iest: He is the heaviest in the classroom. 
(e) - with 'more' and 'most': He is more cautious than I am. 

He is the most sympathetic. 
(f) - irregular forms: better, best, worse, worst, less, least, 

more, most, farther, fartherest. 

9. Comparison: 
(a) - as + adj + as: I am as short as my brother 
(b) - not as + adj + as: He is not as tall as I am. (c) - as + adv + as: She ran as fast as him. 
(d) - not as + adv + ad: She did not run as fast as him. 

10. Conjunctions: and, as well as, but, or, so. 

11. (a) - _enumerative: 
first, second, third... firstly, 
secondly... to begin with, in the first 
place, in the second place, next, then, 
finally, last, lastly, to conclude. 

(b) - reinforcing: also, furthermore, moreover, what is more. 
(c) - equative: in the same way, equally, similarly (d) - transitional: by the way 
(e)- - summative: to sum up, above all 
(f) - apposition: namely, in other words, for example 
(g) - result: consequently, so, therefore, thus, hence 
(h) - inferential: otherwise, in other words, in that case 
(i) - replace: on the other hand, don the other side, 

alternatively 
(j) - concessive: anyhow, anyway, however, yet, in spite of, in 

any case 
(k) - antithetic: instead, on the contrary, by comparison. 
(1) - concessive: anyhow, anyway, -however, yet, in spite of, 

in any case. 
(m) - temporal transition: meantime, meanwhile, whereas 

12. Demonstratives: 
(a) adjectives: This/that is a boy. These/those are girls. 
(b) pronouns: Bring me this/that. Take all of those/these. 
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13. Determiners: 
(a) - singular: cat 
(b) - cats 
(c) - non-count: furniture 
(d) - demonstrative: three cats 
(e) - possessive: my 
(f) - quantifier: many, much, few, a few, some, a little 

14. Exclamatory Statement: 
(a) - subject: What an enormous crowd camel 
(b) - object: What a weather we have had todayl 
(c) - complement: How delightful his manners arel 

15. intensifiers: 
(a) - emphasiser: definitely 
(b) - amplifiers: completely, very much 
(c) - downtoners: partly, almost, hardly 

16. Modifiers: 
(a) - of adjective: an extremely wide river, very wide river 
(b) - of adverb: They smoke very heavily 
(c) - of noun phrases: He gave such an illustrative 

description. 

17. nouns: 
(a) - classes: proper: London 

common: knife 
countable:, orange 
uncountable: rice (b) - number: singular: bottle 
plural: bottles 

(c) - gender: I masculine unmarked for gender: father 
masculine marked for gender: waiter feminine unmarked for gender: mother feminine marked for gender: waitress dual gender: doctor, inhabitant (d) - genetives: possessive: my bicycle's wheel 

subjective: the cat's tail 

18. Numerals: 
(a) - cardinal : up to four digits (productive) 

up to five digits (interproductive) 
M - ordinal: up to two digits ( productive) 

19. Passive Voice: 
(a) - present simple: am/is/are + done 
(b) - past sim ple: was/were + done 
(c) - present continuous: am/is/are being done 
(d) - present perfect: have/has + been + done 

20. (a) - personal: subject forms: I, YOU, they, he, she, it 
object forms: me, you, them, him, her, it 

(b) - possessive: adjectives: my, your, their' 
pronouns: mine, yours, theirs, hers, his etc. 

(c) - interrogative: adjectives: whose, what, which 
pronouns: who whose, which 

(d) - relative: who, which, that 
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(e) indefinite: someone, somebody, non one, nobody, 
everybody, something, nothing, everything, 
some, any 

(f) Reflexive: myself, yourself, himself, ourselves, 
yourselves, themselves, itself 

(g) reciprocal: each other, one another 

21. Prepositions: 
(a) - prepositional phrase: He was waiting at a bus-stop. 
(b) - pastpased prepositions: At which school are you studying. 
(c) - simple preposition: at, in, from, on, behind 
(d) - complex preposition: out of, in front of, due to 
(e) - prepositional meaning: 

i- dimension: The bicycle is at-the cottage. 
ii - direction: Tom went to the window. 

iii - position: He is at the window now. 
ix - negative: Tom went off the window 

v- relative position: The light is over the table. 
vi - passage: The goal keeper ran behind the goal 

posts. 

22. Sentence Types: 
(a) - Declarative sentences: It is a new school. 
(b) - Interrogative Sentences: 

i. Yes/No questions: Is he a pupil? 
ii. Question - word: How much do you have? 

(c) - Imperative Sentences: 
i. Commands: Wait here! 

ii. Can you clean the blackboardl 

23. Sentence Complexity: 
(a) - Simple sentences: 

i. with adverb: John is at school. He puts the chalk 
on the table. 

ii. with compliment: John is a student. iii. with object: John gives me a present. iv. with verb only: John cries. (b) - Complex sentences: 
i- finite clause: John went home because he was ill. 

ii - infinite clause: The best thing is to play 
football. 

(c) - Compound sentences: 
i- coordination with 'and': John went to school and 

.1 Mary ??????? 
ii - coordination with 'but': John went to school být 

Mary didn't. 
iii - coordination with 'or' : Do you like fish or 

chicken? 

24. Verbs: 
(a) - Types: i. Capula: (be) 

ii. Semi Capula: become, get, feel, look, 
remain, stay. 

iii. Auxiliaries and Modality (mentioned above) 
(b) - Forms: i. infinitive: let, be sorry 

ii. imperative: Wait therel 
iii. past participle: in perfect, passive voice 

and adjective: pleased 
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iv. present participle/gerund: in continuous 
tense and in adjective: 
interesting 

(c) - Aspect: i. simple: go 
ii. perfect: gone 

iii. continuous: going 
(d) - Tense: i. present: go 

ii. past: went 
iii. future: with will, be going to, and 

continuous tense 

25. Word Order: 
(a) - Basic pattern: subject + verb + object or complement. 
(b) - Derived patterns: 

i. Yes/no question 
ii. Wh/questions 

iii. Negative sentence pattern with not 
iv. Passive voice pattern 

V. Imperative pattern 

26. Reported speech: 
(a) - Back-shift and other changes: 'You are nice, ' he said. 

He said that he was nice. 
(b) - Distant meaning: 'The sun rises in the East, ' he said. 

He said the sun rises in the East. 
(c) - Indirect question: 

i. yes/no: 'Are you ready? ' he asked 
He asked are you ready? 

ii. Wh/question: 'Why do you come to school? ' he 
asked. 

He asked me why I came to 
school. (d) - Indirect Command: Keep silentl he told him. He told him 

to keep silent. 
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APPENDIX 

Selected Preframed Patterns 

No. Patterns 

1. Good morning 
2. Good afternoon 
3. Good evening 
4. Good night 
5. Stand up! 
6. Sit down! 
7. Good 
8. Excellent 
9 That's enough 

10. That's right 
11. Listen to me! 
12. Look at the blackboard 

(picture etc. ) 
13. All right 
14. O. K. 
15. Can you heard me? 
16. Clean the blackboard 
17. A piece of chalk please 
18. Can you help me? 
19. Count from 1 to 20 ... 30 etc. 
20. Never mind 
21. What's the matter 
22. Go on! 
23. Why are you late? 
24. Which do you like best? 
25. Sharpen your pencil! 
26. Where is the duster? 
27. It is very hot 
28. It is cold today. 
29. The air-conditioning is not 

working. 
30. Switch on the air-conditioning 

please. 
31. Switch it off, please. 
32. Is it your book (eraser, pen, 

etc. ). 
33. What else! 
34. Say it again, pleasel 
35. Say it after me, pleasel 
36. Answer this question! 
37. Pick it upl 
38. Shut the doorl 
39. This group now (A's group, B's 

group) 
40. Be quiet, please! 
41. Excuse me! 
42. What's your name (his name)? 
43. Thank youl, Thanks! Thanks a lot 
44. Not at all 
45. You welcome 

No. Patterns 

46. Can you manage? 
47. Very good 
48. Speak up, pleasel 
49. Louder pleasel 
50. Show me your copybook (handbook) 
51 Touch the desk (the book, the 

table etc. ) 
52. Are you ready? Ready? 
53. Start nowl 
54. Hello, How are you? 
55.1 am very well (nice) thank youl 
56. Yourself? 
57. Not badl 
58. Stop, please! 
59. That's enought 
60. How much is your pen (watch 

etc. ) 
61. It's your turn now 
62. Go ahead 
63. Yes, please 
64. No, thank you. 
65. Pleased to meet youl 
66. Nice to meet youl 
67. Good day! 
68. Good bye! 
69. See you tomorrow (after the 

holiday). 
70. See you later. 
71. Have a nice weekendt 
72. Have a'nice trip (journey)l 
73. Have a good holidayl 
74. Enjoy yourselfl , 
75. Take care of yourselfl 
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APPENDIXT'., 

1. Do: 

The Auxiliaries 

Base Non-negative Uncontracted Negative Contracted Negative 

Present do - does 

Past did 

do not - does not 

did not 

don't 

didn't 

Have: 

Base Non-negative Uncontracted Negative Contracted Negative 

Present have, 've have - not, lve not haven't 
has, 's has not, ts not hasn't 

Past had, 'd had not, 'd not hadn't 

3. Be: 

Base Type Non-negative Uncontracted Negative Contracted 
Negative 

lst person 
singular am, 'm am not, 'm not arentt, ain't 

3rd person 
Present singular is, Is is not, Is not isn't 

2nd person, 
lst and 3rd 
person plural are, re are not, Ire not aren t 

1st and 3rd 
person singular was was not wasn't 

Past 2nd person, lst 
and 3rd person 
plural were were not It weren 
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The Modal Auxilaries 

No. Non-negative Uncontracted Negative Contracted Negative 

1 can cannot, can not canft 
2 could could not couln't 
3 may may not mayn't 
4 might might not mightn't 
5 shall shall not shan't 
6 should should not shouldn't 
7 will, 'll will not, 'll not won't 
8 would, 'd would not, 'd not wouldn't 
9 must must not mustn'd 

Pronouns 

Number Gender Personal Personal Reflexive Possessive Possessive 
Subject Object Pronouns determiner nominal 

Singular masc. & 
fem. I 

plural masc. & 
fem. we 

mine 

ours 

singular masc. 

me myself my 

us ourselves our 

fem. you you yourself your yours 

plural masc. & 
fem. you, you yourselves 

-yours 
yours 

singular feminine she her herself her hers 

singular non- 
personal it it itself its 

plural masc & 
fem & they them themselves their theirs 

non personal 
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APPENDIX .. 
U. 

Nationality Words 

Name of Country 
or Continent 

Adjectives Singular Plural Nation 

Asia Asian an Asian Asians the Asians 
Saudi Arabia Saudi A Saudi Saudis the Saudis 
Britain British A British Britons the Britons 
Kuwait Kuwaiti A Kuwaiti Kuwaitis the Kuwaitis 
Qatar Qatari A Qatari Qataris the Qataris 
Bahrain Bahraini A Bahraini Bahrainis the Bahrainis 
Iraq Iraqui An Irawi Iraquis the Irawis 

' Syrian Syrian A Syrian Syrians the Syrian s 
Jordan Jordanian A Jordanian Jordanians the Jordanians 
Lebanon Lebanese A Lebenese Lebanense the Lebanese 
Palistine Palistinian A Palistinian Palistinians the Palistinians 
Egypt Egyptian An Egyptian Egyptians the Egyptians 
the Sudan Sudani A Sudani Sudanis the Sudanis 
Yamen Yameni A Yameni Yamenis the Yamenis 
Oman Omani An Omani Omanis the Omanis 
Arabia Arabic an Arab Arabs the Arabs 
Pakistan Pakistani a Pakistani Pakistani the Pakistanis 
Nigeria Nigerian a Nigerian Nigerians the Nigerians 
Turkey Turkish a Turkish Turkishmen the Turkismen 
America American an American Americans the Americans 
Japan Japanese a Japanese Japanese the Japanese 
France French a Frenchman Frenchmen the Frenchmen 
Europe Europeqan a European Europeans the Europeans 
Spain Spanish a Spaniard Spaniards the Spaniards 
Somalia Somalian a Somali Somalis the Somalis 
Africa African an African Africans the Africans 
Indonesia Indonesian an Indonesian Indonesians the Indoensians 
India Indian an Indian Indians the Indians 
Italy Italian an Italian Italians the Italians 
Morocco Moroccan a Moroccan Moroccans the Moroccans 
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APPENDIX 
Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers 

Cardinals Ordinals 

0 nought, zero lst first 
2 two 2nd second 
3 three 3rd third 
4 four 4th fourth 
5 five 5th fifth 
6 six 6th sixth 
7 seven 7th seventh 
8 eight 8th eighth 
9 nine 9th ninth 

10 ten 10th tenth 
11 eleven llth eleventh 
12 twelve 12th twelfth 
13 thirteen 13th thirteenth 
14 fourteen 14th fourteenth 
15 fifteen 15th fifteenth 
16 sixteen 16th sixteenth 
17 seventeen 17th seventeenth 
18 eighteen 18th eighteenth 
19 nineteen 19th nineteenth 
20 twenty 20th twentieth 
21 etc twenty-one etc 21st twenty-first etc 
30 thirty 30th thirtieth 
40 forty 40th fortieth 
50 fifty 50th fiftieth 
60 sixty 60th sixtieth 
70 seventy 70th seventieth 
80 eighty 80th eightieth 90 ninety 90th ninetieth 100 one hundred 

101 one hundred and one 
1000 one thousand 
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APPENDIX W 

Regular Verbs Conjugation 

No. Present Past Past Participle 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
is 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

clean 
play 
show 
look 
call 
try 
borrow 
kick 
learn 
signal 
travel 
program 
worship 
agreed 
pay 
carry 
lay 
die 
open 
close 
climb 
pull 
cry 
defeat 
permit 
enter 
say 
push 
hear 
listen 
rent 
switch 
present 
job 
kill 
paint 
land 
pray 
point 
photograph 
found 
develop 
wash 
walk 
post 
start 
dive 
dream 
work 
repair 

cleaned 
played 
showed 
looked 
called 
tried 
borrowed 
kicked 
learned (learnt) 
signalled 
travelled 
programmed 
worshipped 
agreed 
paid 
carried 
laid 
died 
opened 
closed 
climbed 
pulled 
cried 
defeat 
permitted 
entered 
said 
pushed 
heard 
listened 
rented 
switched 
presented 
jogged 
killed 
painted 
landed 
prayed 
pointed 
photgraphed 
founded 
developed 
washed 
walked 
posted 
started 
dived 
dreamed (dreamt) 
worked 
repaired 
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cleaned 
played 
showed 
looked 
called 
tried 
borrowed 
kicked 
learned (learnt) 
signalled 
travelled 
programmed 
worshipped 
agreed 
paid 
carried 
laid 
died 
opened 
closed 
climbed 
pulled 
cried 
defeat 
permitted 
entered 
said 
pushed 
heard 
listened 
rented 
switched 
presented 
jogged 
killed 
painted 
landed 
prayed 
pointed 
photgraphed 
founded 
developed 
washed 
walked 
posted 
started 
dived 
dreamed (dreamt) 
worked 
repaired 



No. Present Past Past Participle 

51 prove proved proved 
52 appear appeared appeared 
53 transmit transmitted transmitted 
54 believe believed believed 
55 rule ruled ruled 
56 injury injured injured 
57 shout shouted shouted 
58 smash smashed smashed 
59 live lived lived 
60 watch watched watched 
61 perform performed performed 
62 crash crashed crashed 
63 wait waited waited 
64 slaughter slaughter slaughter 
65 jump jumped jumped 
66 move moved moved 



Irregular Verb Conjugation 

No. Present Past Past Participle 

1 teach taught taught 
2 sit sat sat 
3 stand stood stood 4 speak spoke spoken 
5 smell smelt smelt 6 spend spent -spent 7 spell spelt spelt 
9 shut shut shut 

10 meet met met 
11 stick stuck stuck 
12 win won won 
13 find found found 
14 dig dug dug 
15 lead led led 
16 drive drove driven 
17 ride rode rode 
18 kneel knelt knelt 
19 keep kept kept 
20 catch caught caught 
21 buy bought bought 
22 think thought thought 
23 feel felt felt 
24 eat ate eaten 
25 drink drank drunk 
26 put put put 
27 cost cost cost 
28 cut cut cut 
29 hit hit hit 
30 hurt hurt hurt 
31 let let let 
32 do did done 
33 sleep slept slept 
34 see saw seen 
35 come came came 
36 hope hoped hoped 
37 fly flew flown 
38 leave left left 
39 feed fed fed 
40 held held held 
41 set set set 
42 spill spilt split 43 mean meant meant 44 sell sold sold 45 tell told told 
46 lose lost lost 
47 grind ground ground 48 fight fought fought 
49 build built built 
50 give gave given 51 throw threw thrown 
52 swim swam swam 
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No. Present Past Past Participle 

53 run ran run 
54 draw drew drawn 
55 write wrote written 
56 take took taken 
57 break broke broken 
58 go went gone 
59 send sent sent 
60 get got got 
61 wake woke woken 
62 beat beat beaten 
63 become became became 
64 begin began begun 
65 bind bound bound 
66 blow blew blown 
67 breed bred bred 
68 bring brought brought 
69 burn burnt burnt 
70 choose chose chosen 
71 cost cost cost 
72 fall fell fallen 
73 feed fed fed 
74 forbid forbade forbidden 
75 forsee forsaw forsee 
76 forget forgot forgotten 
76 prove forgave forgiven 
78 have had had 
79 hide hid hidden 
80 know knew known 
81 make made made 
82 upset upset upset 
83 understand understood understood 
84 tear tore torn 
85 spread spread spread 
86 sink sank sunk 
87 ring rang rung 
88 sew sewed sewn 
89 saw sawed sawn 
90 bleed bled bled 
91 bite bit bitten 
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APPENDIX 

Q: Your name and job? 

A My name is Mohammed Alam. 

My recent job is an educational consultant in the Educational 

Development in the Ministry of Education. 

Q: Concerning the current syllabus, do you think that the present 

one is better than the previous one? 

A- The concentration in the current syllabus is on the functional/ 

national approach. The old one was on the traditional one: 

grammar, translation, teaching vocabulary by just 

memorisation. This could be the main difference between 

the two syBabuses. 

Q: What do you mean by functional/hational syUabus? 

Functional/national approach is the approach that is from the 

student'ý daily needs: going to the restaurant, ordering meals, 

maldng reservations and other daily routines. 

Q: There are some topics and titles in the present syllabus such 

as: where is he ? who is he? or what is he? Do you think 

that such titles need to be modified into more functional titles 

than these at the moment? 

A. Yes, let me state something first that these books were revised 
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by the Ministry of Education for five or six times and the last 

revision was last year. So the books in the school now are the 

latest edition 1986 edition. In each revision there were some 

changes that they were suggested by professional--, in the 

Ministry of Education. So the titles you mentioned depend on 

how the teachers would teach them, because you can make 

abstract as they look or as practical as they want. 

Q: From my point of view the titles in the first grade intermediate 

should be more motivational to entice the students to the 

lesson itself. When the student is introduced to such titles 

like who is he? or what is he? this may not be motivational 

for him. What do you think about that? 

A: This would be another problem when you are trying to 

distinguish between instrumental and integrative rhotivation, 
it is impossible to integrate motivation for Saudi students. 

Q: Why? 

A- Because students should associate themselves with the culture 

of the language, the native speakers of the language and be as 

part of ihat culture and that language. This would be 

impossible in Saudi Arabia. You can't. You are in a different 

culture, in a different situation. It is difficult for the student to 

find a native speaker to communicate with. 

So we should have this in our minds that we cannot think of 
integrative motivation. Instrumental motivation is OK 
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But since language is a carrier of a culture then it is impossible 

to teach English without teaching the culture of USA, Britain, 

Canada or Australia where English is the native language 

overthere? 

A; I do not think that we can teach the language without teaching 

the culture. Even though in our textbook we teach Saudi 

culture and I stiff in doubt of teaching it in English syllabuses. 

But there is a difference between teaching the culture and 

integrative motivation. To be integrated is to be part of it, is to 

be as a member of that society. This is how to integrate two 

things together as one thing, But it cannot be for Saudi 

students. This MY point, but the culture is fine. OK 

I am looking at motivation as sometimes coming from outside 

the student. The integrative motivation then is fine for 

beginners to start with as it comes down to their level of 

apprehension. 

Q: With reference to the objectives of teaching English in 

intermediate stage could you state some of these purposes 

that you think they are the targets of teaching/learning English 

in this stage. 

A: From the Eng1ish language, our students in intermediate 

school by completing their third year intermediate, they have 

an opportunity of getting a job or to work somewhere or to go 

to vocational schools, so they need English for academic 
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purposes. Another objective is that they need English for 

working purposes if they want to work in the private iý' 
companies which require the ability to know the language. 

Since Saudi Arabia is an, open c' oUntry where you can, find a 
lot of people speaking many different languages from so many 

places in the world. You cannot communicate with these 

people unleýs yofi speak English as Engtish is an international 

language for communication. I think these are the broad and 

main objectives which enable the students to communicate 

thelanguage. 

Q: Concerning one of the aim of teaching English in intermediate 

school including in one oý the bulletin here which says: "To 

lay the foundation of knowledge of English so that the 

student... " Do you think that such an aim is specific for the 

teacher of English, the supervisor or even the student of 

English to carry out their job of teaching, supervising or 

learning? 

A: I think, that those alms written for intermediate curriculum are 

very broad, and this is normal for writing an educational 

policy, but how to get to that objective is to pass through 

many steps. 

Q: Do not you think that this is the job of the Ministry of 

Education? 

A: Sure it is. Yes. They should have the main objectives written 
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by the higher committee of education and simplify them into 

steps starting from zero. Suppose that one wants the students 
in the first grade intermediate to speak English but how. I am 

still saying that writing our aims in a general way is the job of 

Educational policy people. They do not specify the aims, but 

leave this specification to the Ministry of Education. Or may 

to the school itself or to the supervisors or for the English 

unit in the Ministry itself. But they shall be specified and put 
in the teacher mind that conduct teaching procedures, step 

by step from one point to another till we get to the general 

point of the objective. 
Q: Pertaining to the culture of English language, whether 

British or American or Australian, there are some prohibitions 

or taboos in the culture which the student needs to be 

acquainted of especially if he is going to visit such countries 

where he can find himself involved in such taboos 

unconsciously. This kind of situation may oblige us to intro- 

duce some of these prohibitions for students. Words like: 

wine, whisky, pubs, ham, bacon are examples of prohibited 

words. Do you think that we should teach such words in 

order to make the student avoiding involving in such 

communication or actions. 

A: If we go back to the purpose of teaching English that we teach 

English to our students in order to communicate with English 
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speaking people. If I am going to communicate with a native 

speaker in a, way that I speak Arabic this would not be an 

effective way and he may not continue and this would be 

a frustration level for the native speaker and the 

misunderstanding. Teaching language effectively dictates 

teaching the culture so we know that when we communicate 

with people if you do not understand what is behind the 

theme or idea of the book you can't understand the book. 

Just teaching mechanical thing about the language would not 

be effective. There are two ways either to teach the language 

or teach about the language. What we are doing if we are not 

teaching the culture is etaching I about the language but not 

teaching the language itself. 

Q: Concerning these prohibitions? 

A; Concerning these prohibitions I guess that some terms can be 

introduced by any time and there good things in that culture. 
The other items like wine, or nightclub is another issue. I 

think that introducing such words depends on when our 

students can understand these points, that they can under- 

stand what is good and what is bad and that they can under- 

stand the culture, what is the culture of the Western world. 
What is prohibited in the Western comparing with ours. So 

we can introduce these prohibited or restricted terms in 

secondary school or in the universities. This would be the 
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right place to teach these things. The student can judge 

exactly what these are. But bringing these things into the 

text or curriculum as a model for students is not fit. 

Q: I do not mean to teach these in a text or isolation, but some 
items like wine or animal fat or bacon are involved in the 

ingredients of some food and sweets which makes it very 

necessary for students to be acquainted of their meanings in 

order to avoid eating or drinking them. 

A; But this would be a very touchy subject for people who are in 

charge of education. Even though the idea of bringing the 

Western Culture is not acceptable here. People do not like so. 

Introducing such terms could be in Arabic in other subjects 
but not in English. Wine and whisky are very touchy words 

and cannot be acceptable, but other words Me bacon or ham, 

animal fat might be more acceptable. 
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APPENDIX: X'I'2. 
0 

Q: First your name and occupation. 

Aý Dr Sayeed Nfushtaq Hussain. I am here in the department of 

curriculum development as an educational consultant to 

collaborate with Dr Alam. 

Q: With reference to the current syllabus of English the writer 

John Field states that the syllabus of English is based on 

nationalffunctional approach, do you think this is right? 

A; Well, 1 think this claim is partially true, it does give a sort of 

indication that English is used according to the students' 

needs, but it is not completely nationallfunctional as Mr Field 

claimed. This syllabus concentrates on what the student 

needs in daily fife, communicatioq, how to write a letter, how 

to talk to people, things Eke that. 

Q: How about teaching the culture of English, although there &e 

some prohibitions in teaching the culture of English; such 

words as wine, lard or bacon for example are not allowed in 

Islam despite its importance in the learner's interaction 

outside Arabic countries. Do you think that such words or 
items as these are necessary for students in Saudi 
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intermediate schools in order to keep them away from 

involving in it by any kind of deal? 

A; I totally agree with what you have said and let me take this 

from the very beginning. I also believe firmly that in teaching 

any language you cannot separate it from its culture. 

However, in this country we do not want any negative aspect 

of any language to be taught things that are not necessary for 

us. However, I fully agree that our children or students must 

know at least the names of some of the things that are 

prohibited. As you had mentioned bacon, lar I d, and so many 

things liquor, wine, whisky, things like that. Now I personally 

see no harm in knowing the names of these things and 

understanding what they are. So that if the students go 

abroad they can be careful in not using these things or not 

eating these things and unless they know these things it would 

be very difficult for them I to five and not use these things. This- 

is what I feel very strongly. Now when I say that language 

and culture cannot be separated I do not want to take 

everything in that culture. I mean pubs or public houses, 

drinking in the evening, we do not want all these things, no. 

But there are good things in the culture which I feet that there 

is no harm in teaching them, but unfortunately the authority 

here is very strict about even mentioning the names of these 

things that we have just talked about. So at the moment we 
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are trying to do something about this but so far we have not 

got anywhere. 
Q: Could I ask you to provide some situations of teaching these 

words mentioned above, like wine, bacon, lard etc. 
A; Well, I think it is not possible for us to put into a Saudi 

Arabian context because we do not have it here, but the only 

things we can do that some people are trying to bring these 

things into the country and these things are captured by the 

airport authorities and we can then mention the names of 

these things what their names are and what they are. Ilke 

that. 

Q: what are the main problems or shortcomings of the 

intermediate Enoish syllabus? 

A; The problem that we are facing with the present syllabus is 

that of the teachers. Because we have got a new set of books 

which, are supposed to be taught by a direct method or a 

n-dxture of methods but basicafly the direct one, and teachers 

have not been trained. They are still using the traditional way 

of teaching. Secondly, most of our teachers come from Arab 

countries, chiefly from Egypt, but they do not have sort of 

TEFL qualification how to teach English as a foreign 

language. We have given the books- in their hands. I am not 

saying that all the teachers cannot handle the books but we 

find that a good number are sort of not using the books as 



they should. Of course the teachers' books-are there. It tells 

them what to do in each step but I personally think that aý 

good teacher does not entirely depend on the teachers' book. 

He has to make situations himself. So these are the largest 

problems we are facinpyý, teacher training and how to make 

them use these books. Secondly; some teachers feet that by 

reducing the number of periods from 6 to 4 they have to face 

some problems. They have to rush everything. They have 

no time to go to the tab. Because they do not have time. And 

here the main thing of the teacher, that he has to finish the 

syllabus, the book to be ready for the exam. So the problem is 

that children are taught o nly for the purpose of examination 

not bothering much whether the child learnt or not. 

Q: What kind of solutions do you suggest? 

A: Last year and the year before, we discussed these problems 

with the members of the National Committee of English. We 

have devised training programmes for the teachers. A sort of 

in-service training programme. We have sent our proposal 

with the details of a sort of programme for teachers what 

they should do during this training period to the training 

department at the Ministry. They responded favourably but 

we are still waiting for a suitable time or rind a suitable time to 

start the programme but they are going to do it. 

Q: How about objectives of teaching English in Saudi Arabia. 
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Some of them are included in the syllabus such as "to produce 

an individual who can listen, speak, read and write" and Oto 

acquire knowledge of English". Do you think that such aims 

are useful for students, teachers and supervisors? 
A; When we come to objectives I feet very strongly that even the 

supervisors do not know what objectives are. They never go 

and tell the teachers what the objectives of teaching English in 

a specific grade are. If you asked about objectives in a 

questionnaire the majority of teachers would not have any 

idea about what objectives are. I myself was a teacher and a 

supervisor but never heard of objectives of teaching English in 

Saudi Arabia. I agree with you that most of these objectives 

are away. They are not to the point and if I want to 

implement them I would know the way to do them. I would 

much prefer, as you have said now, to break them into further 

points so that we pan make it as clear and concrete as possible. 

The teacher may not know what he has to do or what he has 

to aim for. Rather than make some vague statement, fancy 

terminology without understanding anything that he has to do. 
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APPENDIX 

Q: Do you think that there are some defects in the current 

syllabus of English? And if there are could you define 

them? 

A; Yes, there are some. I think the textbooks are written to the 
lastest approaches of teaching English. But it also uses 

Arabic, certain rules are also given in the Teacher's Book 

which can be discussed in the class. So it is not just one 

approach that blanket teaching. Emphasis is on oral work-, on 

speaking, listening. The first book, there is little material for 

practising reading as well as writing, In the second book, I 

think towards the end of the book there are some paragraphs 

that had been written in authentic language. They are good 

for practising reading. There is gradation in material. There is 

a kind of principles which must keep you to the direction of 

the approach. The steps Oven in the book are very useful. 

The main problem is the time. The Ministry gives only four 

hours for English and this is not enough. The teacher cannot 
do written work in the classroom. Oral work mostly takes our 



time, and then the written work is left to be done at home. 

The written needs more time than is suggested by the author 

of the textbook. 

Q: There is new method of teaching a language e. g. 

communicative approach, do you think that all teachers of 
Engfish are quaMed enough to successfuffy conduct 

communicative approach? 
A: Actuaffy we are trying to emphasise on communicative 

approach. The problem is how to translate it. How to use it 

in teachin& 
Q: What about the supervision of the syllabus and teacher's 

evaluation. 
A: Supervisors trying to do their best to help the teacher by 

I visiting the schook I also come across some of them when I 

supervise teachers. 

Q: Do you hold seminars for teachers? 

A; WeH, we have to. We were discussing this with one of 

inspectors in Madina Directorate of Education, Mr. Tubaishi. 

This is in our programme now. We will be very pleased to be 

informed about their comments, their problems and difficulties 

and how they are working. But there has been no follow-up 

programme because of the shortage of the teachers and 

because of the lack of the proper inspectors of English. But 

this is very important once the teacher are graduate from the 
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college they do not come back to us for consultation or 

advice. 

Q: Do you think that intermediate school syllabus of English 

needs improving or renewing.? 

A; There is always a need for an improvement. Why not? 
Q: Concerning the cultural prospects of the target language, do 

you think that such words like: wine, bacon, ham, should be 

introduced? 

A; Not at this level I think. It is not advisable to bring these 

words in the books, because we have other things to teach. 

The textbook is very limited and if you bring these words 
there might be no room for other useful words. The parents 

can tell or translate these words into English and teach the 

students. 



just as teachers of English only 

The_le, sson criti_q-112: 

-I"he suvevviov,. - assessing teachers should look for evi. 

the following principles of teaching and qualities of th=%tt. -Dz-- 

a- Knowledge of subject matter. 

b--ý Lesson preparation. 

c- Revision (Questions) 

d- Explanation of new matter (class activity) 

e- Perfo-r-mance. 

f- Teaching aids. 

g- Blackboard work. 

h- I'llethod. 

i-' Lang. iaCe & delivery. 

d- Indi: 7idual differencesi 

k- Discipline. 

I- Homework., 

Pupils I response to ýhe teacher. ' 

n- Standard attained by pupils. 

o- Knowledge of individual pupilts name. 

p- Management of individuals whose behaviour upsets 
the teacher and disturbs the class atmosphere. 

q- Personal 4ualities (attitudeý co-operation, dress, 

cheerfulness, courtesy, punctuality etc... ) 

General Notes: - 

Good English teaching, in a school is not an individual affair* 
It is a matter of organised team-work which is the responsibil- 
itY of supervisors of English. They should see that :- 

a- Each school has enough number of teachers. 

b- Pupils have the right books_in their halLcls.? 

c- Schoolo have received the prescribed teaching aids, 
d- Idl the "t-ecchers and in particular new teachers 

hS77C, a Corr" Of the s7ilabus, a cop'7'esch of the 


